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This dissertation deals with the energy transition process which is de-fined 
herein as the process whereby energy consumption patterns o-f fuels used by a 
population change over time. The fOcus is on the domestic sector only and 
speci-f-ic attention is paid to the black population o-f South Africa which is 
urbanizing rapidly. 
The existing data on -fa..lrteen SJ.b-Saharan African countries are analysed and 
indications that the energy transition process is occurring are -fa..lnd. The 
process is influenced by both the level o-f urbanization and economic 
development but the rates o-f grcwth o-f these indicators do not appear to be 
influential. The low level o-f reliability o-f macro-level data in the sub-
continent is highlighted. In the case o-f South Africa existing data indicates 
that the transition is advanced in the urban areas where paraffin and coal 
are the dominant fuels. These fuels also fOrm a large proportion o-f the fuel 
tudget in the rural areas tut here non-commercial wooc:tfuel is still a vital 
fuel. . 
A survey o-f the black townships and infOrmal areas o-f greater.Cape Town, and 
one infOrmal area in the Transvaal, was carried cut. Large di-f-ferences in 
household size, income an.d other characteristics were -fa..lnd between the 
fOrmal and infOrmal areas. The latter areas had a population that was 
recently urbanized tut also contained the overspill -from the fOrmal tCMnships 
where hOJ:sing is at a premium. 
In terms o-f fuels paraffin was the most ubiquitous, being the sole -fuel fOr 
over hal-f the sample population. Signi-fic nt -findings are the widespead use 
o-f gas, particularly in the fOrmal townships, and the absence o-f wood as a 
fuel in the Cape. Average weekly ·household expenditure on all fuels 
<including batteries and candles) is R12 in the Cape, ranging -from R7 in the 
new infOrmal areas to nearly R17 in the nBlf.I fOrmal areas. Per capita 
expenditure on fuels is however similar in all the areas in the·Cape. The 
infOrmal areas spend 17"!. to 22"!. o-f total ha..l.sehold expenditure on all fuels 
while the -figure is 7"/. to 8"1. in the fOrmal areas. A widespead paraffin 
distritution system was revealed and a smaller, more fOrmal gas distritution 
system. In spite o-f -fractional purchases the price o-f useful energy varied 
little between paraffin, gas and electricity. 
A detailed analysis o-f the interrelationships o-f the socio-economic 
characteristics and fuel usage o-f the sample population indicates that inccrne 
is not a good predictor o-f expenditure on -fuel. It has some influence in the 
lower income gro..ip · only. The time urbanized has a wide influence. When 
regrouped in terms o-f this variable there is an marked increase in 
expenditure on gas and electricity while that on paraffin is static. 
In terms o-f attitudes there are positive attitudes towards the convenience o-f 
electricity and the economy o-f paraffin. There are marked pre-ferences fOr 
higher order fuels by the grcups that do not yet use them. The cost o-f 
appliances appears to be in-fluential in the transition process as paraffin 
appliances are much cheaper than those -for gas and electricity. 
The domestic energy transition process is explained in terms o-f a six phases 
- bianass dependency, rural transition, three urban phases and a -final phase. 
The transition between phases is as the result o-f increasing levels o-f 
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- 1 ,.... 
I NTROll..CT I(]\J 
1 • 1 I NTROCLCT I O\I 
Urbanization involves .fundamental shiTts and changes in the Tabric ~ 
countries and regions; not least in their economic, social and demographic 
structure. 
The metropolitan areas ~ So....tth A-frica are visibly undergoing rapid 
expansion. This expansion ~ consists primarily ~ infOrmal black 
settlements on the periphery, immediately recognisable by the ubiquitous . tin 
shacks, and to a lesser extent -formal housing - usually as extensions to 
existing black tONnships. The process·~ urbanization within the context ~ 
which this urban expansion takes place is a complex and ~ten misunderstood 
phenanenon. Even rapid urbanization is measured in decades rather than years 
and is an ureven process both temporally and spatially. 
Concomitant with urbanization is .the process ~ energy transition whereby, 
as a society modernizes, energy requirements increase and di-f-ferent energy 
sources are relied upon. Understanding this transition is essential -for 
-forecasting energy requirements and -forfTLllating energy policy, as are an 
understanding ~ the determinants ~ the rates and -forms ~ urbanization. 
Little work has however been undertaken, both internationally and locally, on 
energy transition among the newly urbanised and urban po6r. A need thus 
exists in Sa..tth A-frica -for a study ~ this process within the context ~ 
rapid urbanization. 
1.2 PRELIMINARY CEFINITI0\18 
Both urbanization and energy transition are social processes that take place 
over time and within the context ~ a space economy. The length OT time and 
size ~ the space economy may vary but the core concepts ~ the definitions 
given below remain valid. 
1.2.1 Energy Transition 
Energy transition is the process whereby the energy cora.unption patterns of 
fuels used by a population change over time. The population under study may 












Energy resources are used di-f-ferently over time, with new Tt1els replacing 
traditional ores and, generally, the intensity o-f use o-f energy increasing 
over time. This trend is a-f-fected by a host o-f -factors ranging --Frc:m macro-
·economic conditions to the e-f-ficiency o-f energy using appliances. In addition 
to varying over time the use o-f energy resources varies sectorially over the 
population and hence energy transition may also be studied as a parallel 
process o-f social change. 
Key problems with energy transition are tt)e definition and measurement o-f 
"traditional" energy resources and establishing which societal -factors 
in-fluence the transition. The time-scale over which the process is studied is 
o-f importance as the influence o-f short term pheranena and seasonality cloud 
observations taken over a short period. As a result time-series observations 
over a longer period are likely to yield more infbrmation on the process than 
short term time-series arid cross ·sectional data. The term 'energy transition' 
is preferred to '-fuel substitution' which has short term connotations. 
1.2.2 Urbanization 
Urbanization is defined herein as the process whereby the population of a 
nation or geographical unit baccmas progr-ively more concentrated in urban 
placas and progressively less rural, and in so doing undargcaa a process of 
modernization that is rapid in relation to the rural periphery. The 
definition thus embraces both a geographical aspect and a social process. The 
smallest geographical unit to which the definition may be applied is that 
which encloses both the urban and rural components o-f a city-rural system. 
A key problem in the definitic:>n is the concept o-f 'urban places', i.e. what 
constitutes a •town' or 'city'. This problem is o-f partiaJlar relevance to 
South Africa where some rural densities in the 'homelands' are higher than 
suburban densities. A Tt1rther problem is the popular confusion o-f urban 
grc:M1th with urbanization. High rates o-f urban growth may be recorded while 
urbanization rates are low, and vice versa. 
"Rapid" or "accelerated" urbanization are two terms encountered· with 
increasing -frequency. Both terms are intended to convey a period wherein the 
geographical aspect o-f urbanization is more rapid than the norm. Taken as a 
whole the rate o-f urbanization in South Africa is low, some 3"/. per annum, in 
relation to the remainder o-f Sub-Saharan Africa where the rate.ranges -frc:m 5"/. 
to 15"/. per annum. Urban growth however is rapid in South Africa. 
1.2;3 Formal and Infbr-mal Areas 
The rapid gro.-rt.h o-f South African cities has taken place largely in what were 
until recently termed "Squatter Camps". Gf late the term has gone out o-f 
vogue and been replaced by the sorrewhat less perjorative "infbrmal" area, 
with echoes o-f the word as used to describe the "black" economy in SA. The 












dE 11 i ngs. The word "per i -urban" is sorriet i mes used in the Cape 
Transvaal where the term is synonymous with the Transvaal 
Development oT Peri-urban Areas. 
but not in the 
Board fur the 
The rapidity oT the gra.-.1th oT the _in-formal areas oT the INestern Cape .are 
dealt with in chapter 5 but it shOJ.ld be borne in mind that this growth has 
outstripped the provision oT both housing and services, oT which electricity 
is but one. The dynamics oT this growth have a major bearing on the spatial 
and quantitative demand fur energy, both oT which are the subject of this 
dissertation. 
1.3 PURPOSE 
The purpose oT this disser.tation is the study oT the process oT energy 
transition in South Africa in the context oT rapid urbanization. 
1.4 S:::OPE 
The scope oT this dissertation is limited to that sector oT the South African 
population that is undergoing the process oT rapid urbanization at present; 
viz. the African population. The scope is further reci.lced to -focus on the 
domestic fuel sector oT the abovementioned population grcup. Spatially the 
study -focusses at the micro-level on the INestern Cape but also includes data 
from the Transvaal. At the macro-level South Africa is the -focus but the 
scope has been broadened to cover selected &.lb-Saharan African countries fur 
purposes oT c:anparison. 
As in all studies oT this nature the scope has also been limited by the 
exigencies of time and money. 
-1.5 OBJECTIVES 
The practical objectives oT this study are as -follows:-
i> To research local and national literature on the energy transition 
process. 
ii> To research national and local literature on the urbanization 
process~ 
iii> To research available data and investigate the macro-economic 
dimensions oT the energy transition process. 
iv> To undertake primary research to investigate patterns of domestic 
energy usage amongst urban black households, with particular reference 
to the INestern Cape. 












vi> To investigate the determinants oT the various -Fu.els used by the 
abovementioned households. 
vii> To investigate the intensity oT energy usage in the abovementioned 
domestic sector. 
viii> To investigate the distribution systems oT the -Fu.els in question. 
ix) To describe the energy transition process in detail. 
x> To suggest policy implications oT the ~indings oT this study. 
Central to achieving objectives iv>-orward is the "-follow-up" survey. This 
interview survey, described in detail in chapter 3, was conducted in the 
-formal and in-formal areas oT the black townships oT greater Cape Town, and an 
irttormal area in -the Transvaal, in 1988/89. There 1111ere a total oT 'Z57 
respondents in the survey. Data relating to both socio-economic 
characteristics and -Fu.el usage was collected and analysed as a whole and in 
grcups, principally by non-parametric methods. 
1. 6 ARRAf\.GEr'ENT a= Tl-E DISSERTATICJ\I 
This dissertation corrrrenc:eS with an introduction and literature survey. The 
research methodology is then presented. A macro- conomic investigation oT the 
energy transition process in selected African countries -follows. The existing 
data available in Sa.J.th Africa is then analysed. This is -followed by the 
analysis oT the socio-economic data oT the -follc:w-up survey. The -Fuel-related 
data oT the -follow up survey are then analysed and correlations between the 
socio-economic and ~el-related data are then sought. An investigation oT the 
attitudes oT the respondents, the use oT appliances and the results oT the 
additional short surveys -follow. Finally the energy transition process is 
described in detail, a model oT energy consumption incol'"porating transition 
presented and the implications oT the process to energy policy discussed. 

















The shi~ts ~population d...lYing the process~ urbanization Yesult in large 
spatial shi~ts in the demand fOr energy. The spatial part ~ the process is 
however not a simple one. Urban areas grow by natural increase as well as 
rural-urban and intra-urban migration, and certain areas <the metropolitan 
areas in South A-frica> grow more rapidly that others. Even more subtle are 
the changes wrought by the modernizing infl'uence ~ the city over time - the 
social aspect ~ urbanization. Aspirations, attitudes and standards change 
and so do the types and quantities ~ fuels used. It is thus evident that an 
understanding ~ the process ~ urbanization is a precondition to 
understanding the process ~ energy transition. As urbanization is a highly 
complex process it does not yield to simple analysis. Nor does the energy 
transition process. As a result this literature survey is extensive and spans 
the range ~ram international to local. 
2.1.2 Overview 
On the subject ~ urbanization a large body ~ works exists by a disparate 
collection~ disciplines. This eclecticism is d...le in part to the lack ~ 
~initional rigour regarding th!;! subject. As Lampard (1957> wryly observes, 
"Urbanization is a ballcx::m into which social scientists ble».1 whatever 
meaning they wish". The disciplinary net is now cast wide since 
" ••• the urbanization process re-Fers to rru.ch more than simple population 
graNth and involves an analysis or the related econcxnic, social and political 
transformations" <Drakakis-Smith, 1986>. The dramatic nature~ the 
post-wa~ growth ~· cities and the urgency ~ the problems imposed by this 
growth is another reason ~or the proli'feration ~. literature. For an overview 
~ the process the reader is rec:orrvnended the classic ~ Davis (1965> or the 
more recent Goldstein and Sly <1977>. 
The traditional approach to studying the urbanization process was within the 
disciplinary constraints o~ urban geography, sociology and economics and was 
inevitably Eurocentric in orientation. Until the early 60s the fOcus ~ 
studies on urbanization was on western cities which have a long history ~ 
steady growth. There was good reason fOr this as the cities ~ the "Third 
World" were as yet, with only a ~exceptions, insigniflcant urban places 












economies o-F these countries wrought by urbanization, hardly noticeable in 
the SO's, had by the 60's become impossible to ignore. Pioneer studies <eg 
Hauser, 1959> drew attention to the signiTicant di~rences between the 
development experiences o-F the inci.J.strialized and developing countries. New 
paradigms ror the understanding o-F the process in u~amiliar surroundings <to 
Western academics> were sought. The Latin Arrerican school o-F 
"underdevelopment" ~rs ore such paradigm. In gereral there has been a 
shiTt OT analysis away Trcxn the indivici.J.al tONard a class based 
interpretation o-F society and with increased attention to inequality. 
2.1.3 Modernization 
Dalton <1971:21> ~ires modernization as "a secµential process oF 
cunulative chan~ over time, ~nerated by the interaction oF economic and 
cultural innovations impinging on traditional economy, polity, and society, 
with Feedback eT-fects on the innovating activities." Grasping the. 
~ts o-F change at the macro-level is ore thing and measuring it in the 
Tield· is another. Adelman and Dalton (1971>, describing a village in India, 
rote that the three basic obstacles to TieldNork are the heterogereity o-F the 
conm.J.nities under study, the lack o-F statistical data and absence o-F theories 
o-F change and development at the micro level. 
Inkeles and Smith <1974> developed an operational scale o-F indivici.J.al 
modernity. The role o-F the work place is stressed, "Employment in 
complex, rational, technocratic •• organizations has particular capabilities 
to chan~ men so that they move -From the more traditional to the more modern 
pole in their attitudes, values and behaviour" (p6). ThB approach to 
modernization by these authors is socio-psychological wherein the process is 
a "chan~ in ways oF perceiving, expressing and valuing' <p16>. 
Twenty Tour dimensions o-F indivici.J.al modernity are nominated and a measure o-F 
"overall modernity" is developed. The measure was tested on 4 basic grOJ.Ps, 
cultivators, rew workers, noninci.J.strial workers and experienced workers, in 6 
developing countries. It is concluded that " individ..tol modernity is 
clearly a very broad, rru.lti-Faceted phencmena" <p105> and "No 
single attribute oF the person, not even how v.ell in-Formed he is, can stand 
alone as the indicator representing the whole syndrome" <p109). Irwin 
<1974>, on the other hand, developed an operational ~inition o-F societal 
modernization based on an index using erergy consumption and Gross National 
Proci.J.ct. 
As will be seen belOlll the link between urbanization and 
originally considered to be both causal and axiomatic, 
questioned, particularly in ATrica. 
2.1.4 Third World Urbanization 
modernization, 
is now being 
The term "Third World" originally enccxnpassed a grOJ.P o-F countries with 












urbanization in these countries, McGee <1967) and Breese (1966) re-Fleet the 
prevailing Eurocentric approach at the time wherein urbanization is 
considered a function o-f in<Lstrialisation and it is assumed that the process 
is likely to ~llow that o-f Western nations. 
The Third World has now beCOTle an economic grouping o-f the pCX>r countries o-f 
the world with a per capita incane. o-f less than US. $3000 per anrum <and a 
life expectancy o-f less than 70 years>. In spite o-f a surfeit o-f publications 
on the general topic suprisingly few urban researchers have explicitly dealt 
with contemporary processes o-f 
countries. Most Ceg Dwyer, 
urbanization and urban growth in Third World 
1975; Drakakis-Smith, 1981> deal with the 
provision OT housing at the intra-urban scale, or provide a general account 
o-f the political economy o-f urban development. <eg Santos, 1979>. Hay <1977> 
provides an overview o-f the Tactors influencing urbanization in the Third 
World and provides a statistical summary o-f urbanization levels in the 
countries in question. 
Gilbert and Gugler (1981> ~llow the political ec:onomy approach and adopt the 
underdevelopment paradigm whereby, it is postulated, "The impact oF 
Europe.an expansion -From the sixteenth century onN.ards tr.ans-Formed urban 
structures in the Third t«Jrld. The functions .and forms oF contemp:Jr.ary Third 
t«Jrld cities cannot be understood without .a consideration oF this process" 
Cp12>. The process that results Trom this impact is termed "dependent 
urbanization", fueled by rural-urban migration which is the result o-f 
impoverishment o-f the rural areas. The authors do har.lever not deal with the 
relative importance o-f migration to urban growth or the influence o-f circular 
migration on modernizing rural areas. 
In a recent work Armstrong and McGee <1985> coin the term "theatres o-f 
acCUITlL.llation" to emphasize the class 
cities. In a penetrating analysis o-f 
based on the underdevelopment paradigm 
nature OT the fuction o-f Third World 
Asian and Latin Pmerican urbanization 
the city is portrayed as the central 
place where Tinancial, commercial and industrial p0ter is concentrated as 
well as centres Trom which western culture and values are diTfused. The 
growing convergence in the sphere o-f consumption in Third World cities is 
juxtaposed to the divergence in the sphere o-f pro<Lction. Empirical studies 
o-f, inter alia, Hong Kong, Ecuador and Malaysia, provide supportive evidence 
~r the authors hypotheses that in the clash o-f tradition and modernity the 
urban setting plays a fundamental role in tilting the scale decisively toward 
the latter. 
Potter <1985> provides a more prosaic analysis o-f the process and pattern o-f 
urbanization in the Third World. Urbanization is analysed in terms o-f 
classical demographic transition theory. He states "Third t«Jrld cities 
exemplify par excellence the combination or pre-ind.tstri.al -Fertility with 
post-ind.lstri.al mortality' Cp36>. As a result extremely high rates o-f 
population increase are recorded and consequently " ••• very often, 












the total growth or urban populations" (p36>. Potter notes that rates 
of= urbanization are becoming inversely related to levels of= economic 
development while urbanization levels are closely related to levels of= 
economic development. The rank-size rule of= urban systems, so beloved by 
geographers, is invoked and tested empirically on the Carribean. As with all 
the above authors the inequalities of= the Third VJorld cities are emphasized. 
Squatter settlements are dealt with in some detail and attention is drawn to 
"the extreme socio-economic diversity which orten characterises 
spontaneous settlements •• " (p95>. One is also reminded that the Third 
VJorld is not homogereous. 
Toledo (1981>, in a wc::irk covering 20 squatter settlements in the -fa.tr largest 
Brazilian cities, re-fers to the transient character that the authorities <as 
in South ATrica> mistakenly attrib..lted to the squatter settlements 
" •• assuming that as soon as the population achieved a better socio-economic 
status, they would leave the precarious settlements'.' <p185>. As in the 
above studies the settlements are increasingly permanent, and the household 
heads earn flxed wages. With regard to services he notes that, "as the 
low income population is neither able to pay the costs involved, nor 
constitute a signiflcant demand -For d..trable goods, their chance to have urban 
services available are logically red.J.ced. The only exception is the 
electricity connection which is relatively low cost - thus arrordable by a 
considerable part or the population" <p185>. In Sao Paolo -for example 
only 30"1. of= the squatter dNellings are not served by electricity. In part, 
this proli-feration is dJ.e to the development of= in-formal electrical netw:>rks. 
At present, on average, some 40"1. of= the recent growth in the Third VJorld' s 
urban population is caused by internal migration <mostly rural-urban>, with 
the flgure rising to 70"1. in some of= the biggest cities <Economist, 3 December 
1983>. This is in spite of= attempts by nearly all of= the countries in 
question to stop the driTt to towns. 
2. 1. 5 African Urbanization 
Urbanization in Sub-Saharan Africa is a special subset of= Third VJorld 
urbanization (-for a short introd..lction to African urbanization see Peil, 
1984). It is historically one of= the least urbanized areas of= the world b..lt 
is urbanizing at an astounding rate (some 76% between 1950 and 1967 - New 
Scientist 4 Pogust 1988:60>. Conditions on this continent are such that f'cx:Jd 
prod..lction and GDP levels have declined in almost all countries since 1960 
<Economist 2 February 1985:95 & 10 September 1983:53 - see also Leys, 1987> 
while natural rates of= population growth are arrong the highest in the world 
<Cleland and 1-bbcraTt, 1985). In addition Sub-Saharan Africa has more extreme 
seasonality of= poverty than other continents <Lipton, 1986>, is more 
dependent on aid <Timberlake, 1985) and has a large and increasing debt 
burden <Economist 27 February 1987:74>. In the Tace of= these conditions it is 













In a pioneering work Hance ( 1970) investigated urban grONth, and in 
particular migration, at a time when 1 arge African cities v.ere still a 
rarity. He felt that, in terms of urban growth, "net migration is 
still the predcrni rant factor' (p27>. The impact of migration in the 
-form of "disjunctions" betv.een the urban and rural envirorvnents -for -first 
generation urbanites is treated in depth fur I.A.lest African countries. In 
Africa migration is often a type of long term 11C01VT1Uting" and the influence 
o-f r-·etur-ning migrants on rural areas has now attracted aceclemic attention 
<see Skinner, 1985>. O'Connor <1983> -follows a similar <largely 
nonparadigmatic) schema to Hance <1970) in his analysis of the African city 
(excluding South Africa). He presents a taxonomy of six di-f-ferent types of 
city o-f which the colonial city, the -focal point of underdevelopment 
theorists, is only one. The conponents of urban growth are dealt with in 
detail. These are natural increase, rural-urban migration, the engul-fing of 
rural comtTUnities as cities expand and the trans-formation of villages into 
towns. With regard to natural increase he states, "D..iring the 1950's 
and even the 1960's migration accounted for a larger share in most cities, 
rut as demographic structures have changed natural increase has beccxne the 
demi rant element in more and more citie!il' <p53>. <Cairo now gr°"'5 at 3"!. 
per anrum, of which 2/3 is -fron natural increase - Economist 2 July 1988:44>. 
O'Connor is unable to shed rruch light on the di-f-ferential rates o-f natural 
increase betv.een rural and urban areas in Africa but attention is drawn to 
the vital -fact that in Africa the demographic transition of -falling fertility 
rates, associated with urbanization elsewhere, is as yet not happening. The 
spatial and temporal patterns of migration are dealt with at length and here 
he concludes that, in A-frica, "f"bst migrants in cities intend to 
return eventually to their rural homelands, in sharp contrast to the 
situation in many other v.orld regions •• " <p68>. Rosser <1979) supports 
this view whereby the circulation of labour rather than its migration is an 
African characte~istic. Ethnicity in African cities, both racial and tribal, 
is dealt with and the existence of "plural societies" of di-f-ferent value 
systems in these cities is analysed. In spite of urbanization agriculture has 
the dominant share of the GDP of Sub-Saharan African economies <Economist 2 
February 198;5>. As -far as the urban economy is concerned O'Connor notes that 
urban populations are expanding rruch -faster than employment opportunities 
and that the concentration of poverty in cities in Africa is because 
"urbanization really invqlves a spatial shift of such poverty rather than 
providing its cause'' <p131>. 
Mabogunje <1986> takes up this point of the -failure of the process of 
urbanization to seriously improve the lot of the majority of the population 
in a work that reappraises the process within the -framework of the colonial 
political economy and a-fter independence. He points out that, 
"Urbanization, far from being a correlate of econcxnic development, is today 
the very symbol of the failure of strategies aimed at achieving that goal" 
<p271). He coins the term "backwash urbanization" to explain the 












A-frica, the contirued growth in the size of cities results more from the 
unexhausted potential of occupational and trade involution than from the 
conventional type of economic growth arising from -functional spe~ialization 
and higher labour productivity" <p268>. The peasant in A-frica thus 
finds an urban niche as a result of the informal sector rather than the 
formal sector. The term "backwash" is used as the process results ·from the 
backwash effect of inappropriate economic policies in the countries in 
question. 
Stren and Letemendia <1986> corrobor~te Mabogunje's view, "In the 
1980s, as national economies stagnate and the •parallel• economy accounts For 
more and more o-F the gross national prod.J.ct, informal transactions and 
exchanges are more central to economic analysis. At this point we begin to 
glimpse a •ruralisation• o-F African cities, as they interact more organically 
with their rural hinterland •• " <p vi>. 
2.1.6 Urbanization and its Elements in So..lth A-frica 
2.1.6.1 Urbanization 
Urbanization in So..lth A-frica has a special meaning as it is thrrugh · the 
control of population movement and the limiting of black urbanization into 
"white" cities that the policy of racial segregation has been carried out. 
Bra,..ett (in Smith, 1982> traces the process of urban contairvnent and the 
evolution of unequal development. Hindson (in Tomlinson & Addleson, 1987> 
sets out the new approach of regional spatial ordering as opposed to 
traditional territorial apartheid. However, as yet no -full re-examination of 
the process against the wider background of the peculiar political economy c:if 
the country is available. 
Nattrass (1981) in her work on the SA economy deals in passing with the 
urbanization process. She notes that the contrib...ltion of blacks to the urban 
sector labour -force is greater than it would seem from the level of 
urbanisation of that gro...tp due to the migrant labour system. She speculates 
" ••• urbanization levels would have been very rruch greater had the 
f'1igrant.Labou.r System not been institutionalized First by custom and then by 
the In-Flux Control LaWs, which were speciflcally aimed at limiting African 
urban settlement" <p14>. She notes that after 1970 the system began 
breaking down and urban growth occurred in the -form of informal areas and the 
increasing densities of tt'"ibal areas near the larger urban centres. Nattrass 
deals with migration in SA and the relationship to economic development in 
detail. She observes that the migrant labour system is age, sex and education 
specific, all to the detriment of the source rural areas where male absentee 
rates are as high as 70%. The stim.J.lus to urbanize is illustrated by the fact 
that the homelands provided employment opportunities -for only 28"1. of the 
anru.al increase in work seekers in _the period 1973-1975. A -further 37% were 












unemployed or migrant workers. 
Smit and Booysen (1981>, in the the most detailed work on urbanization in 
South A-Frica to date, take a. traditional approach which is basically 
descriptive and Eurocentric. The legal system governing ATrican population 
mobility is covered in detail. The core-periphery model <see Fair and Browett 
1979> is the theoretical base, with centripetal economic -forces "die 
sa.medrc:xrrning van prodJ.ksiefaktore in bepaalde kerngebiede of -sentrums" 
and centri-fugal political -forces, "die pblitieke emansipasie 
van die Svart tuislande en die staatkundige koppeling van die stedelike Svart 
bevolking in die 'Blanke' gebiede aan tuislande" <p8). The historical 
development o-f Black urbanization between the poles OT these -forces is traced 
and the changing spatial pattern o-f development o...ttlined whereby the 
increasing concentration o-f black urbanites into the major metropolitan areas 
OT South A-Frica can be seen. The authors are sanewhat uncan-fortable with the 
phenomenon o-f in-formal settlements-:- "Dit is 'n ruwe siekte • • " 
<p90), and make only passing rei=erence to the inTluence o-f natural increase 
on rates o-f urbanization. 
Kok and Mostert <in van Vuuren et al, 1984) take the view that "Sou.th 
Africa, althcXJ.gh not yet experiencing any urbanization problem worth 
mentioning, is already weighed dc:»Jn by its pbp.ilation problem" <p99>. 
The view is taken that urbanization is essential -for socio-economic 
development and the "abatement of pbp.tlation increase" (p100) 
which is in contrast to Mabogunje's opposing hypothesis cited above. The 
rates o-f urbanization o-f the variOJS races are -forecast, with that o-f the 
A-Frican population estimated at.2"1. per anrum. A more detailed analysis o-f the· 
above alternative migration scenarios is given in Mostert et al <1985>. 
The Tactors which inTluence migration in South A-Frica are analysed by Kok et 
al (1985) and Kok <1984> -for Port Elizabeth. In the -former study it was -found 
that migration rates diTT8red signiTicantly in terms o-f occupation and 
literacy with the unemployed and illiterate having the highest ratios; 
" •• those persons whd are probably least eQJ.ipped to deal with the modern 
urban enviromient" <p17>. The youth o-f migrants is apparent as 30% o-f 
all migrants migrated be-fore they were 18 years OT age. GF the reasons given 
-for migrating social reasons (Tamily/Triends> predominate at aba..lt 38"1. OT the 
sample, -followed by economic reasons (job/money) at 24%. It was -found that 
some 97"1. o-f migrants moved directly to the metropolitan areas in a pattern 
Kok terms "primary metropolitanization". A more recent work by Ho-fmeyer et al 
(1987> -found the highest inc~dence o-f migrant laba..lr was Tram those areas 
-furthest Tram the metropolitan areas. 
With rei=erence to the inTluence o-f urbanization on -fertility levels the case 
o-f the coloured population is investigated in a HSRC study <S-N-230, 1981> 
wherein the dramatic ·falls in these levels over the past two decades is 
bro...tght to light. While contraception was the most important single Tactor 














In what was heralded as a turnaround in black urbanization policy the White 
Paper on Urbanization <April 1986> recorrnended a positive urbanization 
strategy for the ca..mtry. Dewar and Watson <1986) analyse the implications of 
this strategy and conclude that, "The most disturbing Feature oF it, 
hov.ever, is the constrained and distorted way in which the 'problem o-F 
urbanization' is identifled' and thus -feel that the central question 
of what positive urbanization means has not been addressed unambiguOJ.Sly <on 
this note see also Thomas, 1986>. Bernstein <1987) addresses the response of 
the private sector to the positive strategy and the Abolition of InTlux 
Control Act <1986) and states that events aTter the publication lead one to 
conclude that "governnent's approach to urbanisation is still based on 
essential apartheid principles" <p48>. These principles include the 
restricting OT growth of existing Black urban settlements, the contirued 
racial segregation of urban areas, and the contirued "decentralisation" of 
inci.lstry to peripheral homelands. 
GraaT <1986> analyses the state of urbanization in the homelands. He states 
"any meaningFu.1 agricultural activity has e-FFectively ceased -For 
larger proportions oF the homeland pop..tlations •• " <p6) and a three part 
classiTication of urban areas is developed, viz; "urban", "semi-urban" and 
"peri-urban". This dramatically changes the picture of how many blacks were 
in Tact "urt3anized" in 1980, to 51.8"!. as opposed to the 41,6% OT Simkins 
<1983> whose work is the standard reT9rence in terms of black urbanization. 
In terms of projections of the black urban population Simkins <1983) projects 
a low Tigure OT 52,9"!. <18,4 mill> and a high Tigure of 61,2"1. (21,3 mill> by 
2000. This is broad agreement with Kok and Mostert <1984> who give a Tigure 
OT 60% <20,7 mill>. 
Figure 2.1 indicates the growth of the total urban and the total rural 
populations Trom 1904 to 1985, based on census returns -for the years 
indicated <Central Statistical Services, 1988). This Tigure illustrates that 
ur-banization is based on two dynamic components - the rural and the ur-ban. 
Figure 2.2 indicates ·the historical composition of the urban areas in terms 
of the varia..r.s population groups since 1904. The rising proportion of the 
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2.1.6.2 Informal settlements 
Squatter <or informal> settlements are being increasingly studied as it is 
estimated that about 7 million people live in these settlements in South 
A-Frican urban areas <Economist 1 October 1988:70 - quoting the Urban 
Fot.indation). That much Of" new urban growth is taken up in the informal 
settlements is illustrated by the f"act that the Urban Foundation <Anrual 
Review 1988) reports that tlNO tho..tsand new shacks are being b....tilt in Greater 
Durban every month. 
In this area <Natal> A'Bear (1981) studied settlement growth in the 
Pietermaritzb....trg-Durban region at both macro and micro-levels. In the t1NO 
communities studied in depth most Of" the household members <64% and 69"/.) were 
born in the settlements themselves and only a third of" the population could 
be classif"ied as in-migrants. The Inkatha Institute f"or South A-Frica <1986> 
notes that in 1983 of" the some 3 million people living in ,the Durban 
-functional region some 1,34 million lived in shack or squatter areas. By 1987 
these -figures were expected to be 3,6 and 1,73 million respectively. It was 
.found that the people Of" the settlements were permanent (86% WC1.lld not return 
to the rural areas>, were an integral part Of" the region and had negligible 
services and -facilities. Maasdorp and Pillay (1983> investigated in depth the 
socio-economic prOf"iles Of" tlNO informal settlements in the Durban area. In 
these cormunities it was .found that some three quarters Of" the population had 
migrated f"or economic reasons, and that about half" Of" the indJ.cement was the 
'push' f"actor in the -form Of" rural conditions. 
In an article in the Star <1 A..lgust 1988>, dealing with a study by Dr Frankel 
of" the University of" the Witwatersrand, it was estimated that some 1,5 
million squatters lived in the Pretoria...:Witwatersranc:l-Vereeniging <PWV> area. 
Of" these squatters the open veld shanty dwellers were the minority. f'lbst , 
squatters lived in the backyards Of" the -formal townships in the PWV and the 
ar-ticle stated "It is not urusual to have 10 to 20 sq..tatter households 
in a single backyard in the overcrowded areas at= Katlehong, Tembisa and 
Thokoza on the East Rand'. In one township <Tembisa) 94% Of" the 
squatters declared themselves to be permanent townspeople. Other -Features of" 
the settlements reported in this article were that they housed the poor- and 
very poor, were all over-crowded, had f"ew services and that unemployment was a 
permanent condition f"or many b...tt that there was also a vibrant inf"or-mal 
economy. 
In an early study in the VJestern Cape Weichel et al (1978) investigated some 
aspects Of" social and economic activity in Crossroads and Nyanga. A str-iking 
d if"f"el'"ence in the t1NO comm . m it i es in terms Of" c:omrruni ty i nvo 1 vement was 
revealed. A sample Of" 200 interviews indicated a wide range of" informal 
activity, with many small shack shops which they note "sold only a -Few 
items such as sv-.eets, para-F-Fin or -Fruit and vegetables" <p26>. Ellis et 
al <1977) analysed the causes Of" the squatting phenc:menon f"or both blacks and 












were the major causes •. Silk <1981> provided insights into the growth and 
demolition o-f the Modderdam settlement. This was a typical example o-f a major 
removal that had the net '~ct o-f none o-f the "removed" leaving the urban 
area. In this case, as in the destruction o-f Crossroads at a later 
there was a large intra-urban migration stream that Y-esulted in higher 
noY-mal growth rates o-f other informal areas. Intra-urban migration o-f 




The Urban Fot.mdation Western Cape <1987) .provides the most detailed resume o-f 
urban informal settlements in Sa..lth A-frica. They point out in terms o-f the 
r.ew control led squatting mechanisms, "It is hoped that once again, 
through controlling access to land and accanoda.tion, albeit on a dirrerent 
basis, the urbanization process can be manipulated to con-Form to state 
fXJl ic'/' <p2). The increase in the rumber and size o-f informal 
settlements is seen as inevitable as a result o-f the present economic 
climate, the inability o-f the homelands to be sel-f-supporting, and the 
una-f-fordability o-f conventional housing. Some -findings o-f the survey were 
that the settlements housed the very poor, services and -facilities were 
inadequate, rent or a service charge was paid to landlords or leaders, and 
that informal income generating activities constituted a signi-ficant section 
o-f the economic base o-f the settlement. 
The growth o-f Khayelitsha, a largely informal settlement on the outskirts o-f 
Cape TOf.Jn, is a phenomenon that is poorly documented. l-lere the Surplus 
Peoples Project <1984> deal with the early stages o-f grOf.Jth and resistance to 
-forced removals to this area. The subsequent rapid growth o-f the area is dJ.e 
in part to rural-urban migration a-fter the scrapping o-f influx control 
measures and the Coloured Labour Pre-ference Act in the early, 80s, in part to 
intra-urban migration a-fter the destruction o-f Old Crossroads and in part to 
natural increase. This process has so -far been doa.urented only in the press. 
2. 2 El\ERGY TRANSIT I CJ\I · 
2.2.1 Overview 
While the process o-f energy transition has been underway -for centuries .its 
description has only recently been added to the intellectual armoury o-f 
academics. Originally the preserve o-f historians <see -for instance chapters 
16, 17 and 22 o-f Derry & Willioms, 1960) the energy transition process has 
become o-f concern to energy -forecasters and development planners. The reasons 
-for this concern are mani-fold. Energy is used in great quantities by the 
developed nations and the supply o-f energy to meet the gr°""ing demands o-f 
developing nations will tax the energy reso.J.rce base o-f these countries and 
the world as a whole. Which energy reso.J.rces are to be used by a particular 
country depends in part on the energy transition process though which the 












survey is primarily on the domestic sector which can account for between 30% 
to 70"1. o1= total energy consumption in developing ca.mtries <Leach et al, 
1986>. It should also be noted that in these developing countries urban 
energy utilization has received little attention in literature conpared with 
rural energy problems such as deforestation. 
· 2.2.2 Energy Transition International 
Energy has had a changing role in human life as the economic base o1= 
societies has changed Tron agricultural to indJ.strial (see ScientiTic 
American, September 1971 and Cook, 1976>. When viewed at the time scale OT 
centuries and at a national scale the energy transition process OT the 
indJ.strialized nations can be perceived as a series o1= consumption curves o1= 
different energy sources. When smoothed these curves take on the form o1= a 
series o1= bell-shaped replacement curves as energy 50....lrces are replaced by 
newer ones as indicated in Tigure 2.3 (sa..trce Eden et al, 1981>. This Tigure 
illustrates the Tact that several fuels are in use at any one time. Energy 
transition is the changing mix o1= these fuels over time. 
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There are wide disparities in energy use bet""9en developed and developing 
countries, 6,3 kWh/day per capita primary energy use in the TOrmer in 1980 
versus 1,0 kWh/day per capita in the latter. Goldenberg et al <1987) note 
further that only 55% o1= the energy in developing countries was derived Tron 
coovnercial -fuels. <Roberts <1987) notes the definitional problems o1= the 
terms traditional and coovnercial). l-lc:ll...ever the future grONth in the global 
denand for energy will care mainly Tron the less developed countries <Bassin, 
1980>. This is dJ.e in part to.the levelling o-f-f o1= energy consumption in the 
developed countries, 
demography, and in 
developing countries 
ctue to reasons o1= increasing energy ef-ficiency and 
part to the increase in energy consumption in the 












depends in part on the urbanization process and is described by r:A..lnkerley et 
al (1981> as fOllows:- "Typically, as incomes rise, agriculture and 
ind.J.stry becare more mechanized, relative prices or availabilities o-F 
traditional Fusls change, and urban pop..ilations gre»1 rapidly. These changes 
tend to bring about a shift in energy consumption frcrn traditional or 
'nonc:orrmercial • Fusls, such as 1NCJOd and d.Lng, to ccrrrnercial fuels' 
(pl). 
The link between energy and development, or stated di-f-ferently, the influence 
o~ economic growth on the energy transition process, is investigated at the 
macr-o-level by Goldember-g et al <1987> who note, "The world has 
a 1 ready wi tressed a decoupling o-F energy and econani c gre»1th" and that 
"The cou.pl ing o-F energy use and econanic growth can aJso be lCJCJSened 
in developing CCJU.ntries" <p7>. The recipe fOr this decoupling is by 
increasing the e-fTiciency 0-f. energy use by emphasizing the use of "high 
quality energy carriers" such as gas and electricity. Energy is however still 
hugely important to Third World economies, viz., "On average, 
electricity companies in poor countries eat up 20Y. o-F g::iverrment development 
budgets and their borrowing can amount to sane 40Y. o-F a CCJU.ntry"s foreign 
debt" <Economist 7 May 1988>. In the case of electricity "At 
present every 17. increase in a poor CCJU.nty•s GDP p..tShes up its electricity 
consumption by 1,4X' <Economist, ibid). 
A study by Cecelski et al <1979) -focusses on energy in poor households in the 
Third World as household energy in the developing countdes accounts fOr 
a~t 50% of total energy consumption. Some broad conclusions are that energy 
is used with great i~iciency in many parts of. the developing world and 
that cultural and institutional Tactors are important in changing energy 
technologies such as new appliances. A tentative conclusion is that, 
"energy consumption measured in.cµ.antity terms rises by less than the rise in 
inccxne - at lower income levels at least" <p4>. The data analysed 
indicates that aTter a certain threshold income, higher than that of the 
urban and rural poor,· there may be a sharp increase in household consumption 
as access to new -fuels is achieved. With regard to policies, two approaches 
to equalising the access of the poor to energy are identiTied. Firstly credit 
policies which allow expenditures to be spread over time, and secondly 
technical '-fixes' or price subsidies which lower the price of energy. 
·rn r:A..lnkerley et al <1981) patterns of energy consumption and supply in 12 
countries, 8 OT which were developing, were investigated. The vital role of 
i biomass -fuels in the poorest countries, where it could account fOr up to 
three quarters of total energy used, and the 11 Tuelwood crisis" whereby the 
"price" in terms of increased times of collection, are noted. The difficulty 
of de-fining the "household" sector is that, "1-b.J.sehold activities 
merge with a variety o-F agricultural, commercial and workshop activities" 
(p51>. Energy data Tor developing countries lump these activities 
together thereby making the household sector a 'resid..lal' sector. With 












influenced by overall. costs oF -Fu.el, capital (stoves), labor <timeJ, rather 
than -Fu.el costs aloncl' <p56). The energy transition process is broadly 
analysed -for a -few ca.mtries and it is concluded that convenience and the 
demand -for services such as lighting and appliances play a role in the shift 
from non-commercial to comnercial fuels. In addition "-Fu.els such as 
kerosene may play a transitional role between noncarrnercial -Fu.els and 
electricity'. In a -footnote varying inccxne elasticities -for kerosene 
of between 0,78 and 1,59 and even some of zero and negative values are 
reported and the authors -feel "These re5ults can all be accommodated 
within the hypothesis that kerosene is a transitional -Fu.el". 
Energy transition in the rural areas has been rruch slONer than that in urban 
areas and biomass is still ·extensively used in these areas. Massive 
deforestation has resulted in some countries with the consequential increase 
in the time taken to collect fuel, over six hours per trip in the case of 
Nepal <New Scientist 10 Sept 1987:59). The rural energy transition process is 
investigated in detail by dif-ferent authors in eight developing countries and 
collated in Wionczek et al <1981>. Foley and van El.lren <1981) note the 
contrast in the subsistence econony between the high and inefficient 
consumption of energy -for dc:mestic uses and the extemely lON consumption -for 
productive purposes. As WCXJd is the principal source of fuel -for three 
quarters of the developing world the constraints on subsistence energy use 
relate largely to the availability and depletion of WCXJd supplies. Attention 
is drawn to the fact that subsistence societies are almost impervious to 
change as they are largely a cashless society and all fuels apart from wood 
require some cash ou:tlay. It is noted 11 The carrnercialisation oF -Fu.el 
cannqt be entirely separated -From the general transition -From a subsistence 
to a cash econcxny" Cp5). Of all the cases reported only in Korea has a 
series of rural energy t ansitions been planned and executed. Kim <1981>, 
analysing this country, notes the rapid urbanization, from 44% in 1961 to 79'1. 
in 1979. At the beginning of this period Korea's main energy source was 
fuelwood <57'!.> and at the end oil (63'/.) and coal <23"/.). There is a sharp 
dif-ference between the rural use of fuels - 82'/. firewood, and the urban areas 
- 82'/. coal and 2'/. wood. This is surprising as by 1979, 98'/. of vi 11 ages had 
electricity. The re-forestation schemes undertaken have allONed the absolute 
consumption of fir8WCXld to remain fairly. constant. The government actively 
encouraged the transition ·from fuelwood to coal even in the urban dc:mestic 
sector. It is noted that the "second" energy transition, ·from coal to oi 1 
took place as a result of a shortage of coal ciJ.e to the.rapid increase in 
demand caused by urbanization. The government response was to restrict coal 
suppl i es to the non-residential sectors. In Senegal , reported by Sene ( 1981> , 
a substitution programme of b.J.tane gas -for wood and charcoal failed to reduce 
the amount of charcoal used in urban areas as a result of the high price of 
gas. Also, " •• this progranme had no e-F-Fect whatsoever on the rural 
subsistence sector energy balance" <p139). The role of education in use 
of scarcer woodfuels and an open mindedness to new fuels is stressed. 












population size, growth, and the prevalence o-f a modern economy alongside a 
large rural subsistence economy. Guzman <1981>, reporting on Mexico, 
del?cribes in detail the large subsistenC::e Tarming sector o-f that nation which 
reveals, " •• the limited capacity of subsistence prod.Jeers to break out 
of the apparent ecµi 1 ibriUITI of the peasant economy and acc:umJ.late a surplus, 
hOflllever small". While Mexico is a major oil proc:Ucer the share o-f the 
agricultural sector in national consumption ~11 and indeed the demand fur 
oil products in this sector ~11 in absolute terms. On subsistence Tarms non-
commercial -fuels still accounted fur 84% o-f delivered energy and human and 
animal energy are still predominant in the proc:Uction o-f subsistence crops. 
In the lowest income groups cooking still takes place over an open Tire. 
Energy policy measures in the rural areas o-f Mexico have been electriTication 
and the subsidisation o-f paraffin fur c:bnestic use. f-b...ever. " •• even 
arter several decades of selr-su.fficiency in oil, with abundant supplies and 
low prices, other Forms or energy are sti 11 the predcxninant fitels among the 
peasantry" <p62). Guzman criticizes the Tact that these other furms 
have been ignored in the furmation o-f an energy strategy. 
At the macro-level China may also represent a model o-f interest to South 
ATrica. In that co...lntry there is heavy reliance on coal which accounts -for 
approximately halT o-f the total primary energy consumption while biomass is 
second at about 25"/. o-f primary consumption Cv.brld Bank, 1985>. 
Stassen and vaq Swaaj 
that to counteract the 
C 1981> , on the que5tion oT rural energy policy, 
outstripping oT wood-fuel supply by demand arid 
increasing reliance in these areas on cheap comneircial -fuels, " the 
-feel 
the 
best approach is to prCK'f/Ote rural selF-su.fficiency in energy by increasing 
energy prod.J.ction, and by encouraging the substitution and more eFFective use 
of indig:neou.s and, pre-Ferably, renewable resources" (p21>. 
In a later study Leach et al C1986> investigated energy and economic 
structures in a CO'Tlparison oT 13 ind.lstrial and developing countries. They 
note the special role that biomass plays in middle and low-income countries 
and note, "by -Focussing almost exclusively on Fossil fitels and 
hydropower schemes, planners in these countries may get a seriously distorted 
view of energy growth prospects and planning priorities" Cp4>. They 
also note the international concern with energy use in the ha..lsehold sector 
oT developing countries where there is a heavy dependency on biomass, and at 
the rapid growth oT houshold use oT -fossil -fuels - o-ften at 8"/. to 12"/. per 
annum; "Urbanization, improved supply systems and rising incomes add 
to the basic attraction or· these convenient and clean energy sa..irces ••• " 
<p141>. These authors note that a characteristic oT the household 
sector is its enormous variability. In this study it was TOl.lnd that the 
dependence on biomass ~ell very sharply with increased income over time -for 
most OT the developing countries. It was also TOl.lnd that there were striking 
differences in terms o-f house~old energy sources between the urban and rural 
areas oT the countries studied with energy use and biomass consumption being 












fuels are used at relatively low income levels and show a very rapid increase 
at higher incomes" Cpl52>. The e-F-fect of hOl.JSehold size was pivotal in 
that it was ~nd to largely explain the growth o-f household energy 
consumption with household income. A -feature that both developing and 
developed countries shared was that household energy consumption grONS lll..l.Ch 
more slowly than income. This has important social implications as it means 
that the poor spend proportionately very rruch more of theiy -family budget on 
energy than do higher income -families. An impoYtant conclusion is that, 
"This view that a major transition in household energy use acccxnoanies 
rising incanes, urbanization and other aspects oF developnent, stands in 
almost complete contrast to projections oF global -Firewoad consumption •• " 
<p159>. HoweveY, they add that the deteYminants of eneYgy consumption 
in households aye not well understood. 
Leach (1987> in a recent study o-f energy tYansitions in the household sectot'" 
in Sa.J.th Asia SU1TYT1arises the pYocess as -follONS; "Families attempt to 
move up the ladder o-F fuel preferences -For ccx:Jking and heating towards 
greater convenience11 cleanliness11 time saving and 'modernity'" <pl>. He 
notes that the process is "driven by inccme11 but also by scarcity oF 
biofuels" <plO> and is strongly a-ffected by -fuel prices, the cost of 
appliances and the availability of -fuel. Since the transitional -fuels are not 
-full substitutes of the bio-fuels they replace and because of irregular -fuel 
and power supplies the rrultiple use of -fuels is common. Leach's study is 
based on both cross-sectional and time series data -for India, Pakistan and 
Sri Lanka. In the -first two countries, where premium -fuels are more easily 
available, biofuel shares -fall steeply with incare. He notes that the -falling 
Yeal pYices of gas and electricity and the -fact that kerosene has always been. 
cheapeY than li'.OOd on a use-fu.l heat basis has encouraged the urban eneYgy 
transition. 
Pearson <1987> considers medium and long term energy transitions in Asia. He 
notes " •• in order to understand and -Forecast u:x:: energy demafldy it is 
important to appreciate what kind oF transitions (if any) a CCJUntry is making 
and at what stages it is in those transitionsy since there is both long-term 
substitution and a degree oF short-term SJNitching beti-.een traditional and 
commercial fuels' p <3>. Both macr-o and micro -factors influence energy 
transitions but at the latter level the processes o-f energy decision-making 
within households are not v..ell understood. Pearson states that household 
energy demand is a -function of -fuel price, prices of substitutes, tastes, 
household socio-economic and physical characteristics, Or.el ling 
chayacter-istics, season and temperature, characteristics of the -fuels and 
characteristics 0-f the appliances. Pearson investigates the energy tYansition 
process at the macro-level, using data -from the Asian Development Bank and 
World Bank, and by regression analysis con-firms the expected Yelationships 
between energy consumption and broad development indicators. These are that 
commercial energy as pYoportion of total energy consumption is related to 
development indicators such as the· percentage living in urban aYeas, 












2.2.3 Energy Transition - A-frica 
Soussan <1987> notes that the decreasing share ~ biofuels in some LOC's 
"orten reflects increased consumption oF commercial Fuels in other 
sectors or the econcmy more than a move awciy From the use or bicxnass Fuels in 
households" Cp4.1). Unlike Pearson above he -feels that "The pace 
oF this transition, is so slew as to appear almost imperceptible" 
Cp4.2>. The main -Factors that precipitate energy tt'"anslitions are -Firstly 
economic development - economic growth and income distritution, and secondly 
urbanization - "This is partly a cµ.estion oF supply, Free bicxnass 
Fuels are rarely available to the urban pop.J.lation, and partly one oF 
prosperity, in most Third World countries urban incomes are higher' 
<p4.3). A third -Factor is the increasing scarcity~ biomass fuel supply and 
the -Fall in real costs~ corrmercial fuels. Soussan's data is based, on 
surveys in Kenya and Grenada. In the -Former country he notes than the effect 
o-F income on energy consumption is linear, the use o-F more than one fuel is 
the norm and that thet'"e is considerable variation in the quantity o-F each 
fuel used by households within each income group. In addition energy 
transition in Kenya was an urban phenomenon. The author concludes "The 
crucial Feature oF these changes is that they occur over time within 
individ..lal households, and d..lring the trt3.nsition these ha.J.seholds will be 
extremely flexible in combining diFFerent cµ.t3.ntities or diFFerent fuels in 
response to Fuel costs i3.nd i3.Vt3.ilt3.bility, incane i3.Vt3.ilt3.bility and other 
household needs" <p4.5). It is suggested that past changes in fuel use 
are not irreversible. 
Elkan <1987) analyses alternatives to fuelwood. in A-frican towns and notes 
that on this continent the urban poor rely almost exclusively on fuelwood. 
The major reason is that fuelwood contirues to be cheaper than the 
alternatives, albeit as a result~ its non-ccrrvnercial nature at present <and 
the artiflcial depressing o-F urban fuelwood prfces by some A-frican 
goverrments>, and in spite ~ the subsidisation ~kerosene. The author 
states that in the short to medium term para-F-Fin (kerosene) is the only 
alternative to fuelwood or charcoal. However, "The principal reason 
why kerosene hi3.s IT1dde no gret3.t hei3.dvi3.y is that its use recµ.ires a cooker that 
is very ITU.Ch more expensive than the three stones needed to make an open Fi re 
" (p3.7>. For lighting however, where home-made appliances are 
possible kerosene is now widely used. Elkan dismisses the establishment o-F 
fuelwood plantations, noting that while indigereous wood is available and 
used as a "·free" good, corrmercial wood wi 11 not be competitive. He cautions 
that while a fuelllllOOd solution to the fuelwood problem may not be -Feasible 
the switch to conventional fuels will depend on stable oil prices, a marked 
reduction in the cost ~ conventional fuel appliances ahd the rise ~ the 
incomes ~ the poor to the level ~ the present middle class. Thus, 
"The .'conventional fuel' solution to the fuelwood problem IT1i3.Y there-Fore be no 













H.J.ghes-Cr-amNick <1985> descr-ibes the r-esults o-r an ur-ban household ener-gy 
sur-vey conducted in Nair-obi, Kenya in 1981. She points out that two 
independent phenorrena, the oil pr-ices changes since 1973 and the depletion o-r 
non-commer-cial -Fuels, have impinged on the availability o-f ener-gy in Kenya. 
Al though wood-Fuels account fur- 68'/. o-f Kenya's ener-gy demand only 7"!. o-r 
Nairobi use this -fuel - 65"/. use char-coal and 78'/. electr-icity. She notes that 
ur-banization has in-fluenced ener-gy utilization as r-ur-al migr-ants who used 
wood and char-coal now use gas, par-a-f-fin and electr-icity. The sur-vey revealed 
a dichotomy betlN88n the reasons fur pdmar-y -fuel usage; pr-ice and income in 
the case o-f lower income groups and convenience and availability in the case 
o-f higher income groups. This accords with choice o-r -Fuel, charc6al and 
para-f-fin at the low end o-r the inccme scale and gas and para-f-fin at the upper 
end. Wood is pr-imarily used fur heating while charcoal and gas are pr-imarily 
used -For- cooking. Electr-icity on the other hand is used -for- a var-iety o-r 
purposes. It is noted that the average basic ener-gy demand f'or cooking with 
gas is signi-ficantly <about 50%> greater than with char-coal. Also "The 
civerage basic energy demand for electricity rrultiple end uses is larger than 
compa.rable end-use combin,ations oF other fuels" <p273). In terms o-r 
-fuel consumption a pattern o-r increased use o-r charcoal and then a reduction 
as gas and electricity are substituted was -found. Para-f-fin fur cooking on the 
other- hand declined at higher- income levels. In terms o-r energy consumption a 
signi-ficant -finding was that mean energy consumption increased not only as 
income incr-eased b.J.t as the usage o-r a -Fuel f'or rrultiple activities 
increased. Regression analyses yielded the -findings that electricity ener-gy 
demand was income elastic (a 1% i ncr-ease in income r-esul ted in a 1 , 58'/. 
incr-ease in energy demand> b.J.t that household size explains a large portion 
o-f the variation in electricity energy consumption. On the other hand 
char-coal energy had negative income elasticity <-0.23> whereby it declined as 
incomes rose and also household size seems to be an important determinant o-r 
charcoal energy demand. In the case o-r para-f-fin ener-gy consumption household 
size and the rumber o-r para-f-fin appliances were more important determinants 
than income and although positive, the income elasticity was small <a 1% rise 
in income leads to a 0.25"!. increase in para-f-fin energy demand>. In the case 
o-r gas energy consumption only price was a determinant and was thus income 
inelastic. The author concludes that the results l" •. rrust be integrated 
with other social and economic -factors f'or af-fective policy making" 
(p278). 
2.2.4 Energy Transition - South A-frica 
2.2.4.1 Rural areas 
Early attention to the importance o-r biomass as an energy resource, and to 
the diminishing -fuelwood resources in South A-frica was drawn by Bond <1977>. 
Prior to this -fuelwood had been studied as one -facet o-f a set o-f socio-
economic conditions under investigation by Clarke and Ngobese <1975>. Gandar 












in South A-frica, noting that the Department OT Planning and Environnent in 
studies of energy trends and consumption in 1975 and 1978 did not consider 
fuelWCXJd. 
The Tield OT interest narrowed to Tocus solely 
subsistence communities with the work OT Best 
on.rural domestic energy in 
(1979>. Best selected three 
villages in Lesotho, Transkei and Kwazulu which v.iere visited both in summer 
and winter and the consumption of fuel OT various types measured with some 
rigour. The major fuels used in these villages were wood, c:U.ng and paraffin, 
and the minor Tuels coal, candles, crop resic:U.es and other combustible 
materials. It was -found that there was a large variation in the energy 
consumption OT households on di-Fferent days and also a discernible seasonal 
variation. The average annual per capita energy consL.imption OT all the 
villages was 13,96 GJ, with a wide variation between Transkei <7,69 GJ) and 
Kwazulu (23,86 GJ). Best concluded that the availability of flrewood in the 
vegetation around each village had a major inTluence on the consumption of 
domestic energy. It was noted that in sane cases wonen had to walk Tor 3 
hours to collect wood. Gandar <1979> estimated the total Tu9lwood consumption 
in the hcrrelands to be 5,4 million tons per ann..im, based on the energy 
utilisation estimates of Best <1978). 
Liengme <1983) studied the use of wood Tor both -fuel and building in a 
village in Gazankulu and -found that the average daily Tamily consumption of 
wood was 14.9 kilograms, with wide variations in this mass, inTluenced in 
part by Tamily size. Gandar <1983> noted that rural -fuellNOOd was seen as a 
Tree good, a right and a necessity and estimated it contributed between 5"1. 
and 10% of national primary energ  consumption. He concluded that INOOd would 
be the dominant fuel (on a per capita basis in rural areas> Tor the 
Torseeable future as it was " •• convenient, relatively cheap, does not 
require -Fancy appliances and is renew.3ble". 
Moller ( 1985> in a study with a large sample (5500), of perceptions of basic 
needs by blacks, that covered both rural and urban areas, states, 
"over R::x.tr-fl-Fths oF rural and white -Farm blacks stated they use wood -For 
ccx:Jking or heating their homes" (p14). In the townships the ratio TOr 
cooking by INOOd was 38"1. and heating 26%. f-b.Ever 45"1. of the rural Tire1NOOd 
was purchased and 10"1. had to walk more than 30 minutes to collect Tirewood. 
Some 30% of the rural sample used c:U.ng, "f"bst likely this is an 
indication that other more suitable fuel types are not available." 
Eberhard <1986) studied energy consumption in South A-frica Tram the full 
range of energy sources. The rural component of this study consisted of six 
villages in three bioclimatic zones. It was -found that all Tamilies in these 
villages used fuelwood and the rumber of Tamilies using paraffin ranged ·Tram 
85"!. to 100%. Eberhard notes, "Wood is clearly the cbninant fuel, 
although it is noticeable that other fuels are extensively relied upon 
particularly para-Ffln and also agricultural il't/Ostes such as d.J.ng, mielie cobs 












such as long times required -for collection and extensive conmercialization of 
woodfuel. The total annual household -fuel expenditure ranged from R55 to R271 
with expenditure on wood ranging from 30"1. to 63"1., and expenditure on paraffin 
from 22"1. to 56%, of the total expenditure on -fuels. 
Eberhard and Dickson <1987> studied two broad areas in Bophuthatswana with 
the -focus on +uelwood. In the rural areas of this study 90% of the families 
in the survey relied on +uelwood, of which some 45"1. was purchased: The 
average per capita consumption of +uelwood is 404 kg which it is observed 
" •• compared with studies in other areas of South Mr i ca, is very 1 ow 
and indicates a serious fuel1NOOd shortage" Cpl>. About half of the 
average household +uel expenditure is on paraffin C162 litres/annum per 
family>. 
Tobich and Dingley <1988> surveyed 10 rural villages and five small towns in 
the Ciskei in a study that focussed on the potential electrification of these 
areas. The sample size -for each town or village was small and no quantitative 
date on erergy consumption is provided. It was -fa...lnd that paraffin was the 
most cc:mnonly used +uel, with 99"1. of rural hcuseholds and 98"1. of urban 
households using it, while +uelwood was used by 86% and 57,5"1. respectively. 
D....tng is a major -fuel in rural areas. Coal and gas are minor -fuels in both 
areas. Paraffin accounted -for about 50"1. of the total -fuel cost in the, rural 
area and 44% in urban areas. 
The best estimate so far regarding horreland -fu.elwood demand and supply is by 
Aron, Eberhard and Gandar (1989>. They note, "Fuelwood consumption 
varies greatly between rural, peri-urban and urban settlements and the 
calc:u.lation or fuelll\C/Od demand is dependent on assumptions regarding the 
split or pop .. Llation between thesS settlement categ:iries" Cp8). The 
demographic data of Graaf+ (1986> is combired with. existing consumption data 
from variDJs sources and consumption figures of 5,45 million· tons/year in 
1980, and 8,31 million tons/year in 2000 cala.ilated. In terms d-f supply of 
-fu.elwood six sources are identified with the greatest contrib...ltion from 
scrubland and woodland. The annual sustainable above-grcund yield of woody 
biomass from natural shY-ublarid and woodlands in the horrelands was estimated 
to be 11,6 million tons per annum. Of this 5,8 million tons could be regaY-ded 
as sustainable usable -fuelwood. Based on these figures the authoY-s cala.ilate 
+uelwood deTicits which are already 4 million tons per anrum by 2000 and 
complete depletion in 40 years. 
2.2.4.2 Urban areas 
In a study of energy and the urban poor Eberhard <1984> notes the large 
disparities in domestic energy consumption between the white and black 
population groups. The percentage of incorre spent on domestic energy is -fa...lnd 
to declire rapidly with increasing incorre in both Crossroads and the 
relatively more affluent coloured aY-eas surveyed. In the case of Crossroads 












The urban conponent o-f Eberhard <1986> is the -first major study of energy use 
in in-formal settlements. Five peri-urban ~reas, ~ncluding Crossroads in the 
Western Cape, were surveyed by means o-f structured questionnaires. In these 
in-formal settlements -fuel\NOOd was still a major -fuel source although the 
percentage of users who bought wood rather than collected it themselves was 
high. It was -found that 38"1. of the Crossroads residents intervia-.ed used 
wood, while 100% used para-ffln, the rrean annual per- capita consumption 
thereof being 96 litres. Coal consumption in this in-for-mal settlement was 
relatively high at 217 kg per- capita per- anrum, while the usage o-f gas was 
low at a mean of 1.7 kg per capita per- anrum. The high incidence of wood use 
should be seen in the context of the large available resource in the -for-m of 
the Port Jackson shr-ubland that covers lar-ge areas of the Cape -flats. 
Eber-har-d <1986> -found that per- capita ener-gy consumption in the peri-urban 
areas was not higher- than the r-ur-al ar-eas, in spite of higher- disposable 
incorres and speculated that this could be explained by the higher- e-f-ficiency 
o-f -fuels used in the -for-mer- ar-eas. Ho.-.ever his r-esults indicate that of the 
per-i-ur-ban areas the highest pr-opor-tion of hOJ.Sehold incane spent on ener-gy 
is in Cr-ossroads, which is within the Western Cape rretropolitan ar-ea. In a 
-fur-ther- survey of Vulindlela, one of the villages in Eberhard's study, 
Scholtz and Dingley <1988> give a r-evised mean rronthly -fuel expenditur-e of 
'about R64 conpar-ed to the fl gure of R29, 33 -fron the Eberhard survey 
under-taken in 1984/5. 
In the per-i-ur-ban areas of Bophuthatswana studied by Eber-har-d and Dickson 
<1987 > , 75"1. of the households used -fue 1 WCX)d, with an aver age per- capita 
consumption of 134 kg per- anrum. In these ar-eas 96% of the -families sampled 
used par-a-f-fin and the consumption was 224 litr-e/anrum per -family which 
accounted -for- 50% of the rrean rronthly hOJ.Sehold expenditure on -fuel. 
Eberhard, Dickson and Pour-is <1989>, in an article based on the survey 
reported in Eberhard and Dickson (1987>, deal -for the -first tirre with energy 
transition in Sa..lth Africa. They state, "Urbanization is one o-F the 
main -Factors a-Ff'ecting household energy transition in developing countries 
but its e-Ff'ects can only be verifled empiricallY' <p424>. They 
continue, · "The classic pattern o-F substitution o-F dtng and fuelwood 
For coal and paraffin appears to be the cbminant paradign" <p424>. They 
conclude "Econcmic development, the degree o-F urbanization and the 
relative availability o-F biCJ111ass and conrnercial fuels appear to be the main 
determinants precipitating energy transition in Bophuthatswana" (p425). 
Read Consultants <1988> investigated the usage of energy in Botshabelo and 
Mangaung in the Or-ange Fr-ee State. The 
estimated population o-f bebNeen three 




a r-esettlement camp with an 
hundred thousand and the 
100 000. Botshabelo is not 
electri-fied while a proportion of Mangaung is. In the -forrrer area para-f-fin 
accounted -for 38"1. of total ener-gy costs in SUITYl'l8r but -fell to 25"1. in winter-
when INOOd accounted -for 20% and coal 30"1. of total energy costs. In Mangaung 












<25"1.>, but in winter coal <27"1.> was -followed by electricity and para-Ffin, 
both o-f which contributed 20% to the total energy cost. The gap in 
expenditure betlNE!en the electriTied and non-electriTied Tamilies is 
insigniTicant, and both groups use rrultiple -Fu.els 'in both summer and winter. 
While no quantitative data on energy consumption was collected Eberhard (pers 
comm) calculates that those with electricity are using more energy, 
particularly useful energy and the cost OT this useful energy is rruch lower 
than that in the non-electriTied group. 
Basson (1987) summarized some o-f the available data Tor rural and ur-ban 
domestic energy. In this paper the influence OT "accelerated" urbanization on 
the use and supply OT energy is brieTly considered. He notes "Ore or 
the most serious ef-Fects is in terms or the environment, especially in South 
/:!J-Frica~ as a result or cheap coal and the e-F-Fects or its incorrect 
ccmbustion" (pl4). 
2.3 CCN:l..USIONS 
F~om the literature it appears that a non-Eurocentric paradigm may provide 
deeper insights into the process o-f urbanization in Sa.J.th Africa •.. IT an 
historical viewpoint is taken and the process seen as "dependent 
urbanization" the pattern o-f contin;.ous rural-urban migration Tram the 
impoverished rural areas is the inevitable result o-f the enduring cultural 
clash and dominance OT the white population. African urbanization is however 
a special case o-f Third World urbanization. The unique system OT cir-cular 
migration, the high rates o-f population grONth, the low levels oT 
ur-banization and the enduring . poverty result in a process o-f urbanization 
that depends on the capadty OT the in-formal sector to absorb the nelN 
urbanites. This "backwash urbanization" (Mabogunge, 1986> paradigm suggests 
that urbanization may not result in economic development - the opposite in 
Tact. This inverse correlation o-f high urbanization rates and low economic 
growth rates is corroborated .by Potter (1985>. 
Applying the "backwash urbanization" paradigm to Sa.J.th Africa the high rate 
o-f urbanization could be construed as a "backwash" 8TTect OT inappropriate 
rural policies, based on urba~ exclusion rather that rural development. The 
growth o-f the in-formal sector has inC:ieed been high, although measuring it is 
di-Fficult <but see van der Berg, 1989 - the resici.tal labour -force growth ·from 
1974 to 1985 was Tram 24% to 38"1. o-f the total labour -force>. The level oT 
poverty is seen by Wilson & Ramphele <1989> to be rising <although this view 
is challenged by others, see Financial Mail 18 Pugust 1989>. This paradigm is 
in direct contradiction to the "positive urbanization strategy" which is 
predicated on a positive relationship between urbanization and economic 
growth. Adopting this paradigm would have wide 8TTects on the gr01.Nth 
scenarios o-f the future o-f South African cities and on the demand -for energy 












Focussing more narrD.illly on iriTormal settlements it appears that these will be 
the dominant element of urban growth in the future. The permanency of these 
settlements is revealed in the -few studies in these areas in South A-frica as 
' ' 
is the major role played by the iriTormal sector. At present migration appears 
to account ~r only one third of the growth rates o-f these areas. Intra-urban 
migration however results tn high growth rates in certain areas. The. spatial 
aspects o-f the demand ~r energy will be largely dictated by the patterns of 
growth o-f these settlements. In terms of electri-fication the Brazilian 
example should be noted where sane 70% o-f the in~rmal settlements are 
electri.fied. 
The literature survey indicates that the domestic energy transition process 
has only recently become the subject o-f investigation. The importance of the 
process to developing countries is ci..le to the share the domestic sector has 
o-f total commercial energy demand (up to three quarters in the poorer 
countries>, the rapid increase in -fossil fuel usage and the high income 
elasticity o-f electricity. In spite of this perceived transition, macro-level 
studies o-f several countries reveal the intransigence of the subsistence 
sector to change in fuels used. This is particularly a problem in Sub-Baharan 
A-frica which contains the countries with the highest proportions of 
traditional fuel use. 
At the macro-level the link between economic development and the energy 
transition process is reasonably clear. Certain broad indicators o-f 
development, notably levels o-f industrialisation and urbanization, are 11-JSll . 
correlated with energy consumption. The choice of fuels is hONever at the 
core of understanding the energy transition process. Serre understanding of 
the number of -factors that influence choice of fuels is gleaned -from the 
micro-level studies. Household economic characteristics - income, expenditure 
and li\IBalth; household social charateristics - age/sex composition, sex of 
household head, labour divisions; built envirorment -factors - size and type 
o-f dwelling; climatic -factors, characteristics of the fuels - convenience, 
saT8ty, odaJ.r and the stock and characteristics of appliances are one set of 
-factors. Another set of -factors relates to the prices o-f fuels. Here it is 
unclear whether actual prices, prices per useful energy unit or perceived 
relative prices are dominant in the price signalling mechanism. The rumber of 
-factors accounts ~r the large variability o-f energy consumption among 
households reported in the literature. 
In ATrica, at the micro-level, there are indications that an energy 
transition process is underway. This process is largely conTined to the 
cities where the lack of access to t.radi tional fuels is as signiflcant -factor 
in the process and is thus linked to the urbanization process. The transition 
is away -from traditional fuels to para-f-fin, gas and electricity. In South 
ATrica traditional fuels still supply a large proportion of the rural 
household energy budget. The degree of commercialization of wood-fuel is 
however high - indicative o-f fuelwood shortages. In addition there is a high 












A-Frica the incidence OT \11.00dfuel usage is still high b.J.t in the urban areas 
it is low. In these areas the daninant -fuels are coal and paraTTin. 
The literature· survey reveals an underlying economic determinism in the 
approach to the analysis OT the energy transition process. At the macro-level 
fuel price and income levels are the two Tactors used almost universally. At 
the micro-level additional Tactors are OTten introci.J.ced but the model is 
still economic. The spatial dimensions Tor the demand Tor energy are· rarely 
mentioned, or subsumed under the general heading oT "urbanization". The 
underlying demographic variables that inTluence energy demand are oTten dealt 












3.1 Tl-EORETIC'A. FRAl"EWJRK 
A ·framework is requir"ed within which data collected may be organised and 
interpreted. Consumer theory of-fers one such theoretical ·framework within 
which energy transition may be explained. Consumer theory has two components 
the economic and the behavioural. Both conponents of consumer theory 
attempt to explain acts of choice, of a consumer or household, at a given 
time or over a period o~ time. 
The economic component is well developed Csee Deaton & Meullbauer, 1980). The 
theory postulates that, inter alia, oonsutrer- demand is moulded by b...tdget 
constraints,.which are often assuned to be lirear. As the total expenditure 
of a consumer <or household> increases the relative expenditure on di~rent 
categories change and may be plotted as Engel curves. The slope of these 
a.trves represent income elasticities. These curves can be used to classify 
goods into luxuries, necessities and other categories of goods. Within the 
b...tdgetary constraint the choice problem is approached as the maximization of 
utility. On a pract'ical level choice is generally predicted along with 
substitution rates in the -form of ONn price and cross price elasticities. 
. . 
The behavioural canponent of consumer theory has a 111..llti-discipinary basis 
Csee Britt, 1979) tut is dominated by psychology and anthropology. Market 
research ~alls into the ambit of this component. The view taken is wide -
that there are cultural, indivic:Ual and group influences on consumers - and 
that these influences outweigh the purely economic aspects of the behaviour 
of consumers. 
That Tt...lels cb not behave as purely economic conmodities has been recognised 
-for some time. Regarding the fuel and light category an ILO (1932> report 
states "Though the q..iantities oF fUel and light consumed by typic:al 
·Families vary with inc:ane in every given country, the indic:ations are that 
this is d.Je rather to the size oF the d-el 1 ing and the size oF the Family 
than directly to the increase in incans." Fuels are not only 
i~luenced by envirorvrental considerations, such as climate and c:i-Elling 
characteristics, economic considerations suc:h as inc:ome and price, and 
behavioural considerations such as tastes and attitudes b...tt also societal 
.context. 
Societies are however 
change over time. In 
not static. The Engel curves of an average household 












have been large changes particularly in the -food, services, housing and 
transport categories. These changes indicate increasing expenditure on luxury 
items and hence an increase in average household wealth, and equally a major 
change in tastes, t=ashions and attitudes. 
The theory described above does not however apply -fully to Third World 
countries. Here household wealth may be static, 
More important, household wealth is redet=ined 
or even decline over 
in the transition t=rom 
time. 
rural -
subsistence to urban commerce by the process ot= urbanization. New categories, 
such as services, vital in an urban economy, are added. An additional Third 
World phenomenon, noted in South At=rica by Loubser <1988>, is the surpassing 
ot= income by expenditure at lower incane levels. This is ciJ.e to the system of 
long term loans, a -form of "negative savihg", that are not considered income 
and rarely reported. The implications of this are that the average slope of 
the expenditure Cl.lrve, and hence income elasticities, is negative. Figure 3.2 
indicates this phenomena. 
When dealing with the Third World where inequality is ubiquitous, the 
characteristics of the sub-population under consideration may di-ffer 
radically t=rom the majority, or minority as the case may be. These 
dH-ferences thus need to be scrutinized. Inequality also results in limits to 
choice which are as influential in determining choices as pre-ferences 
themse 1 ves. 
It thus appears that the econanic component of consumer theory has lONer 
applicability outside -formal econc:mic systems. The behavioral component may 
of-fer more insight in the in-formal sector and areas at present. In this study 
elements of both components a"."e adopted. The unit of investigation is the 
household and energy transition is viewed within the context of the household 
b.ldget - extended, poverty stricken and semi-subsistence though that 












FIGURE 3 .1 · CHANGES IN 'IHE STRUCTURE OF HOUSEHOLD 
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3.2 ~YSil\G El\ERGY TRANSITICN 
To analyse the domestic energy transition process three fundamental questions 
have to be answered. Firstly which -fuels will be used. Secondly what quantity 
of these fuels wi 11 be used. Thirdly, at what rate wi 11 fuels be substituted. 
Cross-sectional data both at the macr-o and micl'"o scale, adequately ans11Ers 
the -first two questions. The thil'"d question hONever introci..Lces the element of 
time which is e-f-fectively only dealt with by time-series data. The short span 
over- which data -for- th1s dissertation was collected ruled out obtaining time-
series data. As a result, the rate of fuel substitution has to be in-ferred 
-fr-om comparisons of micro-level cross-sectional data and correlations with 
time related socio-economic variables. In addition this rate may be obtained 
by br-oadening the scope to include the use of macro data to alla.1 comparisons 
betlllle9n countries, and by using time series market research data within South 
Africa. 
3. 3 RESEARCH l"ETHJOCl...CEY 
3.3.1 Introci..Lction 
3.3.1.1 The Macro-Scale. 
The research methodologies utilised in this study have been dictated by the 
hypotheses that are to be tested. As the process of energy transition is nest 
clearly discernible over the longer term and at the national scale a brief 
macro-scale investigation was judged necessary. Existing data -from various 
energy surveys, market research surveys and data on price increases -for 
various -fuels have been drawn together to -form a small and sanewhat eclectic 
macro data set. 
3.3.1.2 The Micro-Scale. 
A project entitled "Energy use in la,., income °"'9llings in the winter rain-Fall 
area" was a::mnenced <not by the author> under the auspices of the Energy 
Research Institute at the University of Cape Town in 1987 and 1988. This 
project -formed the initial basis of the micro scale investigation in that the 
data -fl'"om the survey under-taken -for this project 
initial survey> \/Ere adopted, but, -for reasons set 
used in tote. 
(hereina-fter termed the 
out bela.1, could not be 
As a result of the abovementioned adoption,of data the questionnaire used in 
the initial survey dictated a core of questions to be -followed in the 
subsequent surveys to allON -for backchecking and validation of the initial 
data. This meant that the r-esearch method of structured surveys was adopted 
partially by de-fault. In addition· this questionnaire had the implicit 












economics. This view was altered to consider social and behavioural factors 
in the process as set out belON. In addition the scope of the study was 
broadered to include the Transvaal. 
3.3.2 Forrrulation ~ Hypotheses 
The broad hypotheses tested in this study are as follows;-
1> There is a process~ change~ fuel usage by the black population 
that can be discerred over time and space and this erergy transition 
process can be partially explaired in terms ~ a variety ~ socio-
econc:mic variables. 
2> The erergy transition process is a function ~modernisation and not 
simply the geographical aspect~ urbanization. i.e. The process is not 
a function ~ population movement alore. 
3> The erergy transition process difTers between rural area, tONn and 
metropolitan area. 
4> The erergy transition process is a function~ choice within a given 
budgetary and behavioural frama-lOrk. 
5> The role .~ economic factors in the process gives way to social and 
behavioural factors as incomes increase. 
6> The ccmnercialization ~ erergy r850..lrces and the efficacy ~ the 
distribution systems ~ these reso..trces play a fundamental role in 
determining the nature ~ the transition process. 
3.3.3 Research Methocblogy 
3.3.3.1 Choice~ method 
At the macro-scale the research method was collection and collation ~ 
existing data. At this scale statistics on erergy supply are more readily 
available than statistics on energy demand. Detailed information on energy 
use and distribution patterns are gererally not available. 
At the micro-scale the r~rch method acbpted in this study was the study ~ 
s~ific areas by means ~ structured interviews. A rumber ~ di-fferent 
questionnaires were used for difTerent purposes as set out belON. Groen and 
1-Uizenga <1987> note that rrost ~ the 6(X) rural energy studies that they 
examined used questionnaires. Participant observation, direct measurement, 
key informants and group interviews are considered as alternative methods in 
some cases. 
3.3.3.2 Limitations ~ the method. 
One limitation of questionnaire surveys is the difficulty in deciding on a 
sampling frame in the absence ~ accurate figures on the total population 












Africa where underen..J.meration and lack of data in inter-census years r-esults 
in huge disparities between "offlcial" and "unofficial" population 
estimates. As a result the level of confidence in data is not aca .. wately 
ascer-tainable. Additional limitations of questionnaires are the unsuitability 
for- examining complex issues, difficulties in respondents understanding the 
question aTter- tr-anslation by the intervi01Er, and the pr-oblem of dealing 
with the similarity of response. In spite OT these limitations the technique 
is still the most cost 9T-Fective way of obtaining infor-mation for- small 
scale investigations. 
3.4 TI-E INITIPL SURVEY 
3.4.1 Objectives 
In a progress r-ep0rt Pour-is <unpublished) stated "The objective of the report 
is to identiTy the quantity, uses and type of energy used in the second <sic> 
world houses in the winter rainfall area of South Africa and estimate the 
9T-fect incore has on energy consumption." 
The main questions set out by Pouris 11ere: 
1> What are the determinants of choice of energy used in urban °"811 ings ? 
2> How does income effect ener-gy usage in urban dwellings ? 
3> What are the income elasticities OT the energy used ? 
4> How does ener-gy utilization in SA c:x:mpare to that in other- c:a.mtries ? 
5> Does the type of °"8lling a-ffect energy consumption ? 
6) What is the e:inergy used for, in what volume and at what cost ? 
7) What is the total energy use and cost, per fuel type used in second (sic) 
world °"8llings in the Cape Peninsula ? 
3.4.2 The ~tionnaire and Interviewer-s 
The questionnaire used in the initial survey is set out in Appendix 1. This 
questionnaire had the following problems:-
1 > No date or- time of inter-view is given. 
2> Case rumbering was not sequential and not unique. 
3> The use of tat:ulation led to errors of incorrectly placed r-eplies. 
4) The attitudinal questions lost r-elevanc:e on tr-anslation to Xhosa. 
5> The layout of the questionnaire led to r-epetition and unnec:essar-y length. 
6 > The direct quest i ens on income probably elicited Ta 1 se rep lies, 
par-ticular-y Tram male r-espondents. 
7> The lack of socio"'.'"'9Cononic infor-mation limits the use of the data 
collected, altha.J.gh it ITl..lst be added that the original intention was to 












Students lf.ISre used as interviewers. The HSRC <1988> notes that students 
generally C3Tten do not make satis-factory interviewers and in the initial 
survey this proved to be the case with some C3T interviewers. By backchecking 
by means C3T subsequent surveys C3T respondents C3T the initial survey it was 
-found that a high percentage had not been interviewed, as set o.Jt in detail 
belell.'ll. In addition data was missing on many questionnaires. As a result the 
data was suspect and required validation. 
3.4.3 Survey date, areas and sample sizes 
.The survey was carried out in Winter 1987, between the months C3T May and 
August, and Sunmer 1987/8, beitlf.ISen the months C3T October and May. As no dates 
lf.ISre given on the questionnaire the exact date cannot be ascertained. A 
fUrther major drawback is that the surrvner and winter samples lf.ISre di-F-ferent 
and thus time-series data on the same respondents could not be collected. 
The areas chosen -for the initial survey were the -formal black tell.'llnships C3T 
Cape tell.'lln, namely ; Langa, Gugulethu, Nyanga and Khayelitsha village. In 
addition some informal areas o-f Khayeli tsha were chosen. For the 
identiflcation o-f the -frame the population C3T the -formal areas was obtained 
-from o-f-ficial -figures and that o-f Khayeli tsha by estimating the rumber o-f 
dlf.ISllings and applying an occupancy -factor. 
A random sampling technique was used whereby each dlf.ISll ing was rumbered and 
_then random rumbers selected. The HSRC <1988> notes that this technique c:bes 
not give a completely spatially random sample. It was also -fa.J.nd that only 
respondents in the main dlf.ISllings had been interviewed and as a result the 
large rumber o-f backyard shack c:Wellers with di-f-ferent socio-economic 
characteristics had been missed. 
The table belell.'ll sets out the rumber o-f returns in each area. 
TAa...E 3.1 INITIPL SURvEY~ 
AREA Sl.M'ER WINTER TOT PL ESTI~TED 
SAMA..£ SAMA..£ 9=t1Pl..E ...a..EEJ-0_[)8 
Langa 41 30 71 3 060 
Nyanga 54 29 83 2 400 
Nyanga West 28 28 1 000* 
Gugulethu 92 63 155 8 484 
Khayelitsha - -formal 111 50 161 5 000 
Khayelitsha - informal 55 55 15 000* 
TOT PL 298 255 553 












3.4.4 Coding, data entry and statistical manipulation 
The initial survey was coded in part by the originators of= the project and in 
part by the author. Data entry was initially by means of= punch cards l::l.J.t this 
was replaced by direct entry on a l"bhawk terminal by operators. Data 
'cleaning• and statistical manipulations were carried a..r.t by means of= the 
BMOP statistical package on the LCT Sperry main-frame. 
3.4.5 Sunmary of data 
The rumeric variables of= the initial survey are surrmarised in Appendix 4. 
3.5 TI-E FCLLClN-1...JP Sl.JR'JEY 
3.5.1 Objectives 
The objectives of= the Cape component of= the -follcw-up survey were as 
-fol lOlllS:-
1> To backcheck a sample of= the initial survey to ascertain what 
proportion of the interviews had in fact been carried a..r.t. 
2> To c:anpare results and -form a time-series data base where respondents 
had been interviewed before. 
3> To interview shack cifEllers in the -formal townships and ascertain 
whether the results of= the initial survey were skewed. 
· 4) To increase the n.Jmber of= respondents in the in-formal areas covered 
in the initial survey. 
5> To survey the larger in-formal areas not covered by the initial 
survey, namely; Khayelitsha site C, "Greenpoint", "Lusaka" and 
Crossroads. 
6> To establish soci~conomic data on the families in the survey. 
7> To establish ·data on migration rates and periods of= occupancy. 
8) To provide the basis fur a -further detailed questionnaire. 
The objectives of= the Transvaal survey were to broaden the scope of= the study 
and to compare energy usage and other data between the in-formal areas of= the 
Cape and Transvaal. 
3.5.2 The GLlestionnaire and interviewers 
A new questionnaire was developed that adopted the core questions of= the 
initial survey l::l.J.t added questions on origin, migration, age, employment, 
expenditure and other factors. The questionnaire attempted to simplify v.ork 
in the field and as a result was post-coded rather than pre-coded. This 
allc:wed the questionnaire to be dealt.with in a shorter time although more 
data was collected than in the initial survey. In addition an attempt was 












direct questions on incc:me by use o-f ino;:ime categories and income checks in 
the -form of expenditure questions. The attitudinal questions wer-e also 
modifled to allow unprompted replies. The questionnaire was piloted in the 
Transvaal. This same questionnaire was used in both the Transvaal and -Follow 
up surveys and is set o...t.t in Appendix 2. 
In both the Transvaal and the Cape a single .full time interviewer- was used. 
This permitted the author to accc:mpany the interviewer where possible and to 
check all returns on a daily basis. Using a single interviBNer has however 
the drawback of not being able to compare returns -from diT-ferent interviewers 
to establish personal bias. 
In the Transvaal the intervie.Er was a man -from Mo.ltse who was highly 
qualifled <unemployed school teacher> and with sane experience in interviews 
-for the CSIR. In the Cape the intervia-er was a Xhosa wonan who was a 
professional interviewer- -for the HSRC. The experience of the interviewers was 
reflected in the n.unber of completed returns <100"!. in both surveys> and the 
low level o-f missing data, under 4% in both cases. The high quality of 
-fielc::Worl< and constant monitoring resulted in a body of data with a high 
level of con-fidence. 
3.5.3 9.J.rvey dates, areas, sample sizes and randomizirg techniques 
· The Transvaal survey was carried o...t.t in ~gust ~nd September 1988, over a 
period of both cold and warm weather. The survey in the Cape was carried cut 
-from October to December 1988, again under a variety of weather c:Onditions. 
A large sample in a single area was chosen in the Transvaal as the level of 
con-fidence in the data was more important that the need to cover all areas 
which was beyond the rudget of the survey in any event. The area chosen was a 
new and rapidly growing informal settlement known as "Ourusa" or "Pola Park". 
The speed of growth had c:utstripped the n.unbering proced.J.re of the local 
authority who in any case had no map o-f the area or an accurate population 
-figure. The sampling technique consisted of ascertaining as accurately as 
possible the rumber of shacks and then interviewing every 20th shack. Shacks 
were returned to until a respondent was available. Wh9re no respondent was 
available that rumber in the series was abandoned. Respondents were where 
possible the head o-f household or alternatively the person <generally a 
woman> who did the CCXJking. 
In the Cape the address set of the initial survey was the -frame in the -formal 
areas and -for a small part of the in-formal area. Thus where the survey was a 
backcheck the sample was a strati-fied one within the original rancX:im sample, 
obtained by using every nth original address - the sample obtained is thus 
r-andom. The value of n varied -from 3 to 5. In the areas which had not been 
dealt with in the initial survey a randomizing procedure o-f selecting blocks 













The table belON sets o...tt the areas covered in the survey and the rumber o-f 
returns. 
TAELE 3.2 TI-E FciLGH...JP SiJR\iEY - CAPE 
GROJPI!\13 SUBTOTPL 'Y. AREA RETURl\S % 
Old Formal Langa 23 12,8 
Gugulethu 22 12,2 
57 31,7 Nyanga 5 2,8 
New Formal Khayelitsha village 40 22,2 
46 25.6 New Crossroads 6 3,3 
Old informal Khayelitsha Site 8 19 10,6 
Khayeiitsha Site C 20 11, 1 
49 27,2 01 d Crossroads 10 5,6 
New informal 34 Khayelitsha 'Greenpoint• 34 18,9 
18,9 "Lusaka" Squatter Camp 10 5,6 
TOT PL 180 100,0 180 100,0 
The Transvaal survey covered Q7 respondents. The area is treated as a 
seperate entity. 
3.5.4 Coding, data entry and statistical manipulation 
In contrast to the initial survey the data was post-coded. Data ~s entered 
directly by the author onto diskette on a micro-computer. Statistical 
manipulation was by means of the "Statgraphics" package of the in-formation 
technology library. 
3.5.5 9....tnmary of data 
The rumeric variable$ of the -follCM-Up survey are SUtTVnarised in Appendix 4. 
3.6 Fl.E.. VENOOR Sl.Rv'E'fS 
The distrirution networks of vario...ts types of -fuel were the subject of three 
-further brie-f structured questionnaire surveys. The objective of this 
exercise was to obtain information that was not uncovered in the cbrestic 
envirorment of the fullON up survey. The networks under study were;-
1 > VJood Gatherers. 
This questionnaire -focusses attention on 
expectations, is not widely used as fuel. Some 
their rundles weighed and measured. The survey 
study and may not be fully representative. 
wood which, contrary 
10 women we~e interviewed 















2> Para-ffin Sellers. 
The para-ffin distril:lltion network is large and di-fTuse. As a result only a 
small part of the in-formal area of Khayelitsha was covered and 10 vendors of 
the fuel ranging from indivic:l.lals to shop owners were interviewed. As some 
aspects o-f the network had been uncovered d...lring the course of the follow up 
survey the level of con-fidence in this small survey is relatively high. 
3> Gas Merchants. 
\ 
As for the above surveys 10 interviews were carl"."ied o....tt, in this case on gas-
tnerchants. The survey covered a slightly larger area of Khyalitsha than that 
for the para-ffin sellers with sane interviews in the formal areas. As the gas 
distril:lltion system is relatively highly structured some con-fidence may be 
placed in the results. 
The questionnaires used are set o....tt in Appendix 3. 
3.7 Tl-£ ELECTRICITY SJRVEY 
The electrifled haJseholds of Langa and G..lgulethu -fortned the basis of an in-
depth survey of electricity consumption patterns, patterns of disconnections 
and of o....ttstanding balances. This data was supplied by the City Ca.mci 1 of 
Cape Town, as read from tneters and from recorded data. 
3.8 DISTRIBUTICNS ~O O-OICE CF STATISTI~ TEO-t\IIQ..ES 
Chi~quared tests were cond.lcted on all of the n..uneric variables to test the 
flt against rormal curves. Age, family size, runber of ad.lits per family, 
inc:ane and electricity expenditure exhibited small significance levels while 
the remaining variables had zero. l\bne of the curves COJ.ld be considered to 
approach rormal. This was corroborated by a visual check which shONed a wide 
scatter of the data. 
As a result of these attril:lltes ran-parametric statistical· techniques were 
the primary analytical tools used in the analyses l:llt these were backed up 
with parametric techniques where the interpretation of both techniques 
provided additional insight. Where non-parametric correlation proced.J.res are 
followed the Spearman rank correlation proced.J.re is used. This correlation 
technique is less pCMerful than the parametric Pearson correlation technique 
l:llt is applicable regardless of the underlying distril:lltion. The Spearman 
rank correlation coe-fficient has a pONer-e-fficiency of 91% in relation to the 
Pearson correlation coe-fficient. That is, it is 91% as e-fficient at rejecting 













A primary categorization of the Cape survey by settlement type was carried 
out with the categories as -follows:-
) 
a> Old -formal - The older established black taNnships of Langa, 
Nyanga and Gugulethu. 
b) New -formal The new black taNnships of Khayelitsha village 
<Kulani Park> and New Crossroads. 
c) Old in-formal - The older squatter areas of Site B, Site C 
and Old Crossroads. 
d) New in-formal - The recent squatter areas of "Lusaka" and 
"Greenpoi nt" • 
The Transvaal survey was on a single area which -fell in1;.o category d). 
As will be seen in chapter 5 there are substantial dii=-ferenc:es in all scx:io-
economic characteristics between the areas, indicating the validity of this 
primary spatial categorization. Further categorization in terms OT the 
character variables was then carried out and groups based on these variables 
as wel 1 as the runeric and trans-formed variables were generated. 
3.10 A l\OTE Q\J IESCRIPTIVE TERMil\ll.OGY 
The processes and r~lationships revealed in the analysis below have to be 
described. These descriptions are quali-fied as they depend on measures of 
central tendency and ine?<act .as language cannot convey the prec1s1on of 
rumbers. An example Trom no less an authority than Keynes <1936:94) indicates 
that this is general problem. In the qL.lOte below he sets out "Engels law" 
which is described in 3.1 above. 
"The fundatnent.:Jl psychologic.:Jl 1.:Jw, upon which we .:Jre' entitled to 
depend with are.:Jt con-Fidence both d priori -Frcxn our krDA1ledge o-F human ndture 
,and rrcxn the cletdi led r.acts o-F experience, is th.:Jt men .are disposed, ~ 
rule .and on the ,aver,age, to increase their consumption ,as their income 
i~re.ases, but not by .:JS fTl.1.Ch ,as the increase in their income." 
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8ERGV CXNilf!ICN pt.JO T~ITICN IN 8ClJil£RN PFRIC.A: 
ft8.,YSI8 CF EXISTil\G DATA 
4.1 OBJECTIVES PND SCOPE 
The objectives of this chapter are to assess some cross-sectional and time-
series data available -for certain A-frican countries, and to investigate the 
consumption patterns -for indications of energy transition at a national 
scale. 
Clle to the limitations of data 14 countries were selected -for the initial 
investigation o-f macro-economic relationships. A more detailed analysis of 5 
countries then -follONS. At this level of analysis energy consumption is still 
·dealt with in aggregate but the domestic sector is the main Toc:us of the 
investigation. Finally an in-depth analysis is carried a..t.t on a single 
country, Zimba°"'8, with only the domestic sector being considered. 
4.2 LIMITATICl\18 CF DATA 
The data available shaJ.ld be treated with caution. As the United Nations 
<1986:v> notes "Significant inadequacies, particularly in the coverage 
of traditional -forms of energy and erergy use, still have to be overcome." 
The problem is compa..t.nded when dealing with the domestic sector 
wherein reporting of erergy use is at best haphazard. Traditional -fuels are 
wood, ci..mg and crop wastes. 
4.3 DATA LEED 
On the basis o-f availability of erergy data <United 
1987> and socio-demographic data <A-frica Insight, 
African ca..t.ntries were selected -for analysis. 
Nations, 1983, 1985, · 
1987) 14 Sub-Saharan 
The socio-demographic variables selected -for analysis were; 1985 total 
population; 1970-1980 growth rates of the total population and urban 
population; 1985 urban population; 1985 percentage urbanized; 1985 per capita 
GNP and GNP growth -for the period 1973-1980 or parts thereof. GDP WOJ.ld have 
been pre-ferable but data was not available -for all the countries in question. 












The energy related variables were the 1985 quantities and the 1970-1980 
growth rates of the consumption of - a> total c:onmercial energy, b> 
electdcity, c) woodfuel and d> paraffin. These variables were trans-formed,· 
inter alia, to give net energy per c_apita -for each o-f the -fuels. The 

















SOCIO-EB1ERAPHIC ~RACTERISTICS CF 14 







































































































The negative growth rates of the GNP are a -feature of the table, as are the 
high rates of population and urban growth. It is signiTicant that So.J.th 
ATrica, which is identi-fied internally as having 'rapid urbanization' is 
l""ariked last in this respect. 
4.4 CORRELATICJ\I ~YSES 
4.4.l Relationships between socio-demographic variables 
A Spearman rank corl""elation analysis of the l""elationships betllE9n the socio-
demogt'"aphic variables indicates the -following:-
i) There is a very strong relationship <correlation coefficient 0,8_1 > between 
the population growth rate and the urban growth rate. This may indicate that 
both natural increase is a major -factor in urban growth, and that rapid rural 
population growth still'l.llates rural-urban migration. 
ii) There is a negative relationship (correlation coefficient -0,51> between 
the level of urbanization and the rate of urban growth. This is to be 
expected in terms of the dynamics of urbanization where high growth rates are 












There are, signiTicantly, ro correlations with the GNP or GNP growth and 
other socio-demographic variables. 
4.4.2 Relationships between the socio-demographic and fuel variables 





CORRELATICN ~YSIS - 14 AFRICAN Ol..NTRIES 
-------SCX:IO-CE1ERAPHIC VARIABLESi---
POP % URB URB 13\JP/ 
GRCWrH -IZED GRCWfH CAP 
















Spearman rank correlation coe-fi=icients. Levels ~ 'significance + 95"!. 
except . * level ~ significance 85"/. to 95"/. 
The strong correlation ~ total population gro.-rth rate and the grc:wth rate ~ 
·wood fuel is indicative~ the reliance~ most~ &lb-Saharan Africa on 
traditional fuels and a confirmation~ the reality ~ the woodfuel crisis in 
this region. 
The energy transition process is r~lected in the influence ~ the level ~ 
urbanization on the per capita consumption ~ wood, paraffin and electricity. 
While the levels ~ signfTicance are rot high enough to draw Tirm conclusions 
the indications are that in countries with higher levels ~ urbanization 
there is a shiTt away Tram woodfuel to paraffin and electricity. 
On the other hand ho,..iever it appears that when the rate~ urban growth is 
high the per capita consumption ~ woodfuel is also higher while that ~ 
electricity is lower - bearing in mind that the urban growth rate and levels 
~ urbanization are negatively correlated. Again, the levels ~ signiTicance 
are not high enough to draw Tirm conclusions, but the Tinding is in line with 
the general decline in the level OT services in many rapidly growing African 
towns <see also Potter <1985> in this regard>. It sha.J.ld be noted that South 
Africa is no diTT8rent in this regard. On a per capita basis~ all urban 
South Africans electricity consumption has also declined over the last 
decade. 
The table illustrates the pervasive influence ~the level ~the GNP per 












the case o-f wood-fuel there is a negative correlation with the GNP per capita 
suggesting that the transition ·from this -fuel is also dependent on the 
creation o-f 1Nealth, rather than the move to cities alone. The growth rate o-f 
the GNP per capita is not related to the -fuel variables in question. 
4.4.3 Relationships betl!EE!n -fuel variables 
The -fuel variables correlate to each other in sane cases as -follows. 
i> There is a strong negative correlation, correlation coefficient -0,61 at 
significance level 97"!., between the per capita consumption o-f wood and o-f 
electricity. This is an indication o-f the energy transition process, but, as 
will be seen below the shiTt is via transitional -fuels rather than directly 
Tram wood to electricity. 
ii) There is a strong positive correlation, correlation coefficient 0,60 at 
signHicance level 97"!., between the per capita consumption o-f paraffin and 
growth rate o-f thf;! consumption o-f this -fuel. This suggests increasing 
rapidity o-f adoption o-f this -fuel .as it becoTies more readily available. 
4.5 INDICATICN3 CF Tl-E EJ\ERGY TRAN3ITICl'J PRCXESS 
While the sample is small the results sµggest that in Sub-Saharan Africa 
there are indications o-f an energy transition process. This process is the 
shiTt away Tram wood-fuel to the use o-f paraffin and electricity. The process 
is influenced by both urbanization level and the level o-f economic 
development o-f a country (as measured by GNP/capita> but does not appear to 
be influenced by the rate o-f growth o-f the c:l-JP per capita. The population 
grc::Mth rate and the urban grc::Mth rate are closely linked <see above> and high 
rates o-f these variables stirrulate the further consumption o-f woodfuel. 
The results rrust be seen in the light o-f severe data limitations on the. one 
hand, and a decade o-f general economic decline in Sub-Saharan Africa, as 
evinced in table 4.1, on the other. The expected shHt to transitional -fuels, 
in this case paraffin, is not as signiflcant as expected. A deeper analysis 
is required to uncover the role o-f these transitional -fuels. 
4.6 EJ\ERGY CD\ISLt'IPTICl'J AND TRPU3ITICl'J IN Tl-E DO'ESTIC SECTOR 
The analysis at this point -focusses on the domestic sectors o-f 5 countries, 
narrely Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, Zambia and Zimbabf.e. 
The importance o-f the domestic sector in the energy balances o-f the countries 
in question is graphically illustrated in Tigure 4.1 overleaT. Even in 
Nigeria the domestic sector accounts -for more than 60"!. o-f the total energy 












mines distorts the picture. Malawi is representative of the.poorer At=rican 
nations with the c:brestic sector accounting -for 84'Y. of the total energy 
consumed. In al 1 these ca..intries traditional fuels .=ire of overwhelming 
importance in the c:brestic sector. As a proportion of the total net energy 
consumption in this sector they accounted -for 99,2"!. in Malawi, 97,8"!. in 
Kenya, 96,3"!. in Zambia, 93,2"/. in Zimbabwe and 94,8"!. in Nigeria. 
The change in total energy consumption, by fuel, -for 5 of the co.;.ntries in 
question, -for a 4 year period from 1981 to 1984 is illustrated in figure 4.2 
below. Althc::U.gh the time series data on whi~ the figure is based is limited 
several factors are apparent. Firstly, woodfuel consumption increased in all 
the co.;.ntries in question. Secondly, electricity is the fuel that posts the 
highest grCMth rates. Thirdly, of the transitional fuels, gas shows positive 
growth rates in only two countries. Paraffin shows no growth and in fact 
shoNs a decline in Nigeria, an oil producing country. 
The figure suggests that, in the c:brestic sector, where _energy transition is 
occurring, electricity.is the c:k:Jminant substitute -for traditional fuels. Even 
in Nigeria the growth in the consumption of electrici'ty is greater than that 
of liquid fuels. It thus appears that at this level of analysis the 
indications of energy transition are erratic~ To uncover the process analysis 
at the level of the ha..lsehold, and corrected -for population growth, is 
required. 
FIGURI! ,,2 CHANGl!8 IN TO'aL Nl!T l!Nl!RGY 
OON8UMPT10Na I AFRICAN COUNTll!8 11811' 
~ CHANGI! PER ANNUM 1181 - 118' 
KENYA MALA.vi NIGERIA ZAMBIA ZIMBABWE 
mBll GAS B 1"4RAFFIN - ELECTRICITY t;::::O:::::J WOOD 












FIGURE 4.1 ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY &ECTOR 
FIVE AFRICAN OOUNTRIE8 1184 
MALAWI - 71 T J 
KENYA - 326 TJ 
IND & CONS 2611'. TRANSPORT 1611'. 
ZAMBIA - 167 T J ZIMBABWE - 157 TJ 
TRANS 1411'. 
IND & CONS 2011'. 












4.7 Tit: CASE CF ZIMBAEW:: 
Zimbabwe is important -for c:anparison purposes with Seu.th Africa. It is 
relatively highly ind.J.strialised (second in Sub-Saharan Africa) but has an 
urbanization level of ro..tghly hal-f that of Seu.th Africa. It may be assumed 
that the energy transition p1'ocess in Zimbabwe is, at any given time, at a 
less advanced stage than in So.J.th Africa. 
The 1986 l.1\1 data -for energy consumption in Zimbabwe -for the period 1981 to 
1984 is tabulated belON. 
TAa.E 4.3 l\ET EJ\ERGY 00\ISLMPTICJ\I BY ro.JSEl-0....DS IN ZIMBABIE 
1981-84 TERAJCl.LES PER Al\N...M 
1981 1982 1983 1984 
TJ TJ TJ TJ 
~ 0 0 0 0 
LPP 0 0 0 0 
LPG 182 228 182 182 
EL.EC 3 572 3 562 3 342 3 425 
TRAD 47 161 48 841 47 864 49 3'2!7 
TOT 50 916 52·630 51 388 52 936 
Seu.res. l.NI TED ~TI CJ\18, 1986. 
This data s~ld be compared with those of Hosier (1986> whose data is based' 
on a National ho.J.sehold energy survey undertaken by the Zimbabwe Central 
Statistical Office in 1984. The sample consisted of 5000 households of which. 
over 80"/. were in rural areas. This data is likely to be 1TUch more accurate 
than the LN -figures quoted above. As can be seen there is a huge disparity 
between the 113 440 TJ total of this data and the 52 936 TJ total of the l.N 
data -for 1984. 
TAELE 4.4 l\ET EJ\ERGY CO\ISLMPTICJ\I IN Tit: OO"ESTIC SECTOR CF ZIMBA8'JE. 
1984. TERAJCUES PER Al\N.J"I. 
RURPL LON CENSITY HIG-1 CENSITY TOTAL 
URBP4\I URBP4\I 
TJ % TJ % TJ % TJ % 
~ 2 700 2,6 0 0 700 17,1 3 400 3,0 
PARAFFIN 740 0,7 100 2,8 150 3,7 990 0,9 
GAS 0 0 10 0,3 10 0,2 20 o,o 
ELEC<Oom> 130 o, 1 2 570 73,0 880 21,5 3 580 3, 1 
FLELW:OO 102 260 96,6 840 23,9 2 350 57,5 105 450 93,0 
TOTAL 105 830 3 520 4 090 113 440 
(93, 3"1.) (3, 1%) <3, 6%> ( 100%> 












The huge di-ffeYences in pattenis of eneYgy consumption between yuyal and 
uYban ayeas aye evident - fur the yeaY in question some 24% of Zimbabwe's 
population l.ived in ur-ban areas but consumed only 6, 7"/. of the domestic sector 
total . net energy. The high density areas consist of the townships and 
infuYmal aYeas and house some 230 thousand households which is 67"!. of the 
urban total. The net energy consumption per household in these areas was 17 ,8 
GJ per anrum. The low density areas consist largely of the ""'811 serviced 
-formerly white suburban areas and ha.tse some 114 thousand households. These 
lo.-1 density areas consumed 31 GJ peY ha.tsehold per anrum. The 1.16 million 
rural households consumed 91,6 GJper hOJ.Sehold per anrum. These figur-es 
clearly reflect the relative efi=iciencies of the energy , conversion 
appliances, mainly fur cCXJking and heating, of the variou.s areas. 
The table is significant as it clearly illustrates the eneYgy transition 
process in cross-sectional data terms on the basis of a large suyvey. 
Wooc:H1...lel is obviou.sly critical througha.tt the domestic sectoY. In the high 
density urban areas coal is adopted as a transitional fUel and there is a 
shift to electricity. In the lo.-1 density areas which are the most affluent 
coal is abandoned and electricity is predominant but there is still a high 
usage of wood, possibly as it is used fur space heating and by cb'llestic 
servants in these areas. The transition in Zimbabwe is thus an ur-ban 
phenomena as in South Africa. 
The figures fur paraffin and gas, both important transitional -fuels, are 
strikingly low. With re-Ference to rural paraffin use HaYlen and David <1983> 
state "About 95"/. of rural homes use. paraffin fur lighting and the 
average anrual consumption is about 40 litres. This is a national total of 30 
million litres per anrum" <p104>. With re-Ference to the urban areas 
they note that the percentage fuel use by frequency of use was as fullc::w.s; 
paraffin 43"!., \llOOd 38"!., electricity 16%, coal 1, 6%, LPG 1%. They also note, 
"Urban hou.seholds that use paraffin use a great deal more <160 
litres/anrum> than rural households because it is used fur both CCXJking and 
1 ighting. II <p105) o 
On the basis of these frequency and consumption figures, and sane 230 
thousand high density urban households, the net ene.._.gy consumption frc:m 
paraffin lrO.lld be 554 TJ in the high density ar~as alone, compared to 150 TJ 
reported by 1-bsier (ibid>. Similarly, fur the rural areas the consumption 
figure translates into 1050 TJ per anrum, some 40% higher than the figure of 
1-bsier (ibid). If this figure is correct it suggests that a major cb'llestic 
transition to paraffin has taken place unnoticed - possibly as a result of 
sectorial bias i.e. allocating paraffin use to the agricultural and 
corrvnercial sectors rather than the domestic, and also as a result of the 
difficulty of assessing end users. As important, it illustrates the 
unreliability of published data at the macro-level as the lN figures record 
no usage of paraffin or coal in Zimbabwe in 1984. It also indicates the 
sensitivity of national consumption figures to the average consumption 












PART B - 8lJTH AFRIC'A 
4.8 OBJECTIVES AND DATA SOJRCES 
The objectives of this section are the contiruation of the analysis o+ energy 
transition at a national scale with So...t.th A+rica as the ccuntry under study. 
For the purposes of analysis several sc:urces of data were considered, whether 
the collecting of energy related statistics was the overt aim or not. 1-bNever 
no claim is laid to universality and certain studies were. not used while 
others may have been overlooked. 
4.9 DATA FRCJ"I Il\CD'E & EXPENDITURE REPORTS OF B..REPLJ OF MARKET RESEARCH 
LNIVERSITY OF SOJTH AFRICA 
4.9.1 General statistics. 
The 9..lreau of Market Research of the University of So...t.th Africa CB'1R> has 
prepared income and expenditure reports on the varia..tS sectors of the 
population since 1960. While the data collection techniques <long and canplex 
questionnaires> and the disaggregation of some of the data may be questioned, 
taken as .a whole the data set represents a large and often overlooked 
resource. For any investigation of So...t.th A+rica at the national or regional 
scale it represents an excellent departure point. 
The +ormat of the questionnaire used has remained relatively unchanged and 
hence time-series data analysis is possible. The l3MR reports are aimed at the 
business market and hence repor:tage on energy related items is not paramount. 
The 'Fuel and Light' category is ha-.ever of great interest. A major problem 
enccuntered is the aggregation of ha.lsing and electricity and the lack of 
data on the n...unber Of electrifled diEllings. The older reports disaggregate 
the usage of f'uel and light by income, but later reports do not, and indeed 
do not provide any detailed reporting on this category - an indication of 
it's perceived decline in importance ? 
Table 4.5 overlea+ surrmarises certain demographic and socio-economic data 
+rom vario.ls reports. 
The +allowing observations may be made concerning these data. 
1. The motivation to urbanize is clear +rom any rural-urban c:onparison 
of income +or the same year. 
2. The problem of poverty, particularly in the rural areas, is 
encapsulated by the very low income Hgures. 
3. The income +igures that are disca..lnted +or in+lation +or the Western 












TAEL.E 4.5 Sl.M1ARY CF VARia.JS B'1R S..JRVEYS. r1.L TI PlE a.PO< l-0..JSEl-0....DS 
A~ URM\J AREAS 
l"ETRO DATE SAMP FAM EMP 11\C 11\C 11\C EXP EXP EXP EXP 
AREA SIZE SIZ RAT H/H CAP EMP F&C HSE TRN FSL 
% % % 
' % 
W CAPE 1970 200 5,9 .26 117 20 73 56 6 5 2,6 
1972 214 5.9 .28 22 3.7 13 55 6 5 2,6 
1975 5,7 .27 136 24 86 54 6 6 4, 1 
1985 6,4 .22 130 20 81 44 9 11 1,5 
PRET 1971 410 5.7 .28 18 3.2 10 48 8 7 3,2 
1980 400 6,2 .27 79 12.8 44 47 9 9 1,6 
Jl-18 1971 320 5, 1 .28 20 3,9 12 50 7 7 4,2 
VAPL T 1980 300 4,95 .25 69 14 51 47 9 8 4,0 
1985 283 5,54 43 11 10. 2,4 
CFS G 1985 200 5.36 .28 140 26 88 41 12 9 2, 1 
[)...JRM\J 1971 400 5,7 18 3,2 11 51 7 7 2,2 
1975 420 5,7 .27 30 5.3 8,4 56 4 6 3,3 
PE 1972 324 5,3 - .32 18 3,3 10 53 6 6 2,3 
1975 396 5,6 .29 37 6,5 22 54 6 6 2,7 
8. RURPL 8c 1-0'El...AND TCW\I. 
DATE ~ FAM EMP Il\C Il\C Il\C EXP EXP EXP EXP 
AREA SIZE SIZ RAT H/H CAP EMP F&C HSE TRN F8L 
~D 1979 5.54 51 4 7 S,4 
1984 600 5,81 52 4 ·12 6,0 
VENDA 1977 513 5,0 .23 16 3 13 57 9 2 3,7 
1980 522 5, 1 20 4 58 8 3 3,9 
~ 1981 5,5 .24 34 6 25 57 2 4 6,S 
1985 600 5,81 .24 74 13 52 47 6 5 6,1 
BJP urb 1977 900 5,6 30 5 49 7 7 s,o 
rur 53 5 8 7' 1 
KAN3 1980 598 6,0 .24 28 5 20 58 5 5 4,7 
NJTE 
1. Income per household <HIH>, Per person <CAP> and Employed 
person <EMP> are per l/lleek. 
2. Expenditure <EXP> on Toed & clothing CF&C>, ho.tsing and 
electricity <HSE>, transport <TRN> and fUel & light <F&L> 
are expressed as percentages o-f total expenditure 












4. There is an increase in mean household size in beth µrban and rural 
areas - the consequence of overcrCMrJdi ng rather than increased -fami 1 y 
size. < 8MR 1986: 10 notes "chi e-F among the reasons ror this 
phencxnena .are the recession and housing short.ages • • " J 
5. There is a decrease in the employment rate over time - the 
consequence o-f increased uremployment and the increasing importance of 
the infOrmal sector. This is an indication of the "backwash 
urbanization" phenomenon. 
6. In.spite of the above, another indicator of wel-fare, the percentage 
of expenditure spent o~ -food and clothing, has declined over time in the 
urban areas indicating increasing discretionary income. 
7. The relative expenditure on ha.J.sing (including electricity> and 
transport have both increased in time, indicating-inter alia the 
increased real cost of energy. 
8. The relative b..ldget-share of fuel and light in any one time period is 
substantially higher in the rural areas than in the metropolitan areas. 
This share would be further increased i-f non-ccmmercial fuelwood was 
included. This indicates that the reai "energy crisis" is still in the 
rural areas. 
9. Altha..lgh erratic, there has been a decline over time in the relative 
expenditure on fuel and light in the urban areas. This decline sha.J.ld be 
seen against the backdrop of the social indicators discussed above. In 
addition it sha.J.ld be borne in mind that shi-fts in one group can mask 
shi-fts in other groups. The shi-ft to electricity, included in the 
ha.J.Sing category, CCA.J.ld mask a relative increase in the fuel and light 
category of non-electrifled ha.J.seholds. In spite of this, -from this data 
it would appear that in terms of current total ha.J.sehold expenditure 
fuel is not a problem in the urban areas. 
10. In the rural areas, in 2 CA.J.t of 3 case5, there has been a small 
increase over time in the relative expenditure on fuel and light. 
Unchanged levels o-f poverty in these areas are an explanation. 
Taken as whole a picture emerges of great regional economic disparity, of a 
slow and ambiguous increase in wel-fare in the metropolitan areas, and of a 
transition process in which the relative importance of fuel and light decline 
over time. 
4.9.2 Fuel use in the rural areas. 
A cross-sectional comparison of fuel data -from 8MR reports fOr 3 "homeland" 
areas is presented in table 4.6 belOlll. The data on wood rru.st be treated with 
caution as it relates to c:onvnercially obtained wood and not collected 
fuelwood. It is signiflcant hONSVer that the use of wood is in inverse 
relationship to the economic wel-fare o-f the area in question, as indicated by 
the income data in the previa.J.S table. The table is arranged in increasing 
'urbanity', -from the wholly rural areas to the wholly urban homeland areas. 












TAELE 4.6 RELATIVE EXPENDITURE Cl\I FLE...S. 1977 • 
. RlJRPL AREAS AND 1-0'El...Pt-JD TCW\18 
AREA GAS CXlPL L\CXJD PARA CAN CLE OTl-ER* 
% % % % % % 
VENDA 1, 3 4,9 22,9 57,6 7,3 5,9 
~ 2,9 28,9 16,0 36,8 9,3 6,0 
80~ Rural areas 1,3 27,8 12,9 38,2 14,0 4,9 
TSWANA Squatters 2,0 55, 1 10,3 18,5 12,4 7,4 
Large tONn 1,0 53, 1 11,5 20,3 11, 1 2,8 
Total 0,9 41,4 11,8 28,8 12,9 4,0 
T~I Urban 1,9 42,5 11,3 27,2 12,4 2,6 
* Includes meths and match. 
Paraffin is the major -fuel i'n the wholly rural areas. Coal is the dominant 
-fuel in the tONns. The squatter- areas of Bophuthatswana have a -fuel use 
profile identical to the urban areas. The location of these areas adjacent to 
the 'border' and their function as rural dormitory areas rrust be barre in 
mind. 
Four of these areas are indicated on -figure 4.3. 






























4.9.3 Fuel use in the urban areas. 
The data for the urban areas is tabulated below. 
TABLE 4.7 RELATI\i£ EXPENDilURE ON Fl.ELS. 1977. 
t-ETROPCl..ITAN AREAS. 
AREA GAS ~ v..a:JD PARA CPl\ICl..E OTl-ER* 
% % % % % % 
PRETORIA 0,4 63,8 17,9 7,5 7,2 3,2 
J~SBURG 1,8 59,2 10,3 12,9 12,9 2,9 
ELCE'FCNTEIN 45,3 14,0 26,6 10,6 3,6 
PIETERMARITZBURG 0,7 19,3 35,0 31,2 9, 1 4,9 
OJRM'J 1, 1 22,2 9,0 45,7 16,8 5,0 
PE I UITEN-W:£ 3,2 0,8 12,1 63,7 8,9 11,3 
EAST Ul\ICXJ\I 1,4 7,7 4,2 68,8 6, 1 10,8 
CAPE TCJ,oJ\I 2,9 3,2 7,0 77,5 4,2 5,3 
* Includes meths and match. 
The relative importance o-F para+fin vis a vis coal is graphically illustrated 

















FIGURE 4.4: Al!LAl'IYI! l!XPl!NDITUAI! ON 
FUl!L8. URBAN AAl!A8. 1177 
PAET JHB BLOEM PMS DBN P.ELIZ E.LOND C.TOWN 












From this table and Tigure 4.4 above an inverse relationship between paraTTin 
and coal use in the metropolitan areas is revealed. As a result a regional 
division into coal dominant and paraffin dominant regions is possible - with 
the Transvaal and Orange Free_ State Tal 1 i.ng· into the -former region and the 
Cape into the latter. Pietet'"maritzbJ.rg represents a dH-ferent system where 
wood is still the dominant fuel. Expenditure on wood is geret'"ally higher in 
the coal dominant region than in the paraffin dominant Y"egion, possibly as it 
is used as kindling -for coal Tires, bJ.t the pattern is not clear-cut. At this 
stage, in 1977, gas was an insigniTicant item oT expenditu,....e, ranking on 
avet'"age below matches. Candles on the other hand were signiTicant. 
4.9.4 Fuel usage by income group in Cape Town in 1972 
The usage oT black households oT fuels in the 'fuel and light' category is 
disaggregated by income and end use in a 8MR repot'"t fut'" Cape Town -for 1972, 
the last date at which this disaggregation was per-fonned. The -foll°"'ing 
salient points emerge Tt'"om this doaJment:-
1> For lighting paraffin use Talls oTT slightly as inccme increases, 
electY"icity use increases sharply while th  use oT candles is constant 
across the income range. 
2> For heating pat'"affin use increases sharply in the highest income 
group. Electricity is only used to a signiTicant degree in the last two 
income groups. The use oT coal fur heating increases with income, as 
does wood, altha..tgh singly these -fuels are oT minor importance. Coal and 
wood combined at'"e more important as a fuel, but with an erratic pattern 
OT use by income group. 
3> For cooking paraffin is used by 100% oT the lowest income gy-oup, 
supplemented with coal or coal and wood combined. The use oT paraffin 
declines sharply with income, as opposed to coal and coal and wood 
combined which inct'"ease. The use oT electricity is only signiTicant in 
the highest incane gn::iups. 
From the above it is evident that pat'"affin is the dominant fuel Tot'" lighting, 
heating and cooking. As early as 1972 wood was already a miror fuel in the 
Cape, rut coal and wood combined, with the wood probably used fur kindling, 
were important fuels fur cooking. Only in the case oT cooking is a clear-cu.t 
substitution OT fuels discernible, but even here paraffin remained the 
dominant fuel Tot'" the hig~t income group. It is roteworthy that in 1972 the 
use oT gas was negligible. 
While these Tigures at'"e out oT date they serve in the development oT time 
series data fut'" the undet'"standing oT the energy transition process. 
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COAL CL CL & WD 
tJJOD WD 
INCOME GROUP 
llIIIJ R 0 - 5CO 
EJ TO 1000 
[3 TO 1500 
lfB TO 2000 
m TO 2500 
Iii + 2500 
NOTE; 
LP gas ~ income 
class 3 
INCOME CLASS 
IIIIIl R 0-500 
CJ TO 1000 
[] TO 1500 
fEE TO 2000 
m ro 2500 












4.10 El\ERGY STUDIES 
As noted in the literature survey, the last decade has seen an increasing 
rumber of Sa...tth African energy studies which -focus attention on the use of 
energy by the populations in question. They highlight aspects not covered in 
general market research surveys, particularly energy consumption and fuel 
preferences. These energy studies have to date treated rural villages, small 
'homeland' t~ns and in one case a metropolitan area, as their subjects. A 
wealth of in-formation is available in these studies and while a full 
comparison is beyond the scope of this dissertation the data Trom several 
energy studies is ccmplied in table 4.8. A cautionary note rru.st be sounded 
that the objectives and data collection techniques of the studies presented 
di-ffer widely. 
In all the studies reported.use is made of several fuels sirru.ltaneouslv. For 
those studies reporting the data fuelwcx:>d and paraTTin are the dominant fuels 
in term5' of their Trequency of use, the latter achieving close on full 
representation. In terms of expenditure the importance of fuelwcx:>d in rural 
areas is clear, ranging Trom 2~1. to 54%, but it is generally not the dominant 
fuel.· Ho...ever non--cc:mnercial fuels make up a proportion of the fuels used in 
rural areas and these are not included. FuellNOOd in the urban areas is in the 
10"1. to 20% range of the c:cmrercial fuel budget. ParaTTin is some 35"1. OT the 
fuel budget in the rural areas in the cases where other c:cmrercial fuels are 
used. In the urban areas paraTTin ranges Trom 20"1. (where electricity is 
available> to 50"1. of the.fuel budget. Dry batteries acCOJ.nt -for a signiTicant 
proportion of all .fuel costs, in all cases more than candles, indicating the 
penetration of battery driven appliances. 
Un-fortunately total hc:usehold expenditure is not available and the share of 
fuel in the total household budget cannot be calculated. Ho...ever, in terms of 
the proportion of hc::usehold income spent on fuel there is an inverse 
relationship, as expected, between income and this proportion. 
The broad pattern revealed by these energy studies is that of widespread 
corrmercialization of fuel wcx:>d in the rural areas· and widespread use of 
paraTTin. In the urban areas paraTTin and coal are the dominant fuels and 
corrmercial fuelwcx:>d and gas minor fuels. Taken as whole these energy studies 
con-Firm the rural urban di-fferences and the regional di-fferences highlighted 
by the 8MR data but no time-series analysis is possible. Indications of the 
energy transition process are thus unexplicit. When compared to the BMR data 
in detail however a nJmber of questions are raised - particularly the 













TABLE 4.8 SLM1ARY CF DATA FRCl'1 CERTAIN El\ERGY STUDIES 
A. PRELIMINARY DATA 
NJ DATE AREA VIL.LP6E QASS- NJ H/H H/H FLEL AS 
l\IPt'E IFICATICl\I RESP SIZE Il\C VJ< I. Il\C 
1 1979 LESCJT. Male-ti loane rural 20 5,2 7,6 14,5 
2 1986 SA 6 Villages rural 231 
3 1988 CISKEI 10 villages rural 100 7,3 94,0 9,6 
4a/b 1987 CFS Botshabelo resset. 200 6,5 79,3 11,4 a 
5a/b 1987 CFS Mangaung t0111n 100 6,9 96,4 9,8 a 
6 1987 BOP. Maflk/M'nab town 55 6,8 47,7 13,9 
7 1986 C.T. Crossroads metro 85 
8 1988 CISKEI 5 towns t0111n 100 6,8 103,1 7,7 
9 1986 TVL ScMeto metro ti:) 672,67 
10 1986 Tvl ScMeto metro 41 479,43 8,26* 
8. I. l-0..JSEl-0_[)8 USil\E FL.EL 
STUDY FL.EL PARA- ~ GAS ELEC ~D DRY CAR OTH 
NJ* V..000 FFIN BAT BAT ER 
3 86 99 3 13 0 65 89 13 65 
6 76 96 42 15 4 87 38 9 38 
7 38 100 45 4 0 52 49 
8 58 98 1 16 0 65 80 11 18 
9 ti:) 72 ti:) 36 0 67 
10 54 48 54 50 100 70 
C. MEP4'J MCNTH..Y EXPENDITURE Cl\I FL.EL 
STUDY FL.EL PARA- ~ GAS ELEC ~D DRY ·On-ER 
NJ V..OOD FFIN BAT TOT 
1 R 1,10 1,10 
% 100 ? 
2 R 8,80 5,59 1,86 0,76 0 1, 71 16,40 
% 54 34 11 5 0 11 100 
3 R 8,75 14, 16 0,53 4,46 0 2,26 6,92 [37,038,88 
I. 23 36 1 11 0 6 18 5 100 
4a R 3,96 14,95 5,64 3,75 0 3,94 6,50 39,33 
% 10 38 14 10 0 10 17 100 
4b R 12,02 15,37 18,52 3,55 0 4~50 6,61 61, 16 
% 20 25 30 17 0 7 11 100 
5a R 3,36 11,44 4,96 1,24 10,30 2,48 6,94 40,92 
% 12 28 12 3 25 6 17 100 
5b R 8,68 12, 18 16,45 1, 76 12,50 2,68 6,81 61,26 
% 14 20 27 3 20 4 11 100 
6 R 5,30 14,00 3,50 2,30 0 3,tf:J 28,70 
% 19 49 12 8 13 
7 R 11,25 23,33 14,75 1,25 0 2,41 4,92 58,00 
% 19 40 25 2 4 100 
8 .R 5,68 15, 11 0 4,09 0 1,91 7,41 34,23 












D. l"EAN Al\N.R l-0...JSEl-ll.D USEFLL El\ERGY CO\ISl.MPTIO\I GJ/l-0..JSEHl..D 
STUDY Fl£L PARA- GAS 
l\Cl* ~D FFIN 
1 3,5 0,5 
2 5,9 2,4 1,0 0,3 
4a 0,27 6,0 1,3 0,9 
4b 0,8 6,2 4,2 0,9 
6 1,5 4,3 1,6 0,8 
7 2,6, 12,5 8,3 0,7 
E. l\OTES 
DATE 
1. Best, M. (1979> Malerl=i loane 1979 
2. Eberhard, A.A. 1986 
3. Tobich R.G. 8c Dingley C.E. 1988 
4a Read Consultants 1987 
b II II 1987 
5a Read Consultants 1987 
b II II 1987 
6. Eberhard A.A & Dickson, B.J. 1987 
7. Eberhard, A. A. 1986 
8. Tobich, R.G. & Dingley, C.E. 1988 
9. Gervais, J.H. 1986 
10. II II 1986 
















? 12, 1 
8,6 
25,0 
Total pop. sampled 
Un.-.eighted addition of samples 





Maflkeng/t1nabatho peri-urban areas 
Crossroads only 
Towns in Ciskei 
Unelectrifled sample - income 
below R500 
ElectrHied sample - income 
below R500 
1. Means calculated over whole sample not within user group. 
2. Costs in rands at given date i.e. not disCOJ.nted f'or inflation. 
3. Usafu.l energy consumption calculated f'or 3a,b -from given costs, assi.Jming 
coalbag = 25kg and Woodbag = 20kg and e-fflciencies as below. 
4. Efficiencies f'or useful energy consumption - gas 75"!., paraffin 50%, coal 
20% and wood 10"/. <Source: A. Eberhard; Perscom>. 
Figure 4.6 overleaf= presents the expenditure on -fuels -found in some of the 
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4. 11 CD\O....US I Cl\18 
From the study o-f dorrestic energy transition in Sa..lth Africa at the national 
scale a n...tmber o-f tentative conclusions may be drawn. 
Firstly, a division between coal and paraffin dominated regions may be 
made. This gives rise to the question as to whether the cost OT coal in 
relation to paraffin, or SOfre other variable, dictates the relationship 
between the use o-f these two ~ls. As the relative share OT coal in the 
ha..lsehold ~l budget Talls in relation to the distance Trom the 
Transvaal coal mines, reflecting the high transport cost component o-f 
the fuel, a strong case can be made that the price variable is dominant. 
Secondly, while there are wide ranges in the data, there are deflnite 
difTerences between rural and urban energy use patterns. In the -former 
areas fuelwood plays a large role although it is not generally the 
dominant ~l in terms o-f expenditure. In the urban areas paraffin and 
coal are dominant. 
Thirdly, the domestic energy transition process has developed further in 
the black population o-f So.J.th Africa than in other Sub-Saharan African 
countries. In the rural areas o-f So.J.th Africa commercialization OT 
lllOOdfuel and the use o-f paraffin is extensive while in the urban areas 
transitional ~ls are dominant. 
Comparison OT the Bureau o-f Market Research Reports and the energy studies 
cited raise further questions. 
1> Why is there a substantial di-fference between the proportion o-f ~l 
cost to total expenditure in the EIMR reports, and the proportion OT fuel 
cost to total income in the energy studies ? A relationship between 
income and expenditure in the black areas under study could be expected 
yet the -former studies give a range o-f ~l cost/total expenditure o-f 
3,'791. to 7,1%, while the erergy studies give a range o-f ~l cost/mean 
income o-f 9,6% to 14,5"1., -for rural areas. The corresponding values -for 
urban areas are 1,5"1. - 4,1% and 7.'791. - 13,9"1.. The ratio o-f fuel 
costs/total expenditure should be higher than ~l costs/incone and yet 
the reverse is indicated. These di-fferences may be explained to SOfre 
extent by di-fferences in data collection - the ~ may be underreporting 
~l costs while the energy study authors are overreporting these costs. 
Income data may also be underreported in the energy studies. The 
divergence o-f income and expenditure, alluded to in chapter 3, may in 
itselT explain the diTT8rences. 
2> Why is there a major diTT8rence in the proportion spent on coal in 
the Transkei to that in the Ciskei ? The EIMR reports 55"1. in the Transkei 
in 1977, compared to O"I. in the Ciskei reported by Tobisch & Dingley 












the Bophuthatswana squattet"" at"eas in 1977 on coal was 55"1. while EbeY"haY"d 
and Dickson <1987> Y"epoY"t 12"1. spent in 1987. An eneY"gy tY"ansition 
pY"ocess away Tt""om coal 1NCA.tld explain this phencrnena altha.lgh the Y"ate is 
extY"enely high. 
As indicated in PaY"t A oT this section the use oT data at the macY"o-level 
only is inadequate to Y"eveal the details OT the c:lamestic eneY"gy tt"ansition 
pY"ocess. EneY"gy studies at""e Y"equiY"ed to illuminate the pY"ocess but at pt""esent 
these studies have a poor theoretical base and can give widely di-F-feY"ing 
Y"esults as indicated by the two studies in ZimbabNe cited above. 
Energy studies are as yet in thefr inTancy in Sc:uth ATY"ica. The stY"ess to 
date has been on statistics involving fuels while demogt""aphic and socio-
econc:mic data, which are essential to establish the functional Y"elationships 
with the populations in question, aY"e oTten missed. Also, sample populations 
have not been Y"evisited to allow tine-series data to be assembled. Finally, 
the fueus oT energy studies has been on Y"ural areas - villages and towns, 
while the Y"apidly growing metropolitan areas <with the exception OT EberhaY"d, 
1984 & 1987> have been oveY"looked. 
This disseY"tation attempts to redress the balance between ruY"al and UY"ban 
eneY"gy studies to a small extent and examines sane oT the questions posed 














~YSIS CF Tl-£ FCLLcw-uP SURVEY 
PART1 - SO:Io-ECD\01IC DATA 
The objective o+ this section is to present and analyse the socio-economic 
data o+ the +ollo,..J-Up survey in the Transvaal and the Cape. The data has been 
disaggreg~ted into the preliminary groups o+ old-+ormal, new-Formal, old-
in+ormal and new-in+ormal areas tut the analysis covers +irst the whole 
sample be-fore dealing with the abovementioned groups. It should be borne in 
mind that the Transvaal survey considered a single settlement that is the 
quintessential 'new-in+ormal' area tut +or purposes o+ the analysis it is 
listed 5eperately. 
5.2 A l\[]TE Cl\I Tl-£ AREAS 
5.2.1 The "old-+ormal" areas 
These areas consist o+ the townships o+ Langa, Gugulethu and Nyanga which are 
within 10km o+ the Cape Town CBO. These are indicated on +igure 5.1, along 
with the other areas dealt with below. 
FiaJRE 5. 1 El.AO< RESI CENTI PL AREAS CF Tl-£ CAPE PENif\S..l.A 
SIMON'S TOllN 
FALSE BA'l' 
Roads ••••••• • • • • • • 
Railways •••• ~ ••••• 
Hospitals ••••••••• 
Factory Areas ••••• 
I 













Langa, the oldest remaining black township, was established in 1918. The 
~icial population was 23 000 in 1985 <Central Statistical Services report 
02-~1.> This was less than the uriofTicial 1959 Tigure <Wilson & Ma-feje 
1963:4>. The townshiP. houses a rumber of large hostels and the dwellings are 
brick with asbestos roctt=s. Gugulethu and Nyanga are later creations and 
together had an ~icial population of 148 000. There are a small rumber of 
Tlats. The majority OT the dwellings are brick with asbestos rooT5. In 
Gugulethu some upgrading is occuring and the sale of dwellings to occupants 
is underway. In all 3 townships the vast majority of the dwellings are still 
rented. There are schools, shops and a rumber of services, including 
electricity, in all these townships. The original dwellings did not have 
electricity but some of the new houses are supplied. 
5.2.2 The "new-formal" areas 
These are New Crossroads and "Khayelitsha village", the latter also k~n as 
Kulani Park, and the sit~and-service section of Site 8. These areas are 
situated some 15 to 20 kilometres ·frc::m the Cape ·TOf.ln CBD. Al 1 are recent 
creations - post 1982, and are reported in the 1985 census to have a 
population of 3500. The dwellings are brick with tile or asbestos roctt=s and 
have been erected by private contractors, often speciTically Tor sale. The 17 
schools, hospital and Torma! shopping centres serve both these areas and the 
inTormal areas. The whole of Khayelitsha is naninally an independent local 
authority. 
5.2.3 The "old-inTormal" areas 
These - are portions of Site 8 and Site C of Khayel i tsha and Old Crossroads. 
The uriofTicial estimate <Black Sash, 1988> Tor these areas is Site C 40 000 
and Site B 100 000 (part of which is ttJrmal>. Sc::me 50 000 shackdwellers were 
displaced by the burn ng OT Crossroads in May 1986 and many ~ reside in 
Sites 8 and C. The dwellings consist almost exclusively of corrugated iron on 
WCXlden Trames. The sites are unplanned and tiny, abc:ut 75 square metres, on 
which a site rental is levied. Services in the Torm of taps and latrines vary 
in distribution, some areas having taps every Tew ~llings while others have 
them every "block". In portions of these areas straight roads have been kept 
open and some are surTaced. 
5.2.4 The "new-inTormal" ar-eas 
These are the emergency camps and the areas where uncontrolled squatting 
occurs. Sc::me of the ar-eas have names such as "Gr-eenpoint" and "Lusaka". Other 
areas are identiTied by coderumbers only, such as the 1'1-f area. The uriofTicial 
<Black Sash, 1988> population OT "Gr-eenpoint" was 20 000 at that date. The 
dwellings are corrugated iron and a percentage are "temporary" shelters of 














The total o-Fficial black population <Central Statistical Services, 1985> of 
Cape Ta,.m was 245 000 in 1985, with only a portion of Nyanga being 
'in-Formal'. In February 1988 the unofflcial estimate <Black Sash, 1988> was 
200 000 -For Khayel i tsha alone <both -Forma·l and in-Formal). Such are the 
dimensions of rapid urbanization and census underreporting. 
5.3 AGE AND SEX 
The table bel~ sunmarises the age of the respondents, sex of the respondents 

































58, 1 41,9 
50,9 49, 1 
62,5 37,5 
64,6 35,4 
55,9 44, 1 
82,5 17,5 
It can be seen that the average age of respondents indicated in column 2 is 
ranked in deciining order. This is indicative of younger populations in the 
in-Formal areas which have a di-f.ferent -function to the old -Formal area, as set 
out in rrore detail bel~. 
The respondents are predominantly female, and the ratios diverge between,. 
partia..J.larly, new and old in-Formal areas. This may not be statistically 
· signi.ficant as female respondents were preponderant as they were involved in 
domestic -fuel using activities such 
between the sex ratios of the Cape 
as cooking. There is a large di-f.ference 
and Transvaal surveys, ci.Je to the large 
predominance of men in the latter survey area. 
O.f rrore signi.ficance is the sex of the household head. There are very high 
ratios o.f female heads of households and marked di-f.ferences bet1Neen the 
areas. The lower ratios in the old-formal areas indicate the relative 
stability of these areas. The high ratios in the remaining areas are 
indicative of social upheaval on an unprecedented scale. There has in .fact 












hcuseho 1 d heads, ·from 1970 when the fl gure was 15"!. to 1985 when it was 38"!., 
as reported in 8MR 130.14. At the rate of change reported between 1975 and 
1985 <1,6'Y. pa) an average female hOJ.Sehead ratio o-f 44% could be expected. 
The 8MR report did however not cover the new-in-formal areas, nor, apparently, 
backyard shacks, both of which skew the -foll°"" up survey towards -female heads 
of household and thus the ratios given in the table are probably 
representative. With regard to the Transvaal the very high ratio of male 
heads indicate that the "squatter" camp surveyed has a di-f-ferent function to 
those in the Cape. 
5.4 FAMILY SIZE, All.LT RATIO & Er:u:::ATICl\I 
The table bel°"" surrvnarises the data -for -family sizes and composition. 
TAB.£ 5.2: FO...UJ.1J UP SURVEY 1988/9 - l-0...EEH]_D SIZE AND 
l\lJ18ER CF All.LTS 
AREA AV H/H All.LTS RATIO 
SIZE PER H/H All.LT /0-H LO * 
ALL CAPE 5,48 3, 15 1,4 
-----
O...DF~ 6,89 4,04 1,4 
f\EW FO~ 5,23 2,82 1,2 
a...o Il\F~ 5,35 3,08 1,4 
l\EW Il\F~ 3,62 2, 15 1,5 
TRANSVAPL 4, 18 2,27. 1,2 
* "Children" includes teenagers younger than 18 years of age. 
In this table <as with age in the previOJ.S table> there is a rapid declire of 
household sizes -from the old -formal areas down. The similarity of the ratio 
o-f adults to children indicates that it is household size rather than 
household composition that changes -from area to area. The di-f-ferences in 
hcusehold size reveal the di-f-ferences in function of the areas, with the new 
-formal areas being the catchment areas -for younger, smaller households o-fter1 
with single female adults. The table also reveals the rrulti-household use of 
dwellings in the old -formal areas where space is at a premium. 
The 8MR <BMR 130.14> -Figure -for household size is 6,37 -for 1985. The 
inclusion of the in-formal areas with smaller household sizes is the probable 
reason -for the di-f-ference between this -Figure and the Cape overall average 
household size of 5,48 in the -follow-up survey. 
The initial interviews of the Transvaal surveys indicated little or no -formal 
education and a resistance to an5wering questions on this subject, probably 
due to the social stigma of illiteracy, and the questions were dropped. A 












corroborated the Transvaal Tinding, with an average oT 3,8 years oT schc:x:lling 
with a standard deviation oT 1,1. The lack OT data on this aspect in the 
-formal areas is an omission that should be rectiTied in -future surveys. The 
BMR <BMR 130.14) indicates some 58% oT the sample has less than standard 6 
which corroborates the above. 
5. 5 l"EASURES CF URBANI ZATIO\I AND 1'1JBILITY 
The survey attempted to ascertain the residential mobility oT respondents in 
terms OT h0/11 long they had resided at their present address and where the 
pr-evious address had been. The process oT urbanization is measured over time, 
sanewhat inexactly, by the length oT time since 199ving the 1~espondents 
'origin'. In addition the location oT this origin and the reasons -for leaving 
were ascertained and are reported belOlll. 
TABLE 5.3: Fa..LCJN UP SURVEY 1988/9 1'1JBILITY AND URBANIZATIO\I 








!ZED born INOrk Tam Tkei l.>C Ci 
% % % % % % 
ALL CAPE 5,9 16,3 
Cl....DF~ 13,3 80% oldT 30;7 50 22 28 33 33 19 
4,0 75"1. oldT 24,4 42 24 34 73 9 8 
25% ocr 
Cl....D Il\FO~ 2,5 29"1. ocr 8,3 7 48 45 85 8 
l\EW Il\FO~ 0,9 62"1. oldT 9, 1 41 24 35 73 10 15 
31% sitec 
TRANSVAAL 1, 1 85"1. Tok 15,0 80 20 
NJTE 1. Abbreviations; oldT - old -formal areas, sitec - Khyalitsha, 
ocr - Old Cross Roads, Tkei - Transkei, l.>C - Western Cape 
Ci - Ciskei & Eastern Cape, Tok - Thokoza & Natalspruit. 
2. Transvaal Origins - 28"1. Transkei, 23"1.Lebowa, Kangwane, 
Kwandebele, Gazankulu; 21"1. Transvaal rural, 
14% Rand t0111nships, 14% Kwazulu. 
This table indicates the -fundamental diT-ferences between the -formal and 
in-formal areas in terms oT their -function within the urbanization process and 
within the urban economy. The -formal areas, both old and new, are the 
residential areas oT households that have been urbanized -for at least one 
generation. The mobility within the old-formal areas is l0111, with the mean 
time at the existing address being more than 13 years. Between 75"1. and 80% oT 
the previous addresses were in these -formal areas, corroborating the above 
and also the lack oT alternative accommodation in these areas. 
The in-formal areas are the catchment areas oT both the rural-urban migrants, 












"overflow" population o-f the -formal areas, as evinced by the high proportion 
o-f those in the new-in-formal areas born in the Western Cape and moving -from 
the -formal areas. The largest percentage o-f "direct" migrants, those at their 
-first address, are in the old in-formal areas, about 10%, rather than the new 
in-formal areas. The destruction o-f Old Crossroads in 1984 resulted in mass 
movement to the · new -formal areas, such as New Cross...-oads, and the new 
in-formal areas such as Khyalitsha Site C. 
When taken over the whole survey, the Transvaal has sore 30"1. of= the sample 
urbanized -for less than 5 years, while in the Cape this group accounts -fo...-
24% o-f the sample. The course of= urbanization in the -formal areas of= the Cape 
is indicated in the -frequency histogram, -figure 5.2a. Over 60"1. o-f the sample 
population le-ft their origin over 25 years ago, indicating an urbanized 
population in these areas. There.is huge di-f-ference between the 35-40 and 30-
35 year periods. The latter time period coincides with the prom...t.lgation o-f 
the Cape Labour Pre-Ference Area legislation and the expulsion o-f many 
-families between 1954 and 1958. The -frequency histogram of= the in-formal 
areas, -figure 5.2b, is in direct contrast to the -formal areas. Here the 
populations· are newly urbanised. Nearly 50% o-f the new in-formal area sample 
has arrived within 5 years, 90% within 15 years. The old in-formal areas 
-follow a similar pattern. 
The majority o-f those not born in the Western Cape, the flrst generation 
migrants, give the major reason -for migrating as -family reasons. Joining a 
spouse and marriage is a mo...-e CO'M'On reason than work with women. In the 
Transvaal survey, where men are in the great majority, work is the major 
reason. 
As to be expected the origin o-f new urbanites in the Western Cape is 
predaninantly the Transkei. Less expected is that the Transkei is also a 
major source of= the households interviewed in the Transvaal, sore 28"1. o-f the . 
total. The rural areas are an important origin in the T...-anvaal. 
The residential mobility o-f a household, the rumber o-f years at the present 
address, as will be seen below, is a variable that is highly correlated to 
other socio-economic characteristics. Depending on the direction o-f causality 
it could be treated as a measure of= relative social stability in the -formal 
areas. In the in-formal areas hONeVer moving more 
level of= household wel-fare, possibly because 
improve households tend to move. 
o-ften is related to a higher 
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' 5.6 Il\CO"E, EMPLOYl"ENT & EXPENDITURE 
Income data was collected in categories (see questionnaire Appendix 2> as the 
initial -few interviews in the Transvaal uncovered resistance to ar1S11>.ering 
direct questions on incane. l\b attempt was made to disaggregate income by 
sauree. The rumber of employees per family and the type of employment was 
recorded. Large ranges of incomes v.ere fcund and the large standard 
deviations of these data make the use of frequency measures as analytical 
tools preferable to measures of central tendency. The income and employment 
variables are tabulated belON. 
TABLE 5.4: FCl...Lo..J UP SURVEY 1988/9 - Il\Ol"E ~D EMPLOYl"ENT VARIABLES 
l"EAN l"EAN NJ EMPLOYl"ENT TYPE 
AREAS Il\C/l« Il\C/l« EMPLOY/ lJ\I p SF F 8 
H/H PER PERS H/H % % % % % 
PLL CAPE 145,01 37, 16 1, 77 
Cl...D FORMPL 170,31 36,78 1, 78 4 9 9 16 62 
l\EW FORMAL 158,05 40,59 1, 71 0 3 12 21 64 
Cl...D Il\FORMPL 137,27 34,26 1, 78 0 0 25 31 44 
l\EW Il\FORMAL 100, 16 38,07 1,82 3 0 15 41 41 
TRANSVM- 208,95 1,18 8 0 21 60 10 
ABBREVIATI0\18. Il\C/l« - income per v.eek; H/H Ho...lsehold; 
lJ\I - unemployed; P Pensioner; SF self employed; 
F Industry; 8 Services, including retail and domestic 
In contiru.ance of the emerging pattern described in the sections above the 
income per household per v.eek decl ires from the old-formal area do,m. This 
decline is offset by the fall in mean family sizes and in the case of the 
new-informal areas further offset by the increased ratio of employees per 
family. The Transvaal diverges from the pattern by having a markedly higher 
income and markedly lONer employee ratio. The frequency histograms of the 
Cape sample as a whole and the Transvaal are indicated in figues 5.3a & 5.3b. 
The income -figure of the 8MR for the Western Cape was R125 per household in 
1985 <BMR 130.14). Figure 5.3c indicates the frequency distributions of both 
the follow-up survey and the 8MR data <not adjusted for inflation>, with the 
data aggregated as per the 8MR income groupings. The figure indicates that 
the income distribution of the 8MR is higher than the follc:w-up survey in the 








































FIGURE 5.3a INCOME DISTRIBUTION 
FOLLOW-UP SURVEY <CAPE): 1988/9 
... :?~f::~; ......................... . 
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FIGURE 5.3b. INCOME DISTRIBUTION 
TRANSVAAL SURVEY: 1988 
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FIGIJ.REs.~cCOMPARISON OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
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IL - Lower limit UL - Upper limit 'TI1ousands of Rand (1985) p.a. 
The survey -found the rumber of earners per household to be 1,39. This -Figure 
is a substant i a 1 drop ·frc:m the 8MR -Figure of 1 , 52 in 1975. The reasons -for 
this drop are probably the increasing rumber of unemployed and 5el-f-employed 
that do not Tit into the category earner. This diTT8rence in deTinition is 
also the probable reason -for the divergence of the -Figure in the table al:x:>ve 
Tran the EIMR Tigure. 
The percentage -Figures on employment type should be treated with sane caution 
as the stigma attached to being unemployed leads to under-erumeration OT this 
Tigure. Similarly the category sel-f-employed disguises underemployment. 
Notwithstanding the al:x:>ve a clear trend in the increased importance of selT-
employment and employment in inciJ.stry in the in-formal areas is evident. 
Data on expenditure in three categories was collected. These are expenditure 
on -food, expenditure on clothing and all expenditure, each given or 
trans-formed as a Tigure per week. Only total expenditure data was collected 












TABLE 5.5: FCLLCJN-UP SURVEY 1988/9 - EXPENDITURE VARIAELES 
AREAS FOOD EX Q_OTH EX ~EX· EXP/If\C BASIC CAR/ 
VEE!< H/H LiEEK H/H VEE!< H/H RATIO RATIO H/H 
?'LL CAPE R61,42 R13,55 R1i13,55 0,78 0,66 0,20 
a..o FORMAL 90,72 23,05 170,34 1,00 0,67 0,32 
l\EW FORMAL 77,98 14,66 115,21 0,73 0,80 0,23 
a..o Il\FORMAL 31,82 8,03 53,38 0,39 0,74 0,08 
f\EW Il\FORMAL 32,89 6, 19 37,69 0,38 1,03 o, 16 
TR?V\ISVAAL 42,69 0,25 
l\KJTE. 1. EXP/If\C RATIO = total H/H expenditure I income H/H 
2. BASIC RATIO= Food + clothing expenditure I total H/H expenditure. 
This table sho.NS that the -Food, clothing and all expenditure are ranked in 
decreasing order as with the other tables above. The expenditure on basics, 
-Food and clothing, tends towards the reported total expenditure in the 
infOrmal areas <indicating the problem with quanti-Fying irregular ·purchases 
such as clothing). This is in line with expectations but also suggests that 
the data in these areas could be unreliable. The ratio o-f basic expenditure 
to total ho....Lsehold expenditure increases in the infOrmal areas, indicating 
decreasing discretionary expenditure -for non-basic purchases. However the 
ratio o-f total household expenditure to ho....lsehold income indicates an 
increase in discretionary income in the -formal areas. I-f the data are 
reliable these seemingly contradictory results can only be reconciled by 
postulating that households in the in-formal areas spend largely on basics 
only and save, remit, or repay most o-f the ha.i.sehold income. 
The budget shares o+ -food and clothing are higher than the BMR -figures -for 
1985 <BMR 130.14). The share o-f -food -for the Cape as a whole is 54% compared 
to 36% -for the BMR. C 1 oth i ng is 12"1. as opposed to 8"1. < c::lo.l\ln -fran 15"/. in 1975) 
given by the BMR. This is probably due to the lower income o-f the sample 
population. The car ownership ratio given in the last column is an excellent 
surrogate o-f 'wealth' and is in keeping with the above -findings. 
5.7 Tl-E El.JILT ENVIR0\1'£NT 
The access to services is governed by the location o-f a ho....lsehold. The built 
envirorment also sets rigid limits on -floorspace. The -fundamental di+-ference 
in can-Fort and security between the brick walled, asbestos n:x:rfed c:W:!ll ings 
o-f the -formal areas and the wood, corrugated iron and plastic shacks o-f the 
infOrmal areas need not be tabulated to be appreciated. It is the essence o-f 
the categorisation used throu.gho....Lt. Sore statistics on the rumber o+ 













TA8LE 5.6: FCLLCW--UP SURVEY 1988/9 - l-0..JSil\E VARIABLES 
AREAS BUILD/ 81-ro<S/ RCD'18/ PERSQ\JS/ 
SITE SITE* BUILDil\E RC01 
ALL CAPE 1,6 0,6 2,9 2, 1 
0....0 FORMAL 2,4 1,3 3,5 2, 1 
l\EW FORMAL 1,6 0,5 1, 1 2,4 
a...o Il\FORm... 1, 1 all 3,2 1,8 
l\EW Il\FORm... 1,0 all 2,0 2, 1 
--------------
TRANSVAPL 1, 1 all 2,6 1, 7 
*Shacks are 'backyard' structures in -formal areas. Average rumber over whole 
sample. 
Growth by accretion in the -form o-f adding on rooms and backyard shacks has 
led to the high flgures OT ruildings and shacks per site in the old -formal 
area. This response has ho,.ever red.Iced the overcrDNding in these areas to 
belDN that OT the new -formal areas where the small conventional houses have 
-few rooms. It is noteworthy that the old informal areas are the least cn:)Nded 
in terms o-f occupancy per room. 
5.8 SO"E CORRELATICJ\18 l3ETuEEN Tl-E SOCIG-ECD\01IC VARIABLES 
The relationships betlNE!en the nurreric 
fur both the Cape and Transvaal. The 
table 5.7 below. 
socio-economic variables were explored 
correlation matrices are tarulated in 
There are correlatio s betlNE!en many o-f the variables in the Cape, indicating 
that rrulticollinearity is a major problem, in keeping with other energy 
studies. This means that the variables are not independent. A parametric ' 
partial correlation analysis was cond...lcted to veriTy the results as this 
technique measures between two variables while removing the linear 
relationships with other variables, noting hoNever that the relationships are 
largely curvilinear. There was broad agreement between the two techniques 
and the results are as -follows:-
1> In the Cape the age OT the respondent is strongly correlated with 
time since leaving place o-f or1g1n <years urbanized>. This is in 
agreement with the ~indings OT Kok (1984) that rural-urban migration is 












TAELE 5.7 CORRELATIO\I MATRIX: SCCIO-EC0\0'1IC VARIABLES: 
SPEA~ RAN< CORRELATIO\I COEFFICIENTS 
A. CAPE 
VARIABLE CODE A 8 c 0 E F G H I 
Age Respondent A 1 
Yrs at Address 8 ,40 1 
Yrs Urbanized c ,63 ,59 1 
H/H size 0 ,27 ,48 ,29 1 
No Ad..llts H/H E '19 ,44 ,26 ,64 1 
No Employed H/H F ,26 ,39 1 
Income G ,24 ,19 ,31 ,47 1 
Expenditure H ,22 ,37 ,25 ,30 ,31 ,31 1 
No Builds/site I ,22 ,33 ,26 ,31 ,29 '11 ,44 1 
8. TRANSVAPL 
VARIAELE CODE A 8 c D E F G H I 
Age Respondent A nc 
Yrs at Address 8 nc 1 
Yrs Urbanized c nc ,26 1 
H/H size 0 nc ,37 1 
No Ad..llts H/H E nc ,44 1 
No Employed H/H F nc 1 
Incone G nc ,38 1 
Expenditure H nc ,34 ,44 1 
No Builds/site I nc ,31 1 
nc - not collected. 
Levels o-f signi+icance all 95"!. or greater. 
2> In the Cape the length o-f time at the present address (residential 
mobility> is the most strongly correlated variable as indicated by the 
coefTicients in bold above. In the partial correlation analysis there 
are positive correlations to ad..llts per +amily, years urbanized, ~d 
and clothing expenditures, and rumber o-f rooms. It also had regative 
correlations with the rumber o-f employees per +amily, income and total 
expenditure. There are thus cor1Tlicting interpretations o-f the ~ct o-f 
this mobility variable. 
3) Ih the Cape the rumber o-f employees per household was not correlated 
to any other variable as indicated above. However the partial 
correlation analysis indicates a positive correlation to the rumber o-f 
ad..llts per +amily and -focid ahd clothing expenditure and negatively to 
total expenditure and tuildings per site. 
4>In the Cape income is only well correlated with the rumber o+ 
employed. It is notewJrthy that there is not the expected close 
relationship between income and expenditure. The partial correlation 












correlated with the expenditure variables (Toad, clothing, total) and 
the ru.mber adults and employees. 
In the light of the abcive, Tive major variables can be extracted with the 
intention of reducing the e-f-fect of rrulticollinearity. These major variables 
are, time Tram origin, Tamily size, income, total household expenditure and 
n...unber OT buildings per site. Four OT these have lc:JV..1 cross-correlations but 
total household expenditure has higher correlations. It is included due to 
its importance. The correlation matrix is tabulated belc:JV..1:-
TABLE 5.8 CORRELATIQ\I ~TRIX. PARTIPL CORRELATIQ\I CXEFFICIENTS 
AND SPEA~ CORRELATIQ\I CXEFFICIENTS. CAPE 
Time Away H/H size Income All Expend Bld/site 
---------
Time away PCC 1,0 ,32 -, 18 ,22 ,20 
sec ,29 ,25 ,25 
H/H size PCC 1,0 '19 ,10 
sec ,19 ,30 ,31 
Income PCC 1,0 ,67 ,21 
sec ,31 '11 




PCC - Partial Corr Coeffs sec - Spearman Corr Coeffs 
As can be seen appreciable collinearity still exists. A principal component 
analysis of the 12 socio-ecoro11ic variables indicate that the aboverrentioned 
4 variables can explain 69"1. OT the variation. 
It should be noted that the picture is more complex once the whole sample is 
broken ct:lNn ·into areas. The variables have widely diT-ferent correlations Tram 
area to area, partiOJ.larly time away Tram origin and income. The di-f-ferences 
between the Cape and Transvaal are irrmediately apparent Tram table 5.7, 
although some of this can be explained by the di-f-ference in sample sizes. 
5.9 CXN1.USICNS 
In is apparent Tram the data presented that there are wide diT-ferences in the 
socio-demographic and socio-economic characteristics of the · sample 
population. Considering the sample as a whole, no single variable inTluences 
these dH-ferences as rruch as the type OT dwelling of a hOJsehold. This is a 
spatial variable as rruch as an environnental one as the location of a 
dwelling governs access to employment and services, OT which electricity is 
one. As a result a primary categorisation into -formal and in-formal, and the 












The socio-economic data collected indicates signi+icant di-fferences in family 
size, average age, inc:ane, expenditure and employment, and in +act in all the 
variables listed, between the ·four categories ~ areas <and also the 
Transvaal). In terms o+ urbanizatfon and the urban economy the areas have 
dif-ferent ~nctions. The infurmal areas are acting as the over+low fur the 
growth and family furmation o+ the black population~ Greater Cape TCJ1Nn. In 
addition the "influx" of migrants fn:rn rural areas is to these infurmal 
areas. The evidence relating to poverty is somewhat contradictory. The 
household incomes are lower in the infurmal areas but the per capita incomes 
are similar to thelt· +nrmal counterparts. In the infurmal areas the ratio ~ 
expenditure on fuod and clothing to total household expenditure is higher, 
and car CJ1Nnership per household is lower - both indicative ~ a higher degree 
o+ poverty in these areas. Paradoxically, discretionary income per household 
appears to be higher in the infurmal areas. This also calls the reliability 
of the inccrne and expenditu~e data into question. 
These di-fferences are vital in the search fur clues to the energy transition 
process as they allow cross-sectional comparisons bet\l\een.dif-ferent grc::uPs ~ 
the sample population to tJe made. Hor.ever, a correlation analysis~. soc;io-
economic variables indicates that rrulti-collinearity is a major problem as 
each of the variables is dependent on the others to sane extent. To reciJ.ce 
this problem +our major variables are chosen that have reasonably 1CJ1N 















~YSIS CF Tl-£ FCL.LCllH..P 9.JR'vEY 
PART 2 - FLE.. RELATED CATA 
In this section the data relating to -fuels and energy in the -follow-up survey 
are analysed. The disaggregation OT the Cape sample into areas is as be-fore. 
Thoughout this section the COOYnOn measure ~ central tendency, the mean (or 
average), is tabulated and discussed. The reader is reminded that the data 
has large ranges on either side ~ this mean and that the mean itselT has 
varying degrees ~ accuracy, all ~ which are discussed in Appendix 4. 
At this level ~ analysis cross-sectional indications ~ the energy 
transition begin to be revealed through diTT9rences in -fuel expenditure and 
consumption patterns in the subgroups OT the sample population. 
6.2 FLEL USE BY 1-0...JS&O_O 
There is a small diTT9rence between the number ~ households reported 
purchasing -fuels and the number using -fuels. This is due to incomplete data 
collection rather than the non--corrvnercial nature ~ some -fuels. The reported 
purchase OT -fuels by households in percentage terms is tabulated below. 
TABLE 6.1 Il\CIIE\CE CF Fl.EL USE: % CF l-ll.ISEl-ll.08 PU~I!\13 FLELS. 
AREA CANCLE DRYBAT CARBAT co::L L<OJD PARA GAS ELEC 
% % % % % % % % 
PLL CAPE 37,8 50,0 22,8 0 1, 7 92,2 31, 7 17,8 
a...o FDRl"R 17,5 29,8 15,8 0 0 77,2 31,6 49, 1 
l\EW F~ 50,0 55,0 37,5 0 2,5 97,5 55,0 10,0 
a...o Il\F~ 55, 1 77,6 22,4 0 2,0 100,0 24,5 0 
l\EW Il\FO~ 29,4 38,2 - 17,6 0 3,0 100,0 17,6 0 
-------------·-
TRANSVM... 97,0 58,2 11,9 86,6 85, 1 . 94,0 23,9 0 
The table indicates that a complex system ~ interrelationships exists 
between the various -fuels. 1'1..lltiple -fuel use is the rule rather than the 
exception. In addition the patterns o-f -fuel use change by area. Fuel use over 
the whole sample and by each individual -fuel group is analysed in this 
chapter but -fuel use by multiple use group is dealt with in the next. 
The table also indicates that, according to this survey, para-f-fin is the most 













is the, case even in the electri+ied areas, b.Jt with electricity in second 
place. In the Cape so +ew hOJ.seholds used wood that the percentages given are 
not considered statistically valid. What is signi+icant is the complete 
absence of coal (and charcoal> use in the Cape, conpared to the high usage of 
coal in the Transvaal. 
In terms o+ energy transition it is apparent that a shi+t of population +ran 
informal to +ormal will increase the incidence of gas and electricity 
purchase and decrease that o+ para++in. 
6.3 EXPENDITURE CN FLEL 
6.3.1 Whole Sample Data 
The mean weekly expenditures on -Fuels, per hOJ.sehold, as at date of 
collection, +or the various -Fuels and.taken over the whole sample (sub-sample 
in the case of the areas) are tab.Jlated below. It rrust be borne in mind that 
this is an aggregate measure in which the whole sample or sub-sample is the 
divisor and is not the actual expenditure on -Fuels by ho.J.seholds. 
TABLE 6.2: l"EAN ~y EXPENDITURE CN Fl.EL PER l-O.JSEl-O_D IN RANDS. 




























































0 7, 12 
0 18,06 
Fron this table some tentative conclusions can be drawn. The greater usage of 
gas and the use o+ electricity leads to higher total -Fuel expenditures in the 
+ormal areas. These two -Fuels together make up 67"/. and 55"/. of the total -Fuel 
b.Jdgets in the old +ormal and new +annal areas respectively. 
There is a absolute decline in the expenditure on all -Fuels, except para++in, 
between the +ormal and in+ormal categories. In the poorer in+onnal areas 
paraffin accounts +or 56% and 46% o+ the total -Fuel b.Jdget in the old and new 
in+ormal areas respectively. Again, the rumbers using wood are so small the 












The Transvaal represents a di·fferent system, based on coal which accounts f0t-
half of the total energy cost there. The total .fuel cost is nuch higher than 
in the new in1=ormal areas of the Western Cape. 
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This reveals that the largest portion of incane is spent on .fuels in the new 
formal areas. In the remaining areas the proportion is within the narrow band 
OT 8,6% to 7,0%, with the Cape in1=ormal areas actually having a lower 
proportion than the formal areas. This Tinding, while indicating a consistent 
place in the household budget for energy, nust be treated with circumspection 
as the range of incanes is wide. The share of -fuel of total household 
expenditure indicates the oppdSite relationship, with the in1=ormal areas 
having a nuch higher figure. 
In terms of mean -fuel expenditure per capita the Transvaal is more than 
double that of its Cape in1=ormal counterparts. This is acco...lnted for in part 
by the Tact that the Transvaal survey was in winter with coal use at a peak. 
In the Cape the larest expenditure per capita is in the old in1=ormal areas 
which is some 40"/. lower than the new formal areas. Table 6.2 reveals that 
this was the result of the use of gas and electricity. 
6.3.2 Fuel Groop Data 
All the above are aggregate expenditures over the samples and sub-samples in 
question. When calculated within each user grc:up the average expenditures OT 
users in that group rises significantly. This eT-fect is the result OT the 
exclusion of households not using a particular -fuel and gives an indication 
of the actual mean weekly expenditures of those using that .fuel. Both methods 












TABLE 6.4: l"EAN w:EKLY Fl.EL EXPENDITURE PER l-0...isEl-n_o 
FOR l-OJSEl-0..DS USil\G Fl.EL 
AREA C?'IND DBAT CBAT COPL l.iDJD PARA 
GRO.JP GROJP GRCX.JP GRCX.JP GRCX.JP GRCX.JP 
ALL CAPE 1,59 0,90 5,00 0 17,68* 4, 17 
!;LO FORMAL 1,95 1,09 6, 10 0 0 4,05 
l\EW FORMAL 2,06 1,20 5,58 0 6,25 3,68 
OLD !!'FORMAL 1, 15 0,61 4,37 0 nY- 5,32 
l\EW I f'FORl"R- 1,62 0,99 5,50 0 nY" 5,66 
GAS ELEC 
GRCX.JP GROJP 
11,65 12, 18 





TRANSVAPL 1, 74 2,30 3,75 10,71 1,54 2,65 8,36 0 
* includes nY" below. 
nY- = not Y-epY-esentative. lf.Jood use not domestic. see section 7.7.1 below. 
Cbat = cal'" batteY-y useY-s. ExpendituY-e is based on rumbeY" o-F charges/v..eek. 
The table indicates that the mean weekly expenditures o-F gas and electricity 
users are in the order o-F 3 times those o-F paraffin users in the Tonnal 
aY-eas. In the inToY-mal aY-eas gas useY-s pay on aveY-age 40"1. to 60"1. moY-e than 
the paY-affin users. As suggested above the Transvaal is a di-f-ferent system to 
the Cape with coal being the dominant -fuel. Even so, in the Transvaal gas 
users pay over 3 times as rruch Tor their -fuel than paraffin users do. There 
is however rrultiple use o-F -fuels in the great majority o-F households in both 
Y-egions and thus the Tinal picture in terms OT pt·oportionate -fuel cost is 
more complex. 
The energy transition process is again Y-evealed by the diTTerences in 
expenditure on paraffin, gas and electricity. In appeaY-s that the budget 
share o-F expenditure rather than share o-F incare is a measure o-F the level o-F 
the process as large di-fT9rences in the Termer share occur betv..een -foY-mal and 
inTormal areas. 
Fol'" those using them dry batteries and car batteries constitute signi-ficant 
expenditures. These -fuels are not easily substitutable in the non-electri-fied 
inTormal areas. ll..le to the specialised nature o-F their application they do 
not play a major role in the domestic energy _transition process. 
6.4 Gl.JANTITIES OF Fl.EL USED 
The various -fuels used aY-e tabulated below, each in the canmon units in which 
they are purchased. The table is Toi'" the whole sample, or sub-sample, and 
thus includes non-users o-F each -fuel. ElectY-icity is not included as it is 
purchased in Kwh and eneY-gy units ay-e dealt with in the Tallowing section. 
Dry batteY-ies o-F many diT-ferent sizes are used and in pure rumbeY" teY-ms are 












TABLE 6.5 l"'EAN VEEKLY GLIPNTITIES CF FL.EL USED PER l-0..JSEH:LD 
t'EAN CF l!Hl...E SAMPLE & SUBSPi'1PLE 
AREA CANO CARBAT COAL l.\000 PARA GAS 
No No Kg Kg Litt'" Kg 
ALL CAPE_ 3,3 0,25 0 6,43 3,07 
QD FORMAL 2,0 o, 19 0 5, 19 3,22 
l\EW FORMAL 6,2 0,38 0 6,22 6,07 
a_o Il\FORMAL 3,2 0,24 0 8,56 1, 72 
l\EW Il\FORm... 2,3 o, 17 0 5,66 1,23 
-----
TRANSVAAL 8,4 o, 19 40,67 14,57 3,67 1,00 
Mass OT wood not r-epresentative in Cape 
Assume 25kg coalbag 
Assume 10kg woodbundle 
The old in+ormal ar-eas emerge as the biggest volumetric consumers oT 
paraffin. The low flgure fur paraffin in the new infur-mal ar-eas is d..1e to the 
household size eTTec:t. The table r-eveals that it is the new fur-mal areas 
where gas use predominates. 
When calculated in terms oT each user group where only those using the Tuels 
are consider-ed a dif1=erent pattern emerges. 
TA8LE 6.6 ~ ~y Gl..JANTITIES CF FL.EL USED PER l-0.JSEl-ll.D 

























































It is notewor-thy that in the table above the usage oT par-affin diTTer-s 
markedly in the two areas wher-e par-affin is the most ubiquitous, the old and 













due to the larger household size in the funner area. Gas usage per household 
is markedly similar in the two -formal areas on the one hand and the two 
in-formal areas on the other. This 5uggests that an environmental variable may 
play a role. 
The TollCJtio.1ing table calculates -fuel usage, within each user group, on a per 
capita basis. This removes the ir1Tluence OT household size. 
TABLE 6.7 l"EAN ~y Gl.JANTITIES CF FL.EL USED PER CAPITA 
l-0..JSEl-(]_DS LE I l\G FL.EL 
AREA Gml1.ES PARAFFIN GAS 
GRClJP GROJP GROJP 
no litre kg 
PLL CAPE 1,61 1,27 i '74 
CLO FORMPL 1,65 0,98 1,48 
f\EW FORMPL 2,37 1,22 2, 10 
Cl..D Il\FORMPL 1,10 1,60 1,30 
f\EW Il\FORMPL 2,02 1,56 1,92 
---------
TRANSVM.... 0,35 0,94 1,00 
The Sl..ltTYTlary table abOve indicates that on a per capita basis paraTTin has 
indeed a greater use in the in-formal areas. On this basis however rrore gas is 
used in the new -formal areas than in the older rrore established townships, 
and even more than in the old -formal areas. The pattern oT use oT candles 
cannot be explained at this stage. 
6.5 El\ERGY CO\ISU'1PTICl\I 
The di~rent energy content OT the various -fuels used in the doniestic sector 
results in diT-fering nett energy consumption which is the potential energy 
o,.itput ignoring any losses. To calculate these nett flgures the -following 
conversion Tactors ll'llere used:-
Energy llitput 
Coal - 27 MJ/kg 
ParaTTin - 37 MJ/kg 
VJood - 17 MJ/kg 
Carbat - 0,36 Kwh per charge 
Gas ""."" 49 MJ /kg 
Electricity - 3,6 MJ/Kwh - 1988 unit cost 10,22c/Kwh in townships 












Some o+ these +igures di+-fer slightly +ram the conversion +igures used by the 
United Nations <1986) which are; Para++in 43,2 MJ/kg and Gas 45,5 MJ/kg. On 
this basis the gross energy outputs may overstate that a+ WCXJd and gas and 
understate para-f-fin. 
In reality the various appliances used +or di+Terent +uels have markedly 
di+-ferent e++iciencies which, when considered, result in a measure a+ the 
use+ul energy consumed. 
These use+ul energy +igures are calculated according to the +allowing 
e++,iciencies:-
E-f-ficiencies 
Electric Stove 80% 
Gas stove 75"1. 
Para-f-fin stove 50% 
Coal stove 20"1. 
Wood stove 1 O"!. 
<Source Eberhard, 1986) 
Again some a+ these -figures di+Ter -from other sources. Prasad et al <1983) 
measured the e+flciency o-f Gas stoves at 55"!. and Para-f-fin stoves at between 
54% and 57"1.. As a result the use+ul energy -figures cited herein may again 
overstate the contribution a+ gas and understate that a+ para-f-fin. 
Use+ul energy consumption -figures are given below and shown in percentage 
terms in +igure 6.1. Candles, dry batteries and car batteries deliver tiny 
<although use+ul> amcunts o+ energy which are not considered below. 
TAELE 6.8 USEFLL El\ERGY CCNSL.NPTIO\I PER \,\EEK PER l-0..JSE}-(]_Q l"EGAJa.LES 
VJ-a..E SAMPLE 
AREA aJPi.... VOJO PARA GAS ELEC TOTAL 
PLL CAPE 0 9,4 118,9 112, 7 76,2 317,2 
CLO F~ 0 0 96,2 118,4 '209,6 424,2 
l\EW FO~ 0 5,3a 115,0 223,3 44,4 388,0 
CLO If\FO~ 0 12,7b 158,4 62,5 0 233,6 
l\EW Il\F~ 0 25,0c 104, 7 45, 1 0 174.8 
TRAl\SVM.... 175,7 21,4 68,0 36,7 0 301.8 













The figures generated above sha..ild be used with some caution as the ll'l.J.lti-
usage of fuels results in a wide range of total net energy consumed. In 
addition the efficiencies of the appliances have not been established under 
-field conditions in South Africa. Even under laboratory conditions the 
efficiencies are subject to variation. 
The figure illustrates the -fundamental difference between the Cape and 
Transvaal with coal providing 58"/. of the total useful energy in the latter. 
In the Cape it is evident·that in terms of useful energy gas is a roN a major 
fuel. 
Considering the area groups in terms of useful energy, iri the old formal 
areas which incorporate the largest n..unber of electricity users that fuel is 
dominant, follONed by gas. In the new formal areas gas dominates, with 
paraffin second. In the informal areas paraffin emerges as the dominant fuel. 
There is also a increase in the total useful energy consumed by a hc:usehold 
in the different areas - by some 144% from rew informal to old·formal. This 
is more than the maxirrurn difference in average household expenditure on fuels 
between the areas which is 133"/.. 
In terms of energy transition this is of -fundamental importance as it means 
that a relative population shift to the formal areas is accanpanied by an 
increase in the amount of useful energy used. This increase oca..t.rs hew3ver at 
same time that the b.J.dget share of fuel decreases and is relatively more than 
the increase in expenditure, cl.le to reasons of increased efficiency and price 
dif-ferentials. 
Further insight is gained by a regional and cross-ca..t.ntry coinparison of 
use-ful energy consumption in similar areas as tab.J.lated belON. 
TABLE 6.9 Al\NA.. USEFLL El\ERGY CCJ\ISL.MPTICN IN Il\FORMPL AREAS: 
1l-E CAPE, TRAl\SV~ AND ZIMBABAE. T J I PN'U1 PER HJJSEl-0._[) 
A.EL PLL l\.EW TRANSV~ ZIMBAB.i.E 
CAPE Il\F~ Il\FO~ "HIG-t DENSITY" 
~* 0 0 4,6 0,6 
PARAFFIN 6,2 5,4 3,5 0,3 
GAS 5,9 2,3 2,5 0 
8-ECTRICITY 4,0 3, 1 
FLELVOJD 1, 1 1,0 
TOTPA.... 16, 1 7,7 11, 7 5,0 













FIGURE 9.1 PERCEN"ll'GE SHARE OF FUELS OF 
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It 1s striking that electricity supplies over YJ"/. o-f the useful energy in the 
Zimba~an "high density" areas. The question is whether the introdL.lction of 
electricity to the South African informal areas would redL.lce the consumption 
· o-f transitional fuels. It is noteworthy that these areas have a higher total 
useful energy consumption witha.J.t electricity at present. In addition, as 
indicated in table 6,8 above, gas consumption is primarily in those areas 
with electricity at present. 
6.6 AVERA£€ aJSTS CF FLEL.S Ptl!D l.£EFU.. El\ERGY aJSTS 
The diTferent types o-f market structure in the various areas lead to 
diTferent average costs, as set out in the table bel°"'. The energy costs are 
useful energy costs rather than nett costs prior to use and as such are 
corrected for the diTferent efficiencies of appliances. Wood is not included 
as the samples are too small. Dry batteries, candles and car batteries are 
also not included as thefr contributions are insignificant. 
In the case o-f average costs these appear to vary little, but again the range 
o-f values within each area is large. The cost o-f candles is higher in the 
· informal areas. In the case o-f paraffin the variation is proportionately 
small, except in the Transvaal area. The average cost o-f gas varies roost, due 
to the large diTferences in unit c st, depending on the size o-f gas container 
used. 
TAILE 6.10 AVERA£€ aJSTS PtllD L£EFU.. El\ERGY aJST CF Fl.EL 
PER w::EI< PER l-0...Jl:El-0..D - v.Hl....E SAMPLE 
AREA PARAFFIN GAS El.EC 
c/lt c/MJ R/kg c/MJ c/MJ* 
PLL CAPE Y) 3,2 1,19 3,6 3.5 
a...o FORMPL Y) 3,3 1,07 3,3 3.5 
l\EW FORMPL 58 3,1 1,22 3,7 3.5 
a.o Il\FORMPL 62 3,4 1,20 3,7 
l\EW Il\FO~ 58 3, 1 1,06 3,3 
TRANSVM... 68 3,7 1,00 3.1 
* Does not include service charge o-f R2,20/month 
In the case o-f useful energy costs the similarity between the various fuels 
is striking. In the Cape as a whole paraffin is marginally cheaper than gas 
and electricity. If the service charge is included hcwever gas and 
electricity reverse ranks. In the Transvaal gas is the cheapest, follOIEd by 
paraffin and then <not tabulated) coal which is used in braziers with very 












in-fbrmal areas, as does paraffin. Gas does not share the usual pattern and is 
cheaper in the new informal areas. 
In terms Di= the above it is unlikely that usef=ul energy cost is a factor in 
determining the choice of fuels. 
6.7 CO\O....USI0\18 
This chapter indicates the relative importance Di= the various fuels under 
consideration but also raises the question as to how these measures 
themselves should be ranked in importance. If ubiquity is the measure then 
paraffin is preeminent. In · terms of useful energy consumed gas and 
electricity are the most important in the formal areas and paraffin in the 
informal areas. In the Transvaal coal replaces paraffin. 
This chapter suggests that, on the basis of cross-sectional comparison, if 
there is a relative shift of population from informal to formal areas an 
energy transition process will occur with a substitution Di= electricity and 
gas for paraffin and coal. Gas appears to have a special role that allows. its 
contin.J.ed consumption in spite Di= the use Di= el ctricity. As suggested belON 
the investment level in gas appliances may explein this phenomena. 
At this level there is no indication as to hDN -fuels are indivually chosen. 
The analysis suggests that unit price on a use-ful basis is not a 
consideration as the values for all fuels are very close. Perceived price is 
dealt with below. On an aggregate basis however the choice of fuels and the 
total amounts used allON for significantly di-fferent budget shares Di= fuel in 














INTERRELATICJ\8-iIPS EEThEEN FL.EL VARIAELES MID S:X:ID-ECD\01IC VARIAELES 
7.1 INTROCLCTIO\I 
This chapter deals with the interrelationships crl= the fuel related variables 
with each other and with the socio-economic variables. At the outset it nust 
be stressed that fuel usage appears to be determined by a broad range crl= 
criteria that vary with socio-economic status. In addition fuel usage varies 
greatly within each area and group and in keeping with other energy studies 
there is a large scatter crl= data. The primary problem is that crl= 
nulticollirearity among the independent variables. As indicated in section 
5.8 a preliminary remedy is the choice crl= major independent variables that 
have the lowest covariances. 
As a result only certain variables were selected -for investigation; namely 
the major socio-economic ·variables, and the -Fuel expenditure and useful 
energy variables. Fuel consumption is highly correlated with expenditure on 
-Fuels, as indicated belON. As the latter is invariably more accurately 
reported, especially where Tractional purchases occur, fuel expenditure is 
treated in more detail in this chapter. 
7.2 alRRELATICN3 EEThEEN FL.EL EXPENDITURE MIO CO\ISL.NPTIO\I 
The -Fuel variables are not independent. There are strong, rut not per~t, 
positive correlations between expenditure on each fuel and the amounts crl= 
that fuel used in the Cape and Transvaal, ranging Trom 0,83 to 0,99 <Spearman 
Rank correlation c:oefi=icients at 99"/. signiTicance level>. These correlations 
are a measure crl= the in.formality crl= the markets -for each fuel. The ascending 
rank order in the Cape is candles <0,88>, paraTTin <0,94>, and gas <0,95> 
which is as expected Trom the fuel vendor study. Candles are largely bought 
at local shops, as is para+fin. 
In the Transvaal a di+ferent ranking prevails~ 
wood <0,83>, coal <0,87>, para+fin <0,95>, gas 
Both wood and coal are sold door to door in 
in.formal market. ParaTTin is sold at local 
purchased at -formal retail outlets. 
The ascending rank order is 
<0,97> and candles <0,99>. 
the Transvaal in a highly 
shops and gas and candles 
As a result crl= this close correlation the patterns described in detail belON, 
with regard to the fuel expenditure variables, apply equally to the fuel <but 












7.3 CORRELATIO\IS 8EThEEN DIFFERENT FLELS 
In the Cape there is a low negative correlation between expenditure on 
candles and paraffin OT -0,21 <Spearman Rank at 97% signiTicance level>. 
There is also a negative correlation <-0,33 at a signiTicance level OT 87%) 
between the expenditure on gas and on candles and also between the amount OT 
. -
candles and quantity of gas used. While these correlations due no suggest the 
direction of substitution, Trom the -foregoing analyses it is likely that it 
is Trom candles to paraffin and gas light. 
Using non-parametric correlation analysi.s there are no further correlations 
bet1111een expenditure and consumption variables in the Cape. Using parametric 
analysis a weak negative correlation bet1111een the expenditure on paraffin and 
on electricity, and an even weaker negative correlation betlllleen expenditure 
on paraffin and on gas can be discerned. These cannot however be construed as 
evidence of shiTts Trom one fuel to another as the underlying distributions 
are dissimilar. 
In the Transvaal there are good correlations betlllleen the expenditure on wood 
and on coal at 0,54 <Spearman Rank) and the amount of wood and amount of coal 
used at 0,49 <Spearman Rank>. This is an indication of the major role of wood 
as kindling -for coal Tires rather than as an independent fuel. There is also 
a correlation OT 0,34 between the expenditure on paraffin and on wood, and of 
0,33 betlllleen consumption of paraffin and VJOOd. It is unlikely that this is a 
direct correlation and it is probable that a socio-economic variable, -for 
instance hausehold size, may be influencing both variables equally. 
The absence of any correlations between electricity and the transitional 
fuels - gas, coal and paraffin, is noteworthy. In the light of the strong 
correlations revealed at the macro-level in chapter 5 these would be 
expected. In terms of the generally accepted model of energy transition good 
correlations between the transitional fuels themselves WCA.lld also be 
expected. These are also not evident. All of this points to a gulT. in the 
theory between micro- and macro-economic levels. 
7.4 CXJRRELATICJ\I CF Fl.EL EXPENDITURE WITH SCX:IQ-Ea:J\01IC VARIABLES 
CAPE STUDY 
7.4.1 Correlation Matrix 
The correlation matrix between the major socio-economic variables and the 
fuel expenditure variables, -for the Cape and the Transvaal, is tabulated 
below. As fuel expenditure and fuel consumption are related the patterns 
described below hold -for the relationships between the latter and the socio-
·economic variables. The expenditures on fuels are aggregated into two 
categories. The "major fuels" category consists OT paraffin, gas and 












minor ftiels, the latter consisting o-f candles, car batteries and dry 
batteries. 
The re5ults o-f the correlation analysis are as fallows:-
i) The variables time urbanized and household size have the most 
in:fluence on the indivic:i.lal fuel variables, and also on aggregate 
expenditures on major fuels. 
ii> Income appears to have no signiflcant correlation with the fuel 
expenditure variables on their own. 
iii) GF the fuel variables electricity and paraffin are the least 
influenced by the socio-economic variables. 
iv> The rumber o-f b.J.ildings per site and household income are weakly 
correlated with the total ftiel expenditure variable. 
A partial correlation analysis shoNs that these correlations are lower once 
the in~luences o-f other variables are excluded. 
TAB£ 7.1 Fl.E.... EXPENDITURE; CORRELATICN3 WITH SCX::ID-ECD\01IC 
VARI AB-ES. CAPE 
---- SCX::ID-ECD\01IC VARIAB-ES------
Fl.E.... EXPENDITURE . 
VARI AB-ES 
Time H/H Income Tot H/H b.J.ilds/ 
urbanized size week expend. site 
Paraffin expend sec 
PPM 
G?s expend sec 
PPM 
Elec expend sec 
PPM 
Candle expend sec 
PPM 





Major ftiels exp sec ,36 
PPM ,44 





















l\OTE. 1. Signi~icance levels +95"!., except a - 90°!. to 95"!. 









3. sec - Spearman Rank C.C. PPM - Pearson Product moment 







The correlation matrix fOr the Transvaal is tab.J.lated below. As the sample 












TABLE 7.2 FLEL EXPENDITURE; CORRELATI0\18 WITH SCX:::IO-ECXJ\O'lIC, 
VARIABLES. SPEARMAAI RAN< CORRELATICJ\I CXEFFICIENTS. TRANSVM.... 
------- SCX:::IO-ECXJ\O'lIC VARIABLES 
na EXPENDITURE Time H/H incane Tot H/H builds/ 1-bw 
VARIABLES urbanized size week expend site long 
Paraffin expend ,31 ,21• 
Gas expend ,61 
Wood expend ,27 
Coal expend ,24• 
Candle expend ,25 -
Dry Bat expend ,53 
----------
Major Tu.els exp ,21• ,27 ,24 
All fuels exp ,22• ,21· ,26 
----------------
l\OTE. 1. Significance levels +95"1., except a - 90% to 95"1. 
2. Major fuels are coal, wood, gas and paraffin. 
The pattern here is different to that in the Cape. The environmental 
variable,, the rumber of buildings per site, is the most important, follOEd 
· by household size. The variable time urbaniz d has no influence on the 
indivici.lal Tu.el variables and the correlations with the aggregates are not 
all at high levels of significance. 
the wholly informal nature ~ the 
explain these differences. 
The differences in the sample sizes and 
Transvaal area under study may partially 
The influence. of each socio-economic variable is now considered in more, 
detail. 
7.4.2 The influence of the time urbanized 
Both tables above indicate clearly that upon aggregation of indivici.lal 
expenditures the strength of the correlations between the two groups 
fuel 
Of 
variables increases significantly. The expenditure on major fuels (the sum of 
the expenditures on paraffin, gas and electricity> is strongly correlated 
with the time away from origin in the Cape. This variable is the single most 
important indicator of the level of 'modernisation' which is distinct from 
socio-economic status. The implications of this are that as a population 
"modernizes" its expenditure on Tu.el w.ill increase, whether or not income has 
increased. 
In terms of individual Tu.els gas 
in the Cape. It can be as5urned 
benefits of gas are perceived to 
as described in the next sect ion. 
has the highest correlation to this variable 
that as a function of "modernization" the 












7.4.3 The influence of household size 
In the Cape household size is the variable with the widest influence on 
individ..lal fUels although the correlation coefficients are low. Of= the 
indivici..lal fUels, electricity and gas are significantly correlated with 
household size. In the Transvaal household size is significantly correlated 
with expenditure.on ·paraffin and is the most highly correlated variable to 
the expenditure on major fuels. It also has a weak influence on the 
expenditure on coal and wood. 
1-tou.sehold size influences expenditure primarily as a result of increased 
cooking requirements. Heating and lighting are a function of the number of 
rOO'TlS rather than number of people. This is corroborated by the fact that the 
fuels used for cooking, namely gas, electricity and paraffin are the most 
significantly correlated to household size. 
7.4.4 The influence of incane 
For the Cape as a whole income is not correlated with the expenditure on any 
of the major fuels. This is an extremely significant finding as the energy 
transition process is generally assumed to be a function of income. It is 
hCllNeYer correlated with both expenditure on major fUels and on all fuels. 
This relationship ranks in strength behind time urbanized, household size and 
total expenditure. This weak positive relationship with the expenditure on 
fUels in aggregat~ may not be causal and the covariance of the socio-economic 
variables should be borne in mind. 
In the Transvaal income has _a strong influence on the expenditure on dry 
batteries - a minor fUel, and this influence is carried through into the all 
fUels category. This eiffect may be explained by a likely strong relationship 
bettNeen income and the purchase of appliances (such as radios etc> that 
require dry batteries. Income also has some correlation with wood and coaL 
with the latter not being significant. 
On the basis of this evidence, the causal role generally ascribed to income 
in influencing expenditure <and hence consumption> on fUels cannot be 
supported. The limited size of the sample, the wide range of sub-groups in 
the population surveyed, the problem of rrulti-collinearity and the difficulty 
of collecting reliable income data should hoNever be borne in mind. The role 
of income cannot thus be established with accuracy at this stage. 
7.4.5 The influence o-F total hc:x..isehold expenditure 
In the Cape total household expenditure has a strong correlation with the 
expenditure on candles, and a weak correlation at a low significance level 














revealed. The correlation with total household expenditure on major 
is higher than that -for income. On the other hand the correlation with 
all -fuels is lOVJer. 
In the Transvaal no correlations on any -fuel category exist. The smaller 
sample may explain this in part, but. the major di-fTerences with the Cape as a 
whole are probably ci.te to the in-formal nature of the Transvaal sample. 
There is a complex relationship between income and household expenditure 
which is better understood by the analysis o+ groups below. 
7.4.6 The in+luence o+ the rumber o+ buildings per site 
This environmental variable has weak correlations with the aggregate -fuel 
categories in the Cape. In the Transvaal it ranks second a+ter household size 
in in+luence on major -fuel expenditure and has a strong in+luence on gas 
expenditure. This is in line with expectations as the Transvaal survey was in 
winter when heating, which is largely a -function of the rumber o+ rooms, was 
at a peak. 
7.4.7 The in+luence of other rumeric socio-economic variables 
All the other rumeric socio-economic variables were tested non-parametrically 
-for correlations with the -fuel variables. Few of signi+icance were revealed. 
The rumber employees, per +amily has a correlation of 0,28 with expenditure on 
electricity. The mobility variable, how long at present address, has a weak 
correlation with expenditure on gas in the Transvaal, but none in the Cape. 
It is apparent that, taken as a whole, the Cape and Transvaal surveys do not 
reveal the strong relationships with income suggested at the macro-level. In 
particular positive relationships between income and expenditure on gas and 
electricity, and negative relationships between inccime and expenditure on 
paraffin could be expected. 1-bNever, the in+luence of income on indivicilal 
fuels is notably absent, as is that of expenditure. Instead time urbanized 
and household size are the variables which· in+luence the expenditure on 
indivicilal and on all fuels in the Cape. This suggests that the process of 
"modernization" is a -fundamental element in the energy transition process in 
this area. In the Transvaal the process of modernization would appear to have 
progressed -further and is no longer a +actor. This cannot h01Never be 
illustrated clearly at this stage where the basis of analysis is the entire 













7.5 OJRRELATICJ\18 WITHIN GRClJPS 
7.5.1 Introci.lction 
Grouping is a powerfUl technique -for identifying real relationships between 
variables by controlling the grouping variable. The technique has an inherent 
drawback with small samples in that the size of the groups are a fUnction of 
the total rumber oT groups and the whole sample size. In addition equality oT 
group sizes influences the cut-points oT the groups, rather than exogeneous 
factors. In addition, grouped data should be interpreted with care as 
differences between grti..lps do not necessarily confer causality between the 
grouping variables and the dependent variables. For this reason correlations 
within groups as well as dif-Ferences between groups are analysed. 
Grouping in terms of d-Jelling type, area groups, inccxne and time urbanised 
were investigated. Many additional groups, particularly in terms oT non-
rumeric variables, could be envisaged -for analysis, b...lt the scope of this 
dissertation precludes this. The minor fUels, candles, dry batteries and car 
batteries are not treated indivici.lally b...lt -form part of the "all fUels 
group". Throughout, fUel groups as defined in chapter 6.3, are dealt with, 
rather than cross-sample averages which distort the picture in favour of high 
expenditure fUels. All missing values are dealt with on a pairwise basis. 
Only the Cape is dealt with in this section. 
In the tables below all non-pararretric correlation coefficients <Spearman 
rank> above a value oT 0,35 and with a significance level oT 95"/. <0,05> or 
above are in bold. While the choice oT distinguishing correlations greater 
than 0,35 is arbitrary, it helps to identify the most important variables. 
7.5.2 Dwelling type groups 
When groups are investigated the rumber oT' cases in each group is smaller, 
and correlations generally weaker, than the Cape study as a whole. The 
Transvaal is wholly in-formal and has been dealt with above. 
The first grouping is on the basis oT d.Elling type. Formal dNellings -formed 
one group while back-yard shacks and shacks in the in-formal areas -formed 
another. The significant correlations between the -formal and in-formal areas 












TABLE 7.3 Fl.EL EXPENDITURE: aJRRELATICJ\18 WITH SCCID-ECQ\O'IIC 




time H/H income Tot H/H blds/ how 
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,31 [,25) ,30 
( 1, 9) 
( 1, 4) 
C,23J 
l\OTE. 1. Signi-ficance levels +9591., .. except a - 90"1. to 9591. 
2. Major -fuels are para-f-fin, gas and electricity. 
3. Correlation coefficients are Spearman Rank. Those in 
brackets [J are Pearson Prod.let moments. 
( 10. 3) 
,24 
,17 





4. () Mean values o-f socio-economic variables - table 7.5 -for units 
There are striking di-f-ferences in the mean values o-f the socio-economic 
variables o-f the two groups <top line in brackets>. The substantial 
di-f-Ferences in expenditure on individual and aggregate -fuels between the two 
gn:ups is illustrated in -figure 7 .1 below~ These di-f-ferences are -fundamental 
to the energy transition process. Any relative shi-ft in population from one 
group to the other will result in large changes in the pattern o-f energy 
demand. ~er, as set out below, the socio-economic variables determining 
-fuel expenditure within each group change between the two areas under study. 
In the case o-f the -formal ciNelling group time urbanized, household size and 
total expenditure correlate signi-ficantly with di-f-ferent individ.lal -fuels. 
Income appears to have no e-f-fect on any o-f the -fuel groups. Total household 
expenditure has a strong negative relationship with expenditure on gas, 
suggesting a transition away -from this -fuel with increasing total 
expenditure. There is however no concomitant positive relationship with 
electricity as would be expected. Instead electricity is strongly· correlated 
with -family size. Why expenditure on gas should behave like this cannot be 
explained at this stage. 
In the in-formal dt.lelling group the residential mobility variable is 
correlated to all the -fuel variables - strongly in the case o-f para-f-fin, gas 
and major -fuel expenditure, suggesting that -fuel expenditure is strongly 
in-fluenced by social stability. The mobility variable was also revealed to be 












correlation between expenditure on gas and total expenditure is revealed, 
similar to that -for -formal Q...ellings and is also unexplainable at this stage. 
Total household expenditure correlates positively with expenditure on major 
-fuels b....lt this is considered spurio.J.S as there are 5 electricity users in the 
sample with high fuel expenditures. In this grOJ.p there is an indication that 
income plays a role. It is correlated to gas and para~in parametrically, and 



















FIGURE 7.1 FORMAL/ INFORMAL GROUPS 
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From the table and Tigure above it appears that in terms OT expenditure the 
most marked di-ff=erence is with gas and aggregate expenditure on major and all 
Tu.els. In addition, in both groups there is a tendency -for those households 
with lower expenditure to spend more on gas. The role oT income is more 
pronounced in the inTormal areas, as Tound by HJ.ghes-Crc:m,..iick <1985>. 
7.5.3 Area groups 
When -further broken up into old and new -formal and inTormal areas the 
becomes even more ·complex. The correlation matrix is tabulated 
ReT8rence should be made to tables 5.1 to 5.6 that dealt with the 




TABLE 7.4 FL.EL EXPENDITURE; SPEA~ RAN< CORRELATICJ\18 - AREA 
GRClJPS. CAPE 
----- SC:CID-ECD\O'IIC VARIABLES 
FUEL EXPEND Time H/H incane Total builds/ hClW· 
VARIABLES urbanized size week expend. site long 
--------
CLO FORMPL <30, 7> (6,89) ( 173) ( 170) <2,4) (13,2) 
Electricity ,41 
Major Tu.el ,35 ,25 
All Tu.els ,33 
f\EW FORMPL (24,4) . <5,23) (166) ( 115) ( 1, 6) <4,0) 
Paraffin ,35 
Gas ,84 -,56 ,53 
Electricity 
Major Tu.el ,32 
CLO Il\FORMPL <B,B> (5,35) ( 137) (53) ( 1, 1) <2,5> 
All -fuels ,30 
f\EW Il\FORMPL . (9,2) <3,6) ( 100) (38) ( 1, 0) co, 9) 
Para ,42 ,28 
Major Tu.els ''S7 ,32 
All Tu.els ,32- ,~ 
l\KJTE: See notes Table 7.4 above. 
In the old -formal areas household size is the cbminant socio-economic 
variable. It is well correlated with expenditure on electricity and on major 
Tu.els. Apart Tram a weak correlation between incane and the expenditure on 
major Tu.els all other correlations are at low levels oT signiTicance. 
Noticeable by their absence are paraTTin and gas. This suggests that the 
importance oT these Tu.els has declined in this area group. 
In the new -formal areas gas has a very strong correlation with time urbanized 
and the mobility variable. On the other hand it also has a strong negative 












b....lt could be explained by the adaption o-f gas by newly arrived residents as 
an interim solution and a shift away from this, probably to electricity as it 
becomes available or a-f-fordable. 
No clear pattern emerges from the correlations in the i~rmal areas. The 
lack of correlations in the old informal areas is striking. In the new 
i~rmal areas the time urbanized emerges as the dominant socio-economic 
variable. It should be remembered that these areas hbuse the newly 
established and newly migrated households with small families wherein 
para-Ffin is the sole fuel in many cases. The finding that the level o-f 
u ~~r=ba=-'n=i=za=t-==-io=-..;n~...;.i~nf.-....-..lue---=~n=ces==~~e="'-'-x=pe~n=d=i~t=u~r=e~~o~n~~~fu=e==l=s is significant and is 
investigated in more depth by grouping by time urbanized below. Also o-f 
importance is that income is correlated with aggregate expenditure on all 
fuels in this area group. 
At this level o-f analysis the grouping into area groups does not clarify the 
energy transition process m...tch more than the two-fold division into formal and 
i~rmal groups. While fuel expenditure is affected by different scio-
economic variables in each area no clear pattern emerges. In sane o-f the 
areas more can be inferred from the lack o-f correlations, such as for gas and 
para-Ffin in the old formal areas, than from the coefficients thenselves. The 
small average size o-f the samples is an additional factor in reducing the 
confidence o-f interpretation. 
7.5.4 Income gra..lps 
To test the broad effect o-f incane on fuel expenditure three income groups 
were created; ~ly low inccrne - below RlOO/week; mid-inccrne - between RlOO 
and R175 per week and high income above R175 per week. The terms are relative 
and cut-points were determined by the need to keep the sizes o-f each group 
approximately equal. 
The characteristics o-f these incane groups are as -Follows:-
TAELE 7.5 a-tARPCTERISTICS CF Il\IXJ"E GRO.JPS. l"EAN V~LES CF 
VARIAELES. CAPE 
VARIAELE LON MID HIG-1 
H/H inccrne/wk R55,76 132,28 282, 12 
·nme urbanized yrs 16,7 15, 11 16,23 
H/H size - persons 5, 18 5,47 5,95 
H/H expenditure/wk R68,76 114, 18 117 ,00 
Buildings/site 1,50 1,66 1,69 
Yrs at address 6,62 5, 14 6,38 
While there is marked divergence between incomes the similarity in mean time 












within each group. It should.also be noted that Tamily sizes are similar and 
increase slightly across the groups. Expenditure on -Fuels shONS a marked 
increase between the low and mid-inccme groups but only small increases, and 
even decreases, between mid and high-income groups. 
The signiTicant correlations are tabulated below. 
TABLE 7.6 Fl.EL EXPENDITURE; SPEARMCt\I RPi\K CORRELATI0\18 - Il\CCJ"E 
GRCXJPS. CAPE 
scx;IQ-Eal\0'1IC VARIABLES 
FLEL EXPEND Time H/H Total blds/ how 
VARIABLES urbanized size expend. site long 
----------
LIJIJ I l\CCJ£ 
Paraffin ,46 
Major -Fuels ,41 
All -Fuels ,46 
----
MI 0-I l\IXJl'E 
Paraffin ,26 
Gas ,~ ,42 ,33• 
Electricity ' 
44• 
Major -Fuels ,40 ,41 '!'9 ,48 
All -Fuels ,49 ,41 ,26• ,20- ,43 
HIGH I l\lil'E 
ParaTfln -,33• 
Major -Fuels ,54 ,26• 
l\KJTE: See notes Table 7.4 above. 
The signiTicant independent v.ariable in the low inccrne group is total 
household expenditure. This suggests that -Fuel use in this group is indeed a 
-Function oT a Tinancial variable which is expenditure rather than inccme. 
The mid-income group is influenced by the most variables. These are time 
urbanized, time at present address and household size. At this stage -Fuel 
expenditure is thus determined largely by behavioural and envirorvnental 
variables. 
In the high-income group there .is a strong correlation bet1111een time urbanized 
and expenditure on major -Fuels. In addition, although not a high level OT 
/signi'.icance there is a negative correlation between paraffin and time 
urbanized. The 'modernization' variable, time urbanized, is thus inTluential 
at both mid and high-income levels. 
Although dependent on the reliability OT the expenditure data in the low 
inccme group, these Tindings indicate a deTinite change in the variables 
relating to -Fuel expenditure as income changes. 












The erergy transition process is generally seen 
The analysis by income grOl..lps indicates that 
in terms of rising incanes. 
there are indeed changes of 
individ.lal and aggregate 
incone gro.JP Within each 
-factors. In the 
with rising average expenditure on -fuels 
ho.Never these changes are determined by 








mid and high 
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7.5.5 Time urbanized gro..tps 
As seen above the time urbanized has a pervasive inf=luence on the fuel 
variables, as ""811 as on other socio-economic variables. Three groups based 
on time urbanized were chosen. Firstly, a newly urbanized group OT those who 
had been in an urban area Tor less than 5 years. Secondly an intermediate 
group Tran 5 to 15 years urbanized and thirdly an group longer than 15 years 
urbanized. The cut-points 11\ere chosen on the basis OT rapid urban growth 
d..lring the last 5 years in the Western Cape and 15 years being approximately 
the span OT a generation. Equalizing group sizes also inf=luenced the choice 
oT the cut-points. It should be noted that the groups deal with Tirst 
generation migrants only. Those born in the Western Cape are excluded at this 
stage. The characteristics oT the three groups are set out below. 
TABLE 7.7 CHARPCTERISTICS CF Til"E URBANIZED GRCl.JPS. 
VPL.LES CF VARIABLES. CAPE 
VARIAB_E 
Time urbanized yrs 
H/H size - persons 























There is a marked di-fference in age between the three groups, in keeping with 
the age speciTic nature 'oT rural-urban migration. In terms OT incane the 
intermediate group is the poorest while the new and old migrants are on a 
par. 
Figure 7.3 indicates the expenditure on fuels within each fuel user group. 
Apart Tran paraTTin which is relatively unchanged there is a reoular increase 
in all the fuel gro..tps. This regularity should be canpared to the pattern Tor 
income groups above. This suggests that the time urbanized can be used as a 
pa.-.erful predictor oT expenditure, and hence consumption OT fuels. This 
Tigure relates only to expenditure within fuel groups. In terms OT Trequency 
oT fuel use the Tirst two time urbanized groups are similar while in the 
third group use OT paraTTin Talls while there is a marked increase in the 




















FIGURE 7.8 TIME URBANIZED GAOUP8 
FUEL EXPENDITURE PEA WEEK 
·--···----··--·---··--·-···---···----··--··--···--·---·--·--·-··-···------·--·-·--·------·-----·---
PARAFFIN OAS ELECTRICITY 
FUEL GROUPS 
MAJOR 
£23 LESS THAN 6 YRS EmJ 6 - 16 YRS - llORE THAN 16 YRS 
ALL 
The correlations betv..een the socio-economic and fuel variables fur 
gro.Jps are tabulated below:-
TA8LE 7.8 Fl.£L. EXPENDITURE; SPEA~ Rm< ClJRRELATICX\18 - Til"E 
URBANIZED GRClJPS. CAPE 
SC:CID-ECXJ\OvtIC VARIABLES 
Fl.£L. EXPEND Time H/H Income Total blds/ how 
VARIA8LES urbanized size expend site long 
- 5 YRS URBANIZED 
Paraffin ,30 ''Z1 
Major fuels ,28- '~ ,27• ,39 
All fuels ,30 ,34 ,40 ''Sl 
5 - 15 YRS 
Paraffin ,'Sl ,46 
Gas ,88 
Major fuels ,35 ,33 ,42 ,26 ,41 
All Fuels ,30 ,47 
--------
+ 15 YRS 
Elec -,4B4" ,52 
Major fuels ,27 ,25- ,27 ,30 














In terms m the correlations at high levels m signi+icance a pattern 
energes. 
In the newly urbanized and intermediate groups the expenditure on para~in, 
the dominant individual +uel <+requency 100%), is in+luenced by household 
size and residential mobility. Gas, which is more +requent in the +irst group 
<25%>, is not in+luenced by the socio-economic variables chosen. In the 
intermediate group where gas is slightly less +requent C22"/.) there is a very 
high correlation with household inccrne. This is associated with a steep rise 
in average expenditure on gas +or those using this +uel. 
In the +inal group expenditure on electricity is correlated to the number o+ 
buildings, which is a rough measure m floorspace, but not to inccrne. In is 
noteworthy that electricity emerges in the analysis as para++in and gas 
disappear, the lastmentioned having no signi+icant correlations in this 
group. It is also noteworthy that the in+luence m time urbanized and 
expenditure on indivic:Lal fUels in all groups all but disappear. 
In terms m understanding the energy transition process the correlation 
analysis above suggests that as the modernization process contirues the 
envirorvnental and behavioural variables than in+luence the dominant +uels are 
partially replaced by +inancial variables. The pattern is however a complex 
one and the role m household size and residential mobility on +uel 
expenditure will have to be investigated in depth over ITU.Ch larger samples. 
7.6 aJRREL.ATICN CF USEFLL El\ERGY CO\l8l11PTICN WITH SOCIO-
E(X]\()'1IC VARIAB...ES 
When the quantities m +uel consumed are trans+ormed to amounts o+ use+ul 
energy consumed, as per the trans+ormation described in detail in chapter 
6.5, the correlations with the socio-economic variables change. Candles and 
dry batteries are not considered as the amounts Of energy supplied +ram these 
sources are tiny. The correlation matrix +or the Cape as a whole and the 
Transvaal is tabulated below. 
It should be noted that the Transvaal represents a di+-ferent system in that 
coal is a major +uel and wood is associated with it. 
It is clear that the +inancial variables, income and expenditure, have no 
influence on use+ul energy consumption m individual fUels in either the 
Transvaal or the Cape. Hcusehold size has a pervasive in+luence on most fUels 
in both areas indicating that per capita fUel consumption is important. On 
aggregation the variables time urbanized and residential mobility emerge as 












TABLE 7.9 US'EFLL El\ERGY CCJ\ISLMPTIO\I: SPEARMAN RAl\I< aJRRELATIO\I 
CCEFFICIENTS. CAPE & TRANSVACL 
------ SO::ID-Eo:l\01IC VARIABLES-------
El\ERGY CXl\ISU1P Time H/H incOITle Total blds/ haw 
VARIABLES urbanized size week expend. site long 
Para·Hin Cape ,16 -, 15 
Tvl ,36 
Gas Cape ,34 ,30 ,31 
Tvl ,23• ,28 
Elec Cape ,34 
Coal Tvl ,25 ,28 
VJood Tvl 
\ 
Total Energy Cape ,40 ,31 ,22 ,30 ,18 ,43 
Consumption Tvl ,25 ,31 ,23 
The pattern that emerges is that, iT measured by uSE!Tul e ergy consumption 
rather than expenditure, the energy transition process is largely governed by 
ran-economic variables. The ranking ~ socio-economic variables in terms OT 
I 
strength ~ correlations on major -fuels is identical to that ~ expenditure 
in the case~ the Cape as a whole <table 7.1>. 
7. 7 CORRELATICJ\18 CF VAR Io.JS RATIOS 
The ratio ~expenditure on individ..lal -fuels to total expenditure on all 
-fµels was analysed. The results were:-
( 
i) The ratio~ paraffin to ·total household expenditure is signiflcantly 
correlated with all socio-economic variables. There are negative correlations 
with time urbanized (-0,40> and residential mobility (-0,39). This suggests 
that household expenditure on paraffin will decrease as the time urbanized 
increases, or iT residential mobility increases. 
ii) The ratio ~ electricity to total household expenditure is also 
signiTicantly correlated to all the.socio-economic variables. These are all 
positive, with time urbanized (0,37> and residential mobility <0,43> being 
the strongest. 
Yet again this is an indication ~ a transition away Tram the use ~ paraffin 












7. 8 l'1..L. TI PLE FlEL USE 
The analysis thus Tar has dealt with exclusionary f'uel groups. These groups 
do not incorporate the rrultiple use OT f'uels which is the norm. To answer the 
question as to which f'uels will be used as the energy transition process 
progresses nu.ltiple f'uel use has to addressed. l"Ultiple f'uel use groups may 
be classiTied by the characteristics ~ one ~ more objective variable. 
Relative expenditure or consumption ~ the daninant f'uel are examples. 
A -four part grouping in terms~ expenditure on the daninant f'uels was used 
in this study as Tollows:-. 
1) Para-f-fin Group - over 75% ~total f'uel expendi~ure"On para-f-fin. 
2) Gas Group - over 75"!. OT total f'uel expenditure on gas. 
3> Electricity group - over "75"!. ~ total f'uel expend on electricity. 
4) Mixed group - use~ rrultiple f'uels: residual ~ above groups. 
The cut-points ~ 75"!. ~ total sample f'uel expenditure are arbitrary. The 
result are f'uel groups which are inclusionary in that all subsidiary f'uels 
are incorporated in the group. 
Figure 7.4 indicates the relative sizes ~ the groups. Measured in terms ~ 
proportion OT the total f'uel expenditure OT the whole Cape sample the mixed 
and gas groups are the largest, -followed by the para-f-fin and electricity 
groups. In terms ~ the rumber OT households in each sample however the 
paraffin group accounts -for over halT the sample total. This illustrates the 
problem in measuring group importance in terms~ expenditure alone. 
FIGURI! 7.4 MULTIPLI! PUl!L GROUPS 
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Figure 7.5 below indicates the characteristics of the -fo..J.r fuel gra...ips in 
terms of the major socio-economic variables. It is signiflcant that both time 
urbanized and income increase regularly across the -fo..J.y- gY-a...ips, indicating 
that these variables can be used to predict the choice of fuel gY-a...ip. Total 
ho..lsehold expenditure and residential mobility <period at address> ay-e less 
y-egular with the mixed and gas gra...ips having similar values. Household size 
which is not indicated varies from 5,1 persons for the paraffin gro..ip to 6,4 
persons for the electricity gra.ip. 
PIGURE 7.8 MULTIPLI: PUIL GROUN 
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Each gro..ip not only exhibits a di-fferent set of characteristics in terms of 
the socio-economic variables but also in terms of expenditUYes on the 
dominant and subsidiary fuels as indicated in figure 7.6. In the paraffin 
gro..ip paraffin is the only fuel. Some 53"/. of the whole Cape sample trus rely 
on this fuel alone and on average spend R4,40 per llEBk on pUYchasing it. 
There is a large di-fference in expenditure between the paraffin group and all 
three other gro..ips. This SU.ggests that the energy tr~nsition process is by 
adoption of new fuels without the immediate abandonnent of the old ones. In 












the para-fTin group. In addition gas ard electricity are purchased -for similar 
amounts to give a tNeekly expenditure on all -fuels OT R14,37 in the mixed 
group. The gas group, where gas is the dominant -fuel, has the highest average 
weekly expenditure OT RlB,76, -followed by the electricity group at R14,80. 
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The question ro-.J arises as to h~ well the choice oT the diTT8rent multiple 
Tuel groups can be predicted. Discriminant analysis is-ore method where 
groups are identifled in terms oT a rumber oT variables. For the Cape sample 
discriminant analysis was carried OJt using the major socio-economic 
variables - time urbanized, household size, incane and rumber oT t11ildings. 












TAB£ 7.10 RESLLTS CF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 









Additional variables and di-f-Ferent variables were tested but no improvement 
on the above was appare~t. It is apparent that the prediction o.f choice 
between multiple -fuel uses groups, and hence individ.lal Tu.el usage, on the 
basis o.f the grouping and the discriminating variables chosen is pc:x:Jr. The 
problem areas are the gas and mixed groups. Di-f-Ferent variables not obtained 
in the survey that highlight consumer preferences, an important element in 
choice between -fuels, discussed in the next chapter, will have to be found. 
7.9 REGRESSICJ\I ANALYSIS 
Regression models are the standard econometric tc:x:Jl fur modelling energy 
demand. Several multiple regression models were run with total energy 
expenditure and useTu.l energy consumed as the dependent variables and various 
The results are tabulated below. 
TAB£ 7.11 RESLLTS CF l"ll.TIPLE REGRESSICJ\I MJIELS 
AREA IEPENIENT VAR. INIEPENIENT VARS R2 
PLL CAPE Energy Time urban., H/H size, 0,27 
Expenditure Inccxne, no buildings 
Al 1 CAPE UseTu.l Energy ditto 0,29 
Con$Urnption 
FORMPL. Energy Tiire urban. , H/H size o, 13 
Expenditure Incone 
FORMPL UseTul Energy Tiire urban., H/H size o, 13 
Consumption 
Il\FORMPL Energy Time urban., H/H size, o, 14 
Expenditure Incone, no buildings 
Il\FORMPL UseTul Energy Time away, H/H size, 0,20 
Consumption Incone, no buildings 
Given the large scatter o.f data the low R2 ,.figures achieved are not 
surprising. The higher .figure fur the Cape as a whole suggest that larger 
sample sizes will bene.fit this technique. Ridge regression analysis on the 












suggesting that the ordinary least squares assumption does not hold and non-
parametric techniques may be more suitable. It should be noted that 
operational econometric models can operate with R2 in the region o-f 0,55 <eg 
Erickson & Spann, 1973> and thus multiple regression may be the basis TOr 
models based on l'arger samples. 
7.10 CXNlUSI0\18 
From the examination o-f the relationships betl/llE!en the -fuel and socio-economic 
variables it is apparent that the patterns revealed are complex. The multi-
collinearity o-f the socio-economic variables is partly the cause. The small 
sample sizes-and the limitations oT using mainly non-parametric technique·s 
red.lee the clarity with which relationships can be distinguished even 
-further. In spite o-r·this a -fundamental conclusion, that -fuel expenditure is 
'"""no~t-=g=e.__ne=---r=a .... 1 .... 1 ._y---=i-nT---=l=u=e-n .... c.... e_d_b.._y---=i-n_m~me-' may be drawn. Fuel expenditure, which is 
, an element in the energy transition process, appears to be inTluenced 
primarily by modernization, oT which time urbanized and residential mobility 
are two components. 
Disaggregating the whole Cape sample into groups allONS the examination o-f 
the behaviour OT each -fuel <exclusively) in more detail by controlling the 
grouping variable. When grouped by o...ielling type the most signiTicant 
variable in the iriTormal areas is residential mobility which is a measure oT 
social stability. When broken down -further into the area groups the pattern 
becomes con-fused. Total household expenditure hOiEVer does emerge as an 
important variable -for the lower income group when grouping by income. Income 
itseH becomes important -for. the newly urbanized when grouping by time 
urbanized. Only in the last mentioned grouping is there a pattern o-f 
increasing -fuel expenditure -for all -fuels. Throughou.t all groupings household 
size has a pervasive inTluence, suggesting that per capita -fuel consumption 
within hou.seholds is an important Tactor. This variable shou.ld however be 
seen as a component ·o-r household type which is also inTluenced by the ages 
and sexes oT the Tamily as v..ell as the sex and marital status OT the 
household head. 
The analysis oT multiple -fuel use is attempted by -forming multiple -fuel 
groups that are.deflned on the basis oT the dominant -fuel having more than 
75"1. OT total household -fuel expenditure. A.clear pattern OT increasing values 
-for all the socio-economic variables across the groups is TOL.lnd suggesting 
that the energy transition process may best be explored in term o-f multiple 
rather than individ..lal · -fuel usage. The paraTTin grgup emerges as a grgup 
solely dependent on paraffin and making up more than haH the whole Cape 
sample. This large gro..i.p can be described as the newly urbanized urban poor. 
The dramatic increase in expenditure betlNE!en the paraffin group and all three 
other groups suggests that the energy transition process is one OT rapid 












From the correlation analysis it is evident that -fuel expenditure can be 
determined by ascertaining changes in covarying socio-economic variables with 
varying levels Di= acairacy depending on the group and sample chosen. Due to 
the close relationship Di= expenditure on -fuels and consumption Di= -fuels, 
corroborated by the brief= analysis o~ consumption variables and consumption 
ratios, it is thus possible to ~recast static demand within these limits o~ 
accuracy. Ho!Never, the understanding Di= the energy transition process 
requires understanding the dynamics Di= the choice o~ mixes o~ -fuels. The 
brief= analysis conducted indicates that this choice Di= -fuels canrot be 
accurately predicted in terms Di= the socio-economic variables used in the 














ATTITUCES, APPLI~S Al"<ID ADDITICJ\IPL ~s· 
8.1 INTROC:U:::TICJ\I 
In this sa.ti.on the attitudes of the respondents in the -follCM-Up survey to 
the fUels and types of appliances used are presented. Unless otherwise stated 
only the Cape is dealt with. To gain further insight into fUel use -four 
additional surveys ·were carried out. These were surveys of a group of 
woodgatherers, paraffin vencbrs, gas merchants and of electricity usage. A 
survey of fUel prices, ccmnonly heltl as important determinants of fUel 
consumption, was also carried out -for an eight year period to date. 
8.2 TI-£ ATTITUDil'A.. CXNPCl\ENT CF TI-£ Gl..ESTIO'MIRE 
Attitudes and pre-ferences t.ONards fUels shape the energy transition process 
but are diffia.llt to quantiTy. The attitudinal component of the questionnaire 
consisted of three questions regarding positive and negative attitudes to 
fuels and pre-ferences. This component was intended to be unstructured with 
the respondents replies recorded and translated at a later stage. This 
procedure proved to be impractical in the Tield and instead the replies of' 
the respondents were recorded on the questionnaire where possible. These 
replies were c:c:mpared to the previous question as to why each fUel was used. 
As the responses were dependent on the fUel used, a twofold categorisation, 
namely electrHied and non-electrifled, was used. It should be borne in mind 
ha.Ever that rrultiple fUel use is the norm <see chapter 7.8> and thus 
attitudes to more than one fuel exist at the same time. The attitudinal 
response has been presented across the whole sample, with non-response 
included. The ranking of the results rather than the percentage values are of 
signi Ticance. 
8.3 POSITIVE ATTITUIES 
The responses to the question "What do yqu like about the fUels yPU are 
using ? " are tabulated bel~. 
From the answers it is apparent that it is the convenience Tactor involved 
with electricity use, rather than the cost of the fUel, that is important in 
the electrifled group. It is also noteworthy that the economy of paraffin is 
on a par with that of electricity, illustrating the contirued usage of 
paraffin within the. electriTied group. In the non-electriTied group the 
dominant positive attitude is towards paraffin economy with gas cleanliness 








































Electricity, in the words ct= one respondent, is "clean, easy and manageable" 
Another states, "electricity is quicker but paraffin is cheaper" - which is 
the cc:mnon perception and the use ct= paraffin in the electrifled group is 
basically to red.lee the monthly electricity bill. The attitude towards 
paraffin is that it is "right and cheap fur me" and "the right price fur me". 
The widespread usage ct= paraffin is thus as a result ct= its perceived economy 
- a perception that is not borne out by the analysis, in section 6.6, ct= fuel 
costs in terms ct= useful energy wherein electricity, gas and paraffin are 
all -fcund to be similarly priced. 
8.4 l'EGATI\.£ ATTITUIES 
The question ""'1at cbn't YQ..l like a/:xJut the fuels YQ..l use" ? 
elicited the fullc:Ming replies. 


























Clearly the expense ct= electricity is a <:Dminant theme in the electri~ied 
group. This is corroborated in the electricity survey belc:M. In the non-
electri-fied group the dirtiness ct= paraffin is -followed by the danger and 












In the v..ords of one repondent it is the "changing o-f the acCDJ.nt" <price 
rises> that are the problem. 
8.5 PREFEREl\CES 
The responses to the question "Would )'O..l pre-fer to use .another type o-F 





















The high percentage pre-ferring electricity in the electri-fied group can be 
explained by the nultiple use of -fuels and indicates a desire to move tONards 
the use of electricity only. The majority have no pre-Ference -for a change, 
indicating a high level o-f satis-faction - COTipared to the low -figure for the 
non-electrifled group. In this last mentioned group the desire to move to 
electricity is apparent. Also noteworthy is the pre-Ference for gas in second 
place. 
In most cases pre-ferenc:es are qualifled by economic considerations. One 
respondent -felt a pre-Ference for, "electricity when I have the money", 
another "electricity or sorrething cheaper". Yet another, "paraffin is the 
only -Fuel I can a-f-ford". In sane cases the pre-Ference for ele;ctricity was 
linked to a desire for a formal a.elling. Appliances also played a role in 
preferences. One respondent stated, "I only have paraffin appliances", 
another "I have a paraffin stove". 
As indicated above, preferences relate to the dominant -fuel used. They also 
relate to satis-faction with a particular -fuel. In the case of para-f-fin 
satis-faction also appears to depend on the -fuel formerly used. One respondent 
states, "paraffin is quick and better because we dent make -fire outside 
anymore". Another cites appliances and former -fuel use, "we dent have pots to 
cook outside", re-ferring to the previously ubiquitous "Oriepootjie". 
Cooking methods influence the pre-Ference for paraffin in combination with 
electricity and gas as cooking "samp" requires sinmering at a lON heat for 













The use o-f fuels is closely mirrored by the possession o-f appliances. The 
distrib..ltion o-f these appliances accross the whole sample is tab..llated bel0111. 
TABLE 8.4 DISTRIBUTICl\J CF APPLIAl\CES 











The distrili..t.tion o-f appliances is tab..llated belOlll. 
TAl:l..E 8.5 APPLIAl\CES BY Fl.EL TYPE - 'Y. TOTPL SPtfl.E 
STOv'ES LIGHT FRIIEE I-EATER 
'Y. 'Y. % % 
Elec 15,0 Elec 20,7 17,2 6, 1 
Par 52,2 Par 43,3 0 49,4 
Gas 8,3 Gas 1,1 2,8 2,7 
Elec+par 2,7 Candle 7,8 
Elec+gas 3,3 Cand+par 26,8 
Par+gas 18,3 
RADIO HIFI TV 
'Y. 'Y. % 
Elec 5,6 12,2 17,8 
Car bat 2,2 5,6 15,0 
Drybat 43,9 17,2 
It is apparent that stoves and light are basic necessities. The percentage o-f 
households 0111ning TV's is high indicating the stature'o-f this appliance. The 
percentage using -fridges is low - the -foodstuff distrib..ltion system in the 
townships reci..lces the necessity o-f this appliance to a certain extent. 
The importance o-f paraffin as the fuel o-f basic necessity is apparent. It is 
however notably absent in the re-frigeration sector. In the case o-f. heating 
electri-fied households use paraffin heaters as electric heaters are perceived 













The cost o-f appliances is a -factor in the energy transition process. The 
minirrum present replacanent cost o-f vario..tS.appliances is set a..tt below. 
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The investment required 
magnitude less than that 
by a hOJsehold using paraffin is thus an order 
using gas or electricity and explains in part 
o-f 
the 
pervasiveness o-f paraffin as a fuel. The high investment in gas explains the 
retention o-f the appliances a-fter electri-fication. In the case o-f electricity 
the connection and installation -fees have not 
'ore-off' charges, rut they are a -factor -for 
system. 
8.7 FLEL VENOOR SURVEYS 
8.7.1 Woodgatherers 
been considered as these 
a hOJsehold considering a 
are 
new 
The Cape Peninsula has a large .wood resource in the -form o-f woodlands o-f Port 
Jackson Willow which is a -fast growing invasive species. l\bt only is this 
resource extensive rut it is theoretically -freely available as the removal o-f 
the species is a policy. In terms o-f distance hc:Mever only the new in-formal 
areas o-f Khayelitsha, and parts o-f Nyanga, are within 5 kilometres o-f the 
nearest woodland. In addition, as indicated below, o-f-ficial policy is 
overridden by local constraints. 
The short survey o-f \l\IOOdgatherers was undertaken in l\bvember 1988 to 
ascertain some aspects o-f who gathered wood and what it was used -for. Six 
woodgatherers were interviewed at a point on a bridge where they crossed back 
into Khayelitsha a-fter assembling their rundles. They were part o-f a larger 
group o-f abOJt 12 woodgatherers. The wood collection area was Port Jackson 
scrubland North o-f the N3 -freeway. 
Five o-f the respondents interviewed were women. Their ages varied -from 35 to 
60 years o-f age. The man was 58 years o-f age. All o-f the respondents lived in 
Site C Khayelitsha where they had been between 2 and 5 years. The previOJ.s 
addresses \lllSre given as Old Crossroads in 4 cases, Gugulethu in one and one 
respondent came directly -from the Transkei 2 years be-fore. Transkei was the 












~re fran the Worcester rural area. The range of household sizes was 2 to 8 
persons. In all cases another member of the fkmily was employed. 
The woodgathers had collected wood for 2 to 4 years, except in one case where 
the activity had begun about 6 months before. Walking to and fran the wood 
collection area took the respondents between 1 and 2 hours each way and 
collecting the wood took about an hou.r. The man collected wood in a horsecart 
took an unspecified time to and fran his place of sale <Athlone). The 
frequency of collecting trips ranged fran 1 <the old lady> to 4 trips per 
week with the mean being 3 trips. One respondent reported doing 2 to 3 trips 
per day. 
Generally woodgathering was seen as part of a broader activity. Three 
respondents were vendors of "binnegoed" <intestines and sheeps heads) and 
used the wood themselves for braaing this meat. Another used the wood for 
making Xhosa beer. Two sold the wood they collected, with the man selling it 
at 50 cents a bundle in Athlone which made him only R3 per week. 
All the respondents used axes and collected dry wood only. The mean mass of 
the headloads was 12,75 Kilograms. The load on the "perdekar" was not 
weighed. The headloads were about 3,5 metres in length, apart ·Fran one which 
was 4, lm long. The circumferences of the he dloads ranged fran O, 75m to 1, lm. 
The danger of woodgathering was stressed_ in each case by the women who had to 
collect in graups for fear of being raped. The distance travelled, the danger 
of cars on the ·freeway .and the difficulty of finding dry wood were other 
complaints. It was reported that the. difficulties in collecting \lllCXJd had 
increased d..le to the activities of the Traffic Police prohibiting the 
crossing of the Freeway other than by the bridge. Also, more seriously, it 
was reported that at one time \lllCXJdcollecting had been prohibited and axes had 
been confiscated by "coloured" people in the wood collecting areas. The group 
interviewed claimed hONSVer that they 110111 again had permission to collect 
wood. 
The small rumber of persons using wood and the large quantities they used, as 
revealed in the follow-up survey, is corroborated by the evidence of this 
survey of woodgatherers, small though it may be. Wood is 110111 a •specialist• 
fuel and used where it imparts taste to foodstuffs. The decline in reported 
wood use for domestic purposes between the 2"1. of the foliow-up survey, and 
the 38"!. reported by Eberhard <1986> for Old Crossroads could be d..le to the 
increased time of collection from this township (c:iJe to the development of 
Khayelitsha this area is no longer woodland) and the stiffer sanctions 
against collection. The destruction of Crossroads and the resettlement of its 
original population in a major factor in itself. 
Wood is still arundant and ·free rut the resource is hardly used. That so few 
households use wood could indicate a major transition away fran non-
cOIMlercial fuelwood. The major reason for this transition 
convenience although problems of collection also play a role. 













very 1 i ttl.e prior data exists and the evidence that this transition took 
place is not conclusive. 
8.7.2 Para-F-fin Merchants 
The para-F-fin distribution system is a multi-level hierarchy with the top tier 
consisting o-f the oil companies who supply in bulk by tanker·. Large shops 
-form the next tier and are retailers but also act as wholesalers to the local 
shops (also known as "spazas") and to the "shack" shops which are dwellings 
that act as shops in the day. 
One area was chosen -for this brief survey and all those involved in the 
buying and selling o-f para-F-fin interviewed. The area chosen was to the north 
o-f Site 8 and consisted o-f the M-1 area, Greenpoint and shack areas to the 
lr'ESt o-f this, as lr'Ell as one centre in Khayelitsha Site 8. The survey took 
place in l\bvember 1988 with 9 respondents. 
The establishments visited were 4 dwellings, 4 small shack stores and one 
supermarket in a local shopping centre. The table below sumnadses some o-f 
the relevant data. 
TAB.£ 8.6 PARAFFIN l"E~S 
AREA TYPE YEARS SUPPLY RETAIL PRICES QTY/ 
OPEN 1'1)[E BOT 51 101 201 W< 
Greenp Centre 2 truck 42 2,00 5,60 11;20 160? 
EC Shop 1 truck 45 12,60 700 
T Area Shop 1 truck 45 3, 15 6,30 12, 15 400 
T Area Shop 1 truck 45 3, 15 160 
PG Area Shop. 1 truck 55 25 
T Area Shack 2 mth truck 45 3, 15 50 
K Area Shack 1 mth collect 45 50 
Greenpt Shack 2 mth· supermkt 48 175 
T Area Shack 5 mth local 45 20 
From the table it appears that the price per bottle varies according to the 
size o-f the establishment, although one small -formal shop has the highest 
price." Only the larger shops supply in larger sizes and these establishments 
se 11 1 arge quantities o-f par a-FT in every week . Bott 1 es lr'Ere the most popu 1 ar 
quantity sold at all the establishments. The larger shops also supplied 
para-f-fin appliances such as Primus stoves. The merchants estimated that their 












if families are large. It is apparent that the shack shops supply very small 
amounts and in terms of the above serve about a cbzen families. 
When asked what the attitude of their clientele to paraffin was it appeared 
that there were mixed feelings. One merchant replied, "They think paraffin is 
dangerous b..J.t they cbn't have money -for other -Fuels". Another, "Customers 
believe that paraffin is the best -for gas is dangerous and expensive". 
The paraffin distrib..J.tion system is large and pervasive. On the basis of 
those involved in the area surveyed several thOJ.sand merchants must operate 
in the Khayelitsha area alone. The suppliers are the '-formal' distrib..J.ters 
except -for the smallest of establishments and it appears that systems of 
credit operate at all levels. The paraffin distrib..J.tion system is integrated 
into the -formal retail system at the higher levels. The divisibility and 
reasonable ease of transport of paraffin are the raison d'etre of the smaller 
merchants who often trade ?nly this commodity. 
8.7.3 The Gas Merchants 
Gas is distrib..J.ted widely in the black townships b.J.t the system is largely 
-formal in comparison to paraffin. This is a result of the technology and 
investment required to fill gas bottles and the lack of divisibility of the 
fuel. 
The gas survey was carried CLlt over a wider area than the paraffin survey. It 
included the are~ covered by th8 paraffin survey as well as portions of Sites 
B and C. As with the paraffin survey -formal shops, shack shops and vencbrs 
operating fran home were interviewed. The survey was cond..lcted in November 
1988 and 7 establishments were visited. 
The table bel0/11 tab.J.lates some of the relevant data. 
TABLE 8.7 GAS l"E~S 
AREA TYPE 
Site C Shop 
Grnpt Shop 
Site C Superm 
T Area Shop 
Site 8 Superm 
Site 8 Shop 
Site C Shack 
YEARS FILL/ KG/ 
OPEN EXGi l>J< 
1 F&E 600 
0,5 E 350 
2 F&E 
1 F&E 300 
1 F&E 2000 
0,5 F&E 200 
1 
RETAIL PRICES RA\108 ----
3kg 4,5kg 7kg 9/lOkg 14kg 19kg 
2.30 (:],50) 5,30 
11,65 18,10 24,50 
2,45 <6,65) 4,65 12,85 
2,50 (6,60) 13,30 16,60 25,50 
13,30 16,60 25,50 
2,20 4,95 <8,50) 













· A .problem with data collection in this survey was the use ciT net and gross 
-figures for the weight by difi=erent companies. As a result prices are not· 
directly comparable. The 4,5 Kg bottle <nett> -from one company is equivalent 
to a lOkg bottle (gross> oT another. From the above table it appears that 
prices are very similar, suggesting a controlled retail price by the major 
gas Suppliers. This may be ci.le to the capital investment required by the gas 
suppliers to allow distributors to r~ill bottles as all except one 
establishment Tilled and exchanged gas bottles. 
In reply to a question regarding their customers attitudes to gas 4 out ciT 
the Tive replies were that they T9lt gas was dangerOl..ls. On the other hand 
when queried as to whether they had hea·rd ciT any customers having accidents 
all except one replied in the negative. The positive aspects ciT gas 
highlighted were its cleanliness and speed, both in relation to para~in. 
In reply to a question regarding the estimate o-f the amount o-f gas the 
merchants estimated each user Tamily consumed per v.eek the answers ranged 
Tram 2,5 kg to 7 kg, with the 4,5 kg being the approximate mean. This is 
somewhat less than the 7,0 kg average in table 7,5 above. This may be ci.le to 
ov~r-reporting o-f use by overestimating the Trequency o-f replacement. With 
regard to this Trequency the merchants themselves estimated that -families 
replaced their bottles every week or second week for the smaller sizes. 
8.8 Tl-£ ELECTRICITY SUR'vEY 
8. 8. 1 The Sample 
By courtesy ciT the Department oT the City Electrical Engineer o-f Cape Town a 
sample was taken o-f 33 r-espondents -from the -follow-up sur-vey. These were all 
electrifled hcu.seholds in the townships o-f Langa and G..lgulethu. Consumption 
-for- each month over a 2 year period was recorded, as was outstanding balance 
and · the history o-f disconnections. This data was then compared to data 
obtained -for each ha.lsehold Trom the -follow-up survey. 
8.8.2 Socio-economic pro-file o-f sample 
The households in the sample had an aver-age size o-f 7,55 (Std Dev 3,61>, 4,38 
aci.llts and 1,98 employed per household. Sane 14 o-f the 33 respondents were 
Tirst generation urbanites with an average time urbanized o-f 35 years. 
Average income oer week was R223,83 <Std Dev 120,50) and avet'"age total 
expenditure R181,61 pet'",week indicating a positive average disposable income. 
8.8.3 Consumption and cost 
The average consumption per- hcu.sehold was some 423 units per- month, with a 












well below the average ctf 600 fOr 1987/88 fOr Cape Town as a whole <Ann..ial 
Report ctf City Electrical Engineer, 1987>. The ·frequency distrit:ution ctf the 
household consumption is shown in -figure 8.1. It is apparent that the 
distrit:ution is even over the 200 to 600 unit per month range. There is 
pronc:unced seasonality in the average consumption ctf electricity as indicated 













FIGURE 8.1 ELECTRICITY SAMPLE 
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Three dif-ferent tarifTs prevailed over the period in question. The cost o-f 
electricity to each household was calculated Tram the tarifTs and the units 
consumed. The average monthly cost of electricity was R40,45 with a standard 
deviation of R14, 31 and a range Tram R16 to R75. The amo...mts are not 
discounted -for inTlation. 
8.8•4 D...ltstanding balance and disconnections 
On average R676 was owing per household -for electricity, with a huge range 
Tram R4 to R4993. A credit ratio of average electricity cost to the amount 
outstanding was calculated and ranged Tram 0 to 141 months, with an average 
o-f 17 months. This indicates great di-fTiculty <or urwillingness> in paying 
-for electricity -for many households. This is corrobor-ated by the Tact that 
households had been disconnected 0,2.9 times per anrum on average since 1980, 
with a maxirrum o-f 0,8 times per anrum. Disconnections have all but ceased in 
the last 3. years and iT this period is ignored the average rumber of 
disconnections per household per anrum rises to 0,5. 
8.8.5 Correlations 
Only non-parametric methods were judged viable dJe to the small sample size. 
Spearman rank correlation c:oe-fficients were calculated between pairs o-f 
variables as -follows. 
i) Average electricity cost correlated reasonably with the amount 
.reported by the respondents. The correlation coe-fTicient <CC> was 0,73 
at 99,99"1. signiTicance level <SL>. This is similar to the correlation 
between the consumption flQl-lre any single month and the average value 
-for the whole period. This strengthens the conviction that the data in 
the survey is reliable. 
ii) The average consumption of electricity correlated weakly with. 
household income, 0,25 CC at 83"1. SL, and with household size, 0,24 CC at 
82"1. SL, indicating that the consumption of electricity is relatively 
income inelastic -for the sample in question. 
iii) The outstanding balance owed is inversely correlated, although 
weakly, with household income, at -0,2.9 CC at 88"1. SL. There is a 
slightly better correlation with Tatnily size at 0,30 CC at 91% SL. When 
household income is trans-formed into.income per capita and income per 
employee the correlations improve dramatically. The outstanding balance 
correlates with income per capita at -0,38 CC <96% SL> and with income 
per employee at -0,39 (96% SL>. 
iv) There is a correlation coe-fTicient OT 0,41 <98"1. SL> between 
expenditure on electricity and expenditure on all -Fuels (including 













8.8.6 Electricity survey conclusions 
From the evidence gleaned from the sample it appears that inc:ome does not 
determine electricity consumption. However, had the sample been broader, 
income may well have an e-f-fect, as the lower than average consumption figures 
for this area suggest. At present it appears that rather than income it is 
the debt b.J.rden in the form o-f the outstanding balance CMed that is income 
elastic. 
It appears that the transition to electricity is by no means complete. The 
households in the sample generally use a rumber o-f fuels with the ratio of 
electricity cost to total energy 'ranging from 17"1. to 100% with the average at 
66%. The frequency of disconnections and hence anticipation o-f an interrupted 
service may explain this in part. The desire to red.J.ce the total energy cost 
while maximising 
availability and 
convenience is a further factor. Figure 8.3 indicates the 
usage o-f electricity in the black townships o-f Cape Town 








FIGURE 8.3 BLACK DOMESTIC ELECTRICITY 
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8.9 PRICE SURVEY 
An analysis oT the price increases oT illuminating para-f-fin, liquid petroleum 
gas, coal and 
were available 
pithead prices 
electricity since 1970 was undertaken. Wholesale prices 
- in the case oT LPG for resellers. In the case oT 




Town. Figure 8.4 illustrates the changes in usei=ul erergy prices in cents per 
megajoule of the four major fuels over an eight year period. The 
transformation to useful erergy prices is as bei=ore. The cost oT electricity 
in the black townships is understated as a 9"1. to 12"1. surcharge prevailed in 
1986 to 1988. In addition the service charge for electricity was not included 
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The figure indicates that the ranking oT fuels in terms oT decreasing 
wholesale prices is LPG, electricity, para-f-fin and coal. A comparison with 
table 7.10 above indicates the e-f-fect oT the distribution system on prices is 
substantial. For instance coal is the cheapest fuel on a wholesale basis 
once bagged and distributed the price doubles to some 3 c/MJ retail 















The -figure is useful for establishing short term trends. It appears that this 
trend is for the price ct= LPG and paraffin to increase at a lower average 
rate than electricity or coal. This is unlikely to continue with the 
weakening Rand and inevitable increase in~oil prices. A future change in fuel 
price ranking will in itself have an impact on the energy transition process. 
No volumes ct= liquid fuels sold in So....lth Africa are publicly available in 
terms of the Strategic Minerals Act. Hence own price elasticities cannot be 
cal OJ.lated. 
8. 10 al\CLL.5 I CJ\18 / 
The survey reveals a positive attitude towards the convenience ct= electricity 
and the economy ct= paraffin. Conversely negative attitudes t~rds the 
expense ct= electricity, the dirtiness ct= paraTTin and the danger ct= gas 
prevail. While not necessarily so paraffin is perceived as being the cheapest 
fuel. 
In terms ct= appliances, lighting and cooking appliances are universal while 
the ownership OT fridges ranks lc:iv.est. In terms ct= cost there is an order ct= 
magnitude between the investment required for paraffin appliances as opposed 
to gas and electrical appliances. 
The short surveys ct= the vendors ct= some ct= the Tu.els used gives additional 
insight into the distribution networks. VJood is row used as a specialist 
-fuel, for c:crrvnercial cooking purposes, and some wood was for sale. The 
paraffin distribution system is large and extends from the level ct= the large 
supermarket, thrcugh the shopping centre shop down to the shack shop and 
individ..lal cil..elling where small amo .. .mts are bottled for sale. The gas 
distribution network is the most c:crrvnercial, with capital investment by the 
suppliers and indications ct= retail price maintenance. The price survey 
indicates that the efTect ct= the distribution system on increasing the net 
energy price ct= Tu.els is substantial. 
The electricity survey reveals that income is not correlated with the 
OT electricity used. There is h0111ever a correlation with income per 
and per employee and the cutstanding balance owing, suggesting that the 

















The objective of= this section is to synthesize the -foregoing analyses, to 
describe the energy tY-ansition pY-ocess in South A·frica and to discuss the 
pol icy implications of= the .process prioY" to drawing conclusions. It should be 
born in mind thY-oughout that the c:oovnents heY-e..mdeY- re-fey- laY-gely to the 
black population of= South Africa who are in the eal'"lieY- stages of= the 
transition process. 
9.2 Tl-E ID'ESTIC El\ERGY TRAl\6ITICN PRCXESS 
From the -foregoing analyses the dc:xnestic energy transition process seen as a 
whole is one of= the complete substitution of= biomass fuels and the 
progressive adoption and abandorvnent of= transitional fuels be-fore the -final 
stage of= complete dependency on electricity is Y-eached. The process is 
dynamic and varies both temporally and spatially. The process is driven by 
the search -for greater arrenity and economy within the -framewoY-k of= the -family 
b....ldget. While ceY-tain speci-fic vaY-iables explain part of= the pY-ocess it is 
stochastic with a variable random canponent. 
The process can be described in terms of= fuels used and the socio-economic 
characteY-istics of= the population at a partia..ilar stage in the py-ocess. 
Figure 9.1 represents the process over time in an idealized -form. The 
abscissa is in stages while the ordinate is in the b....ldget shares of= fuels, 
expressed in terms of= either useful energy provided by a partia..ilar fuel, or 
of= expenditure on a partia..ilar fuel. It should be noted that theY-e is a 
discontiruity between the rural and urban components of= the pY-ocess, namely 

















































































































































































































































































































9.3 Pl-iASES CF TI-E l:Xl"ESTIC El\ERGY TRANSITIO\I PROCESS 
9.3.1 Biomass Dependency Phase 
This represents the -first phase of the process in which dcrnestic energy is 
derived solely -from lllKXld, dung and crop wastes and which takes place in the 
rural areas. In Sub-Saharan A-Frica the majority of the population in all 
countries, with the exception of Sa.lth A-Frica, are at this stage, as 
indicated in chapter 4. 
The rural areas in Scoth A-Frica at this phase of the process are likely to be 
those that are isolated and solely subsistence, with little migrancy which 
would result in remittances, and hence no access to ccmnercial fuels. These 
areas are the ones where the irTVTlBdiate threat of woodfuel depletion is 
greatest. Aron et al <1989> indicate the possible extent of this woodftiel 
depletion which could result in the canplete dimirution of the resource in 40 
y~ars. 
9.3.2 Rural Transition Phase 
In Scoth A-Frica the evidence of the 1977 8MR data -For rural areas, and the 
later energy studies, points towards a transition away -from total biomass 
dependency already having taken place. In the 8MR data paraffin was the major 
comercial fuel in the then wholly rural areas o-f Venda, Kangwane and 
Bophuthatswana. Only one of the energy studies reported an expenditure on 
wood of greater than 50% of the fuel b...Ldget. The problem is ho.Never the 
concealment of the importance of woodfuel by the non-ccmnercial nature of 
this good. Woodftiel will remain the primary fuel of many rural subsistence 
ho....lseholds and the depletion of woodfuel resources will contirue as no other 
'-free' substitute exists. 9..lt while the wood itseH has no cost as woodfuel 
becanes more scarce it has to be collected -from a-far and the cost of 
transport introd.Jces the price element. Once price is introd.Jced comparisons 
on a price basis -FollON. Paraffin is often cheaper and pre-ferred in terms of 
rapidity and convenience. This train of events is -fundamentally the rural 
dcrnestic energy transition process. 
As illustrated in chapter 4 there appears to be a relationship betltJE!en the 
general economic wel-fare of a region in Scoth A-Frica, as measured by average 
incomes, and the usage of woodfuel. This pattern is also observed at the 
macro-economic level -For the A-Fri can C0-.1ntries analysed. The energy 
transition away -from woodfuel will thus partly be a -function o-f the 
improvement of economic conditions in the rural areas and the overall 
transition away -from subsistence agriculture. Rural electri-fication may also 
play a role, tut only in non-subsistence COfTVTLlnities - d.Je to the cost of 
appliances and the perceived expense of this fuel (see chapter 8>. The rural 
population canponent of the country will however contirue to decline in 















9.3.3 First Urban Transition Phase 
~ral-urban migration, which is a C:omponent o-f the urbanization process, 
transplants the migrant into an urban situation where available fuels are 
both di-f-Ferent and comnercial. This stage o-f the energy transition process 
may be termed "migration transition" as it depends on a spatial relocation 
process that results in a discontin...t.ity ·from the previous stages o-f the 
process. 
As indicated in the literature survey the process in South Africa is "primary 
metropolitanisation" wherein migrancy oca.trs directly to one OT the six 
metropolitan areas. In these areas a highly organised market for all fUels 
exists, both in the formal and informal areas, and access to Tree woodfuel is 
limited <see chapter B>. As a result the newly urbanised migrant will have no 
choice b..lt to substitute woodfuel entirely by para-fTin, or para-fTin and coal, 
depending on the metropolitan area in question. This heavy dependence on a 
single fuel is characteristic o-f this stage o-f the energy tran5ition. 
This Tirst urban transition phase o-f the domestic energy transition process 
is OT great importance when rapid urbanization is taking place. Hc:Jt,.iever, in 
terms o-f the dynamics o-f urbanization <see deflni tion chapter 1), rapid urban 
growth is possible where the rate o-f urbanization is relatively low - as in 
South Africa <see table o-f urbanization rates chapter 4). In such a case the 
Tirst urban transition is still important as the relative consumption o-f 
fuels, both nationally and locally, changes rapidly. 
9.3.4 Second Urban Transition Phase 
Once established as an urban entity the migrant individual or household joins 
a cc:mrunity that as a whole is.undergoing a process o-f modernisation that is 
rapid in relation to the rural envirorment. A part o-f this modernization 
process is the search for greater convenience and amenity Trom appliances 
and, ipso Tacto, Tram the fuels used. 
This second urban transition phase is characterised by a Talling rate o-f 
dependence on para-fTin and the use o-f a rrultiplicity oT- fuels, o-f which gas 
emerges as a major fuel in terms o-f expenditure. This stage is complex as 
access to formal housing, formal employment, ed..lcation and services is 
spatially uneven and certain areas modernize more rapidly than others. 
This stage o-f the energy transition process is that in which the majority o-f 
black households in the metropolitan areas o-f South Africa flnd themselves. 
It rrust be stressed that in-migrants Tram the rural areas form a minority o-f 
"new urbanites", the majority being the result o-f natural increase. Existing 
households, and new households formed by persons born in the urban areas may 
also be trapped in this stage o-f the process a:s a result o-f limited access to 














9.3.5 Third Urban Transition Phase 
This phase o-f the energy transition process is characterised by a partial 
adoption o-f electricity and the reduction of= importance o-f paraffin, coal and 
gas. As indicated in the electricity survey o-f Cape TONn electricity acCOJ.nts 
on average -for less than hal-f o-f the total useful energy o-f this sample. Gas 
is the dominant fuel at this stage but the expenditure on this -fuel is not 
1111911 explained in terms o-f the variables chosen in this study. 
The rate o-f transition at this phase is a -function o-f the availability of= 
electricity which in.turn is dependent on the extent and grONth o-f the -formal 
housing stock as electri-fication will probably take place only in this 
sector. The relative prices of= gas and electricity in terms o-f use-ful energy 
do not appear to be a major -factor in the rate of= substitution. The perceived 
prices of= each are more important but these in turn are subsidiary to the 
pre-Ference -for electricity as a result of= the greater convenience of= using 
this fuel. 
It should be born in mind that at this phase, as in the previous phase, 
multiple usage o-f fuels is the norm. Fuels are retained -for speciflc purposes 
and the abandonnent o-f fuels is likely to be a -function o-f the average li-fe 
o-f appliances. The cost o-f new <and second hand> appliances may indeed be the 
controlling -factor in fuel substitution generally, rather than the -factors 
relating to fuels themselves. As indicated in chapter 8 there is a huge 
di-f-ference in the price o-f paraffin and gas or electric appliances. Similarly 
the price o-f electrical appliances, plus the connection -fee, may be -factor in 
the contirued use o-f gas To..lnd in the -follow-up survey. 
9.3.6 Final Phase 
This is the phase of= energy transition process wherein electricity is the 
only cbnestic fuel of= importance and the quantity o-f electrical energy. used 
is greater than that used in the previCLLS stage. It should be noted that at 
this stage devices such as solar heating and gas stoves that break the 
monopoly of= electricity may be installed. The net e-f-fect o-f these devices is 
however small. 
A small proportion of= the sample, less than 5"1., were at this phase o-f the 
process. Fran the -figures available on the status of= the electri-fication of= 
black ta-Jnships in So..lth Africa <Hansard 26 May 1987> it would appear that 
the national -figure would be o-f this order as wel 1.. 
9. 4 TI-E RCl..E CF 1'1JCERNI ZATICJ\J 
Fran the analysis presented in chapter 7 it is clear that the time a 
household has been urbanized is closely ·linked to the consumption and 















-form an index o-F modernization. In this study car ownership, residential 
mobility, type o-f d.Elling, TV ownership and whether born in the western Cape 
1Nere combined to provide a rough modernization index. This index correlated 
""811 with use-ful energy consumption at 0,46 and total -fuel expenditure at 
0,42, both Spearman rank correlation coe-f-ficients at high levels o-F 
signi-ficance. However a vital component, education level, was not used as 
data on education was collected -for only 20"/. o-F the sample. As a result this 
averue o-f analysis was not pursued -further. With data on these components 
better correlations could be expected. 
While bearing the problem o-f multi-collinearity in mind it would appear that 
the role o-F modernization is -fundamental to understanding the domestic energy 
transition process. The modernization process governs both the economic and 
non-economic aspects o-F energy transition. Income and expenditure depend in 
part on the level of modernization o-f the employed memebers o-F a ha..r.sehold. 
These in turn set the budgetary constraints in terms o-F which appliances may 
be chosen and hence which -fuels will be used. The pre1=erences and attitudes 
towards these appliances and -fuels are also largely dictated by the level o-F 
modernization. The modernization process thus limits the range o-F choices 
between -fuels indirectly and the actual choices between -f·uels directly. The 
energy transition process sha..r.ld thus be seen in terms o-f the process o-f 
becoming more modern, rather than simply becoming more wealthy • 
A reciprocal conclusion that may be drawn -from this study is that instead o-f 
being treated as a dependent endogeneCAJS variable energy consumption and 
patterns o-f use may be used to gauge the level o-f modernization. This 
con-firms the view o-f Foley and Van !Alren <1983> who state, 11 The level 
o-F erergy use, the kind o-F fuels .and .appli.ances, the n.ature o-F the 
syst9'11, .are .al 1 ch.ar.acteristics o-F .a particul.ar level o-F developnent. 
supply 
They 
.are, perh.aps, best seen as indicators o-F developnent r.ather th.an c.aus.al 
F.actors o-F the depr i v.ation and problems inherent in it. 11 
9.5 PCLICY IMPLICATI0\18 
9.5.1 Rural Energy Policy 
I-f the process o-F erergy transition in the rural areas is as slow as 
anticipated the dependence on wood-fuel will contirue -for decades, witb 
consequential de-forestation and environnental problems. An energy policy to 
reduce this dependence would o-F necessity be part 6-f a general programne o-f 
economic upli-ftment o-F the rural areas to speed up the transition away -from 
subsistence. The reduction o-F the relative price o-f paraffin would also be 
bene-Ficial but the improvement o-F the market system, and hence accessibility 
to this -fuel, would be equally important. The potential impact o-f rural 














Urbanization is the single most important -Factor ameliorating the atna..lnt o-F 
domestic energy consumption o-F the rural sector. Rural-urban migration 
reduces the average total population grOHth o-F these areas -From over 3,5% to 
under 1% per anrum. Considering that each biomass dependent household 
consumes the equivalent o-F a hectare o-F scrub each year the total reduction 
OT INOOd-Fuel consumption is huge. Generally urbanization is the province o-F 
national regional policy. A policy o-F 'positive urbanization' is ostensibly 
in -Force <see literature survey) but land availability is now the major 
-Factor in reducing the rural-urban migration rate. Energy policy will have 
some bearing on the rate o-F urbanization as rural energy policy, -For instance 
rural electri-Fication, will have an efTect on the 'push' -Factors in-Fluencing 
rural-urban migration. A clear understanding o-F the early stages o-F the 
energy transition process will -Faci 1i tate energy policy -Formation. 
9.5.3 Urban Energy Policy 
In terms 0-F the dynamics o-F the energy transition process 
areas that energy policy can have the largest impacts. 
instruments that c:a.ild be considered are:-
i) Domestic -fuel price independence. 
it is in the urban 
The major policy 
The price o-F illuminating para-F-Fin is l'10lll coupled to the change in 
price o-F diesel, ostensibly as the result o-F mixing o-F diesel and 
para-F-Fin when the price o-F the latter was lOH. As this is nationally the 
dc:minant dc:mestic -fuel in terms o-F rumbers an independent pricing policy 
is urgently required. This pricing policy should be -Forrrulated in terms 
OT the acceleration OT the rural energy transition process and the 
decrease in energy costs o-F the urban poor. The relative pricing o-F 
dc:mestic c:Oal and illuminating para-F-Fin may be the key to a change away 
-From coal -For space heating, with a consequential reduction o-F the 
extremely severe smoke pollution problem in the tOHnships o-F the 
highveld. The in-Fluence o-F the di-F-Ferential costs between coal-braziers 
and para-F-Fin heaters will also have to be investigated in depth. 
ii) Energy policy -For -Formal housing. 
The electri-Fication o-F the black townships is proceeding with the 
reticulation o-F existing and new areas o-F -Formal houses. Energy 
consumption may be changed with a coherent set o-F guidelines -For the 
'construction o-F ener-gy eT-Fi c i ent houses, the design o-F kitchens to a 11 ow 













iii> Energy policy fOr informal ho...lsing. 
As the informal housing sector is growing at some two to -Fc:ur times that 
o-f the fOrmal housing sector a coherent energy policy fOr this sector is 
essential. Planning guidelires to allow "spaza" shops in these areas are 
necessary as the distribution o-f para-f-fin, and to some extent gas, is 
through these outlets. The electri-fication o-f informal areas requires 
urgent attention. The economics o-f the exercise, the standards desirable 
and the methods o-f payment all need to 'be investigated. 
iv> Lease I loan o-f appliances 
As the price o-f appliances influences the domestic energy transition 
process a policy o-f leasing or loaning appliances should be 
investigated. The tradition o-f leasing gas ranges in local authorities 
supplying gas is VEll established, although discouraged these days. LPG 
appliances could be made available -from local authorities on a -far 
cheaper basis than hire-purchase. 
v> Technical assistance to black local authorities. 
Electricity sales generate an appreciable proportion o-f the reven..te o-f 
many black local authorities. A policy· to stirrulate technical assistance 
o-f the electricity departments o-f these black local authorities by their 
whi.te counterparts, ESC01, goverrment departments and the private sector 
could be invaluable. In addition an urgent necessity exists fOr n8'll 
electricity consurrer eciJ.cation in the black townships. 
9.6 FI~ CO\ll..USICJ\JS 
1. Data 
With respect to the data collected at the micro-level in this study it is 
apparent that the sample is too small. Larger samples WOJ.ld improve levels o-f 
con-fidence and permit the use o-f parametric techniques. In addition larger 
samples wc:u.ld permit grouping and sub-grouping to be perfOrmed with sub-
samples o-f reasonable sizes. The lack o-f data on eciJ.cational levels is a 
major drawback and more data is required that relates to the household 
budget, such as levels o-f saving. In short better experimental design is 
required to achieve higher accuracy in the results. 
2. Scope 
This study fOcusses on the domestic energy transition o-f black households <in 
South Africa>. l"l.lch can be learnt about the -final phases o-f the process by 
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coloureds, as they have urbanized recently and generally live in formal 
electriTied d-.ellings. 
3. Urbanization 
South ATrican urbanization as a type is akin to African urbanization 
generally. In spite oT this the governing paradigms regarding this process 
are still Eurocentric. The "backwash urbanization" oT Mabogunge <1986> could 
be used to explain the absorption oT the urban grONth by the ir:iformal sector 
but the vital questions as to hON urbanization inTluences economic 1NelTare 
and modernization are largely unanswered. Whether the existing high level oT 
urbanization and economic development in South Africa will allow rapid 
modernization and consequently rapid domestic energy transition remains to be 
seen. This presupposes a shHt Tram inTormal to formal <Mellings and sectors 
whereas the opposite is occurring in the metropolitan areas. 
The literature survey provides ample evidence that there is a link between 
urbanization and energy transition. The most proTitable averue oT -further 
research on the energy transition process is the identiTication and 
estimation oT the spatial aspects OT this link. Population shiTts to the 
urban areas and natural growth are one aspect oT this. The rates oT movement 
between formal and informal areas within urban areas are another. 
4. Macro vs Micro 
From the literature survey the links between energy transition and economic 
development at the macro-level are clear. The clarity at the macro-level is 
however not carried through to the micro-level. At this latter level there is 
a pervasive economic determinism in the Tace oT rwch evidence that non-market 
forces are the daninant Tactors. The Tindings oT this study are similar. Here 
the energy tran5ition process is found to be more easily detectable by cross-
country and rural/urban comparison than at the micro-level. The problem is 
not simply the variability OT data at the latter level but the Tact that only 
cross-sectional data is available. However, the case oT Zimbabwe with huge 
diT-ferences in net energy consumption between three sets oT data for the same 
year, indicates the basic unreliability oT macro data in Sub-Saharan Africa. 
Until this reliability improves answers will thus have to be found at the 
micro-level. Here again this abovementioned case indicates that elements oT 
the energy transition may be ignored or misinterpreted Tram micro-level 
investigations iT attention is not paid to detail. 
5. The energy transition process in Sub-Saharan Africa. 
The linkage oT economic develop~nt, as measured by GNP per capita, and type 















total selected African countries. It appears that the relationship between 
population growth and the gn::wth of woodfuel consumption wi 11 result in the 
inevitable increase in the dimensions of the "wooc:tfuel crisis". In these 
countries energy transition is an urban process. The level of urbanization in 
these countries is positively related to the per capita consumption of 
paraffin and electricity, and negatively to wooc:tfuel. The rate of urban 
growth is however associated negatively to the per capita consumption of 
electricity. The implication, that burgeoning cities cannot keep up with the 
requisite rate of electrification applies equally to the South African 
experience. 
6. A comparison with ZimbatMe 
Zimbawe may represent phases of the energy transition process through which 
South Africa has already progressed and through which sane regions <such as 
the hanelands> may still have to go. ZimbatMe reveals large differences in 
energy consumption patterns between rural areas, high density and low density 
urban areas. In the high density areas, similar to the South African infOrmal 
areas, electdci ty accounts fur a 60"1. of the useful energy consumed by 
households wh i le wooc:tfue 1 st i 11 accounts fur 20"1.. In the i nfOrma 1 areas of 
the Western Cape paraffin accounts fur 70"1. of the useful energy consumed and 
gas the remainder but in spite of no electricity these areas consumed on 
average 50"1. more useful energy than their ZimbatMean counterparts. This 
suggests that useful energy consumption is related to the level of economic 
development regardless of the fuels available. 
7. Domestic energy transition in South Africa - the existing data. 
An analysis of the EU.reau of Market Research <BMR> of l.J\IISA research reports 
since 1977 provides a cross-sectional and time-series picture of the domestic 
energy transition process. For the period in question the budget shares of 
household expenditure of the -fuel and light category were always higher in 
the rural areas than in the urban areas. There was a relative decline in this 
category over time in all the urban areas while it remained static or even 
increased slightly in the 
fuel graups, there was an 
rural areas. In addition, when disaggregated into 
decrease in the use of wood as the relative 
urbanity of these rural areas increased. In these rural areas paraffin was in 
1977· already the dominant -fuel in terms of expenditure. All of these indicate 
that a process of energy transition has occured over time but that, unlike 
the rest of Africa, this not solely an urban phenomenon. The largely static 
rates of fuel and light budget shares in the rural areas suggest that the 
energy transition process there will be a long term process in relation to 
the urban areas. 
When dealing with these urban areas the 8MR data indicates that there is a 
















paraffin to that on coal. As a result South Africa·can be divided into a coal 
daninant region, a paraffin daninant region and an intermediate region where 
wood is still important. Altho..J.gh last available -for 1972 -for the Cape a 
disaggregation of expenditure by -fuels and end use indicate that at that date 
wood was already a minor -fuel and paraffin was daninant. Comparing this data 
to that of the -follcw-up survey the domestic erergy transition in this area 
has been frcm coal to gas while paraffln has remaired the daninant -fuel. 
The BMR reports and various energy studies indicate that multiple -fuel use is 
the norm and this is corroborated by the -follow up survey. The energy 
studies, largely conducted in the rural areas, indicate that multiple -fuel 
use extends to the rural areas where wood now -forms between 20"1. and 50% of 
the hcusehold -fuel bu.dget. This indicates that a major transition to 
c:cmnercial wood purchasing has taken place bu.t no rate of substitution can be 
calculated. 
8. The socio-economic data of the follcw-up survey. 
The findings relating to the socio-economic characteristics of the sample 
populations of the -follcw-up survey are in many ways as important as those 
relating to -fuel. Differences in age, household size, time urbanized, and 
other characteristics indicate a -fundamental difference in -function between 
the new and old -formal and informal areas. The new informal areas that are 
the fastest growing are the catchment areas for both nE!llltly arrived rural-
urban migrants and the overflow frcm the old -formal areas. These wide 
differences in characteristics and -function permit the regrouping of the 
sample bu.t the correlations ~tween most of the socio-economic variables 
reveal that rrulti-collinearity prevents the isolation of the influence of a 
single variable. 1'1..lch more research is required to unravel the effects of 
these variables on each other • 
9. The -fuel data of the -follow-up survey • 
A rruch greater usage of gas and electricity in the formal areas than in the 
informal areas is revealed.by the study. This in itself is an indication of 
an incipient energy transition in the move from informal to -formal. Also 
revealed is the difference in the bu.dget share of -fuels. In the -formal areas 
these range between 7"1. and 8"1. while in the informal areas of the Cape and the 
Transvaal the range is frcm 18"1. to 2?1.. On the other hand the share of energy 
as a proportion of household income had a smal 1 range of between 7"1. and 10, 5"1. 
with the -formal areas being at the upper end of the range. This indicates the 
that the importance of -fuel is best understood in terms of total household 
expendure rather than incane. The non-linear relationship between income and 
expenditure and the influence of family size explain these differences. Both 














The study reveals that useful energy consumption is a far more 
analytical tCXJl than net energy consumption. Large di-f-ferences 




e-f-ficiencies o-f the appliance sets of these areas. Another aspect highlighted 
in this study is the close similarity of average costs of all major -fuels 
when calculated on a use-ful energy basis. This raises the important question 
as to whether price plays a role in the choice between -fuels. 
10. The interrelationship ·of socio-economic and -fuel variables 
Unlike at the macro-level no strong relationships between the fuels 
themselves were -found, apart -from between coal and VilOOd in the Transvaal 
sample. This suggests that the process of energy transition does not involve 
the simple substitution aF Clne -fuel -for another. 
The heart of the analytical phase of this study is the establishment of the 
relationships between the socio-economic variables and the fUel variables. l'.b 
simple pattern was imrrediately apparent, probably as the result of 
nulticollinearity. f-io,.Jever certain variables emerged repeatedly as di-f-ferent 
groups were -formed, while others remained absent. An important -finding is the 
lack of influence of income on fUel expenci.J.re. This absence was most 
noticeable in the -formal areas. The most pervasive variable is the time 
urbanised. When regrouped in terms of this variable there is an increase in 
expenditure with time urbanised -for all of the fUel groups. 
When dealing with fuels as groups, it is apparent that on the basis of 
categorization by dc::minant fUels paraffin is the sole fuel -for over haH of 
the Cape sample with the mixed fUel group -follONing. This. is an indication of 
the extremely important role that this fUel plays in the region. 
11. Attitudes and pre-ferences 
Electricity is seen as being convenient, 
as being clean. Althou.gh electricity is 
the pre-ferred fUel, particularly -for 
paraffin as being economical and gas 
perceived as being expensive it is 
those who cb not have it. These 
attitudes and pre-ferences are fundamental as the perceptions lead to choices 
of appliances and nultiple fuel use, such as the general case of paraffin 
heating in electrified homes. As indicated the range of useful energy prices 
-for variou.s fuels is small and hence it appears that perceived rather than 
actual prices are important in the choice between fUels. The cost of 
appliances is a another vital -factor in the energy transition process. Stoves 
and lights, which are necessit~es used by all in the survey, cost less than a 
tenth if they are paraffin as opposed to gas appliances. Electrical 
appliances can cost even mol'e. A furthel' factor, not explored in this study, 












12. The 1NOOdgatherers and fuel vendors 
The very low level OT wood use in the Cape revealed by the survey is a 
signiTicant Tinding. The survey oT woodgatherers indicates that wood is nc::xN a 
specialist fuel fur Toc:ld merchants in the tONnships and that its use is not 
domestic. The survey also revealed that woodgathering was a hazardc:us, 
arduous, time consuming occupation that brought in very little reveru.e. In 
addition the theoretically Tree access to the undeniably extensive wood 
resource was in practice constrained by traffic police and land owners. In 
the light oT these considerations it is small wonder that there has been a 
transition away Tram INOOd to paraffin. 
The brieT surveys oT the paraffin and gas merchants indicate an extensive 
furmal and infurmal system distributing these Tu8ls in the black areas OT the 
Cape and the Transvaal. This distribution system plays a major role in 
determining not only the access OT consumers to fuels but also the Tinal 
retail prices. Investigation oT these distribution systems is a proTitable 
line fur further research. 
13. The electricity survey 
An additional survey oT the electrified ha..lseholds in the Cape sample 
indicates that the transition to electricity is by no means complete. The 
households in the sample consumed on average some 30"/. less electricity than 
the ·average fur the whole Cape. l"Llltiple Tuel use was -fa.J.nd in over haH the 
sample and, on average, electricity accounted fur only 66% oT the total fuel 
expenditure. That the adoption oT electricity is not unproblematic is 
highlighted by the Tact that the households in the sample were 17 months in 
arrears on average. A signiflcant finding is that the income oT households is 
not correlated with consumption. There is ha-Ever a negative correlation 
between per capita income and the outstanding balance. 
This study reveals clearly that the energy transition process does not stop 
with electriTication. This Tu.el has to go through an adoption phase and the 
subsidiary Tu.els have to be abandoned befure the flnal stage oT sole 
dependence on electricity is reached. This study indicates that how long this 
takes is a function oT the process oT modernization rather than simply the 
increase in the level OT income. 
14. The domestic energy transition process 
To synthesize the analysis a model oT the domestic energy transition process 
is presented. Six phases OT the process are identiTied - Tr011 biomass 
dependency through rural transition and three urban transitions to a Tinal 
stage oT sole dependency on electricity. The choices between Tu8ls and 












modernization paradigm presented. The level of modernization i~luences the 
attitudes and pre-ferences towards -fuels and the rate~ di-fi=usion ~ new 
appliances. It also i~luences the b.J.dgetary constraints of the consumer as a 
secondary effect through i~luencing incone. 
\ 
Within the paradigm of modernization the domestic energy transition process 
cannot be adequately understood outside ~ the frame..ork ~ the household 
b.J.dget. While expenditure on energy increases in monetary terms as incomes 
rise the relative importance ~ this item declines. 1-k:Jusehold b.J.dgeting 
decisions are not well understood, especially at the lower end ~ the scale, 
b.J.t rP.qu.ire clarification before the domestic energy transition process can 
be adequate! y modelled. Dealing with the household b..ldget as an entity wi 11 
ho..-.ever increase the data to be collected with consequential increased cost 
and complexity. 
At this stage ~ the analysis, and with limited data, the descriptive model 
of the domestic energy transition process is the most complete model 
available. With further research socio-economic variables that correlate 
better with -fuel choice and consumption could be found and a dynamic 
predictive model ~ the process developed. The outline ~ such a model is 
indicated in Appendix 5. The description ~ this hypothetical model suggests 
that at this stage the major improvements in quantifying energy demand are at 
the macro-demographic level concerning population shifts and housing. 
13. Implications 
From an understanding ~ the process a rumber ~ policy implications flo,..i. 
which are set out above. One overarching implication emerges. This is the 
urgent need for an urban energy policy that is part ~ a coherent national 
energy pol icy that considers all -fuels on an equal basis. 
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What electric appliances do you have? 
electric stove •...••.•.••...•... 
refrigerator •.••• · .••.•.•.•••...• 
electric heaters ••••.••••••...•• 
Kettle ••.•. _ ••....•• ____ •• _ . ___ . 
Iron •••• _ • _ •• __ ••••. _ • _ ••.•.••. _ 
TV •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Hi-Fi . . . ---. --. . . --. . -. --. . - ----
Lights •.•••••••••••••••.•••••.•• 
f:lot-wa ter gyser 
Other (specify) 
How many? 
How many meals do you cook per day? ·---····---·-········ 
How long does it usually take you to cook a meal? 
I 
For how l.ong do you HEAT your house per day? (How many 
hours?) . --------. -----. - ------ . ---- --. -- -·- ----- -- - - - - - - -
Which months do you HEAT your house? .••••.•.•••••..••.•. 
What time do you switch your lights on? - ---. --. --- - . ----
What time do you switch your lights off? ------- ---------
How many times a week do you iron? -------- --. --------- - -
How long does ironing usually last? ..•.•••••.••••.•..... 
Ho\.I many times a week do you heat \.later for washing? ..... 
How long does it take for the \.later to heat? 
ERS 
Do you collect any WOOD? 
Where do you get. it from? 
nO'..J often? ............... - ............................... . 
How much do you collect each time? ..................... -
\v ha t do you use i t for ? ................. - .. · - · - ........ . 










IS I I I J 
22 D 
23 ITJ 
25 l I 
2/ I I I 
31 I I l 
35 I I 
J} I I 
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L Do you use CAR BATTERIES? ••...........••...•••.......... 57 D 
How many have you. got? •.••..•........•.•.•.•............ 55 D 
\'Iha t cio you u.:;e them for:? •••••••.••••.••.••............. 5<1 CITJ 
How long do they last b~fore recharging? •............... 
b2 Ill 
How much do they cost to buy? ...••..•..•................ G4 I I D 
How much do they cost to recharge? ..................... - GI m 
Do. you use DRY BATTERIES? •..•.••••.•••.••.•••.•.•.•..•.. 
~Fi D 
What do you use them for? ............................... ]O I I 
How many do you usually buy? ............................ ]3 I I I 
How often do you buy them? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
7-l'j m 
How much do they cost? .•..••..••....•.•.••••.•.•.......• 7} l I I 
JUSING DESCRIPTION 
[I] 
2. Eow many rooms does your house have? .................... . 
(In~luding lounge, dinning r6om, bedrooms, kitchen 
2 D 
and toilet) 
-L. What kind of roof does your house have? - ............ 3 I I 
(thatch, i r-on , tiles, asbestos ... ) Have you added any insulation 5 D 
) 
to your ceiling? 
0 I I hha t kind of materials are the \.;a 11 s made of? 
:NANCE 
1. How many people live in your house? .....•....•.......... 
How mu c h mo n e y doe s yo u r ho u s e ho. l d ea r n ea r n p e r mo n th ? 
................ 
10 [ I IJ 
14 I I I J 
ney sent home by people \.;orking away from home? ........... . iBI I I\ 
le s of goods? ...........................•.................. 
;22. [ i 
~sions? .............................. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... . .. , .-~ I I '-·-
sa bi l i ty g ~an ts? .................... ~ . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. · ~,o r j 
'f other- income? .................. · .... ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

























QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WESTERN CAPE -
0. CODE NUMBER 
1988 
1 . TOWNSHIP I .AREA.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • ... • • • • • • • • 
2. INTERVIE\li'ER 
3. DATE 3. TIME 4. WEATHER Warm Cold 
I'm ••••.•.•.•.•.. and I am doing a survey of whether people use paraffin, wood, 
coal or other fuels. The survey is for a project at the University of Cape 
Town and does not have anything to do with the Government or the Municipality. 
A. INTRODUCTORy QUESTIONS Have you been interviewed before ? if so, when ? 
1. Name of respondent Mr/Mrs/Miss . ........................... . 
2. Address of respondent Street •..•.•.•.•.•••••••• (if any) AGE . ? 
Street No .......... ~ ..... . 
Sl1ack no . ................. . 
3. Are you the head of tl1e household ? 
4. How long have you been at this address ? •••.•••••••.••.. Years 
5. Where were you before that ? .•.•..•.•••.•. ~ ••.• 
10. From which area (homeland) did you originally come? .••.••••••• 
When did you come from there? ...••••...••.•••••.•• 
**Ask them to tell you how they came to be here - where and how did they stay? 
11. What is the highest grade of schoCbl achieved ? 
B. HOUSEHOLD 
1. How many people are there in your household ? (people that eat together) 
I 2 I 3 l . 4 l 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 l 9 I 10 I 
18 years or older: Male .••...••••• Female . .......... . 
Under 18 years: Male ••••••••••• Female . •...•...•.. 
Number of Boarders .•.•.••••...• 




























D. FUEL TYPE 
What fuels do you use ? 
Electricity Candles Paraffin Gas Wood Coal 
Charcoal Car Batteries Dry Batteries Other 
D.1 ELECTRICITY 
What do you use electricity for? 
Cooking He?-ting water Heating house Light Ironing Other 
What electric appliances do you use ? 
Electric stove I Electric Geyser Electric Fridge j Electric heater I 
Iron j Radio I HiFi/Tape I TV Other I 
How much does it cost per month ? R ____ _ 
Wl1y do you use electricity ? ••••••.••••. ~ •.•••. ; •••••.• · •••••••••• 
D.2 CANDLES 
Do you use candles for light ? IYEsl No I 
How many per week? (Number or Packets) 
How much does it cost? R _____ _ 
Where do you buy your candles ? .................... 
D.3 PARAFFIN 
What do you use paraffin for? 
Cooking Heating water Heating house Light Ironing Other 
What paraffiry appliances do you U.se? 
Primus stove Paraffin stove Paraffin heater Paraffin fridge 
Paraffin lantern Other 
How much does it cost per week? R ______ _ 
How much do you use per week? Litres ___ ....:.(A_,..1>/oR.) Bottles ___ _ 
Where do you buy it? ....................... 













What do you use gas for? 
Cooking Heating water Heating house Lights Ironing 
Other 
What gas appliances do you use ? 
Gas stove Gas heater Gas fridge Gas light Other 
How rruch does gas cost per week ? R 
How rruch gas do you use per week ? Kg ____ _ 
Wl1ere do you buy it ? ••••••.••..•••.••••..•.••.• 
Wl1y do you use gas ? •.••.•••.•••.•••••.•••••.•.• 
D.5 WOOD 
What do you use wood for ? I Cooking Heating water Heating house 
Where do you make your fire ? .........•...•••••••..•.... 
How rruch do you use per week ? Bundles ___ (or bags) ___ (we1&-H1") 
How rruch does it cost per week ? R ____ _ 
Do you buy it ? \YES I NO I From wl10 ? •••••••.••••••••.•. 
If you collect it yourself how long do you have to walk to get it ? . . . • • . Hrs 
Where do you get it from ? ..•....•.....••......•.•. 
Wl1y do you use wood ? •••••••.•.•.•.•••.••••••• 
D.6 COAL / CHARCOAL (underline if used) 
What do you use it for ? (cooking Heating.water Heating house 
How rruch do you use per week ? Bags 
How rruch does it cost per Week ? R ____ _ 
Where do you get it from ? .........•. · .•.•..... 
Why do you use coal I charcoal ? ••..••.•.•...•...•.•..... 
D.7 CAR BATTERIES 
Do you use car batteries for 1 Hi Fi TV Radio Other I 
How many do you use ? 1 2 3 
How often do you charge your batteries per month ? 1 2 3 4 












D. 8 DRY BATTERIES 
Do you use dry batteries for: 
Other .•.••••. 
I Torch I Radio I Tape recorder I HiFi J 
~12.ES ....... . 
How many do you use per week ? J1\2J3l 4! 5\ sl 7\ s\ g\ 
How much do they cost per week ? R __ _ 
D.9 ATTITUDES *get them to tell you about why and how they use fuel* 
What do you like about the fuels you are using? ...•••••.•••.•...•••••••..•• 
What don't you like about the fuels you use? ••••••.•••••.•••••••••..••••.• 
Would you prefer to use another type of fuel? .••••.•.•••••••.•••.••••••••• 





















F. ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS 
1. Do you own a car? I YES I NO ] 
2. W11ere do you work? (list) ................................... . 
3. How do you travel there? I BUS I TRAIN I CAR l TAXI WALK 
4. About how much do you spend per week on food ? R --~--
5. About how much do you spend -per month on clothing ? R ___ _ 
6. About how much do you spend per week altogether ? R ____ _ 
G. DWELLINGS 
I I I 3 1 1. How many buildings are on s ITE ? 1 2 4 
2. How many rooms has the main house ? 11 I 2 I 3 [ 4 I 
I ~ze) 
3. What are the walls of the main house made of? [ Brick / Iron / Wood j Plastic J 
4. What is the roof made of ? [Iron [ Asbestos I Other l 
5. Is there a ceiling ? 6. Is there insulation ? 
7. How many attached shacks & size ? I 0 I 1 (. .. rooms) j 2 (. .. room~j 3 ( .. room~/ 























QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WOOD GATHERERS; WESTERN CAPE; NOVEMBER 1988 
0. °CODE NUl1BER 
1. INTERVIEWER 11ARY 11TIMKA 
2. AREA/TOWNSHIP ...•.•...••...••.•••.•.••....••.•..•• , ••. , 
3. DATE •...••••...• 
4. TIME .......... . 
I'm Mary and I am doing a survey on various type of fuels for a 
project for the University of Cape Town. This does not have anything 
to do with the .Government or 11unfcipality. 
A. INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS 






Shack nu1ber ••••••••.••••• 
3. Age of respondent? •••.•••• 
4. How long have you been at above address? .•..•••.•..• 
S. Where were you before that ? .................. . 
6. When did you come to Cape Town? ••••••••• 
7. Where were you born? ••.•••••••.••••.••••• 
B. WOODGATHERING QUESTIONS 
1. Do you work full time as a woodgather ? YES NO 
2. What other activities do you do? ••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
3. How many years have you been working as a woodgatherer ? •••••••••• 
4. Which areas have you collected wood from in the last 2 years ? 
(Describe) •...••••••.•..•••..••.•••.••..••.••.•••••.••.•••••••.••• 
S. Haw long does it take you to walk to where you cut wood? ••••••••• 
6. How long does it take you to collect the wood ? .................. .. 
7. Do you make several trips-to cut woad every day? How many? ,,,,; 
8. Do you cut wood ? YES NO 
9. What do you use to cut the wood ? AXE SAW 
10. What kind of wood do you prefer? •.•..•••.••..•.•••••..•.• 
11. What do you collect the wood for ? HOME SELLING 
12. How many bundles do you collect -per day ? ................. .. 
-per week ? I ••• I. I I I I ••• I •••• 
13. If selling: Where do you sell it? ...••...•.••••• 
Haw often? !daily, every other day, etc! .•••.••••.•• 
Haw many bundles per day? .....••.••.•••• 
Haw much do you charge per bundle? .•..•••••• 
About how much money do you make every week? .•.•.• 
14. Who buys the wood fro11 you ? .......... .. 












QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARAFFIN MERCHANTS: WESTERN CAPE; NOVEMBER 1988 
0. CODE NUMBER 




5. NAME OF ESTABLISHMENT 
6. TYPE OF ESTABLISHMENT Shop in Shopping Centre Shop House 
7. ADDRESS 
I'm Mary and I am doing a survey on various types of fuels for the 
University of Cape Town. The Survey has nothing to do with the 
municipality or the Government and all replies are confidential. 
QUESTIONS 
1. Name of respondent ? 
2. How long has this business been located here ? 
3. Where were you located before ? 
4. Where do you buy your paraffin ? 
How much does it cost ? 






6. Which is the most popular size ? Bottle 
7. Can the public buy Primus stoves etc here ? 
8. Do you have.• customers who buy in bulk ? 
9. Do you deliver ? How ? 
10. Do you have regular customers ? 
5L 
In what quantities 
lOL 20L 
How many litres 
Where ? 
11. How much paraffin·would you estimate an average family uses each 
week ? 
12. Where do your customers buy their paraffin appliances ? 
13. What are your customers feelings about paraffin ? 
14. Do you hear of customers having accidents with paraffin ? 











Gl.ESTI~IRE FOR GAS l"E~S: ~TERN CAPE; l\Ov'EMEER 1988 
0. OJDE l\l...MBER 




5. f\JAt'E OF ESTABLISH"ENT 
6. ADDRESS 
I'm Mary and I am doing a survey on various types of T\Jels -for the 
University of Cape Town. The Survey has nothing to do with the llLlnicipality 
or the Government and all replies are con-fidential. 
GILESTI0\18 
1. Name of respondent ? 
2. How long has this business been located here ? 
3. Where were you located be-fore ? 
4. Do you -fill only or exchange gas bottles also? 
5. Is a deposit on a gas bottle necessary? 
6. What sizes of gas bottles do you fl 11 ? 
7. What at-e the t-etai 1 prices ? 
8. Which is the most popular size ? 
9. Can the public buy regulators etc here? 
10. Do you have customers who buy in bulk ? 
11. Do you de 1 i ver ? 
12. Do you have regular customers ? 
13. At what intervals do -families replace their gas bottles ? 
14. How llUch gas would you estimate an average -family uses each week ? 
15. Where do your customers buy their gas appliances ? 
16. What are your customers -feelings about gas ? 
17. Do you hear o-f customers having accidents with gas ? 












~y STATISTICS Al\ID STATISTICP4... ~IPU.ATIO\I 














~y STATISTICS ~ STATISTIC'A... ~IPU..ATICN 
CF Tl-£ DATA 
OBJECTIVES 
As the data set is reasonably large, over 5CX) interviews in the initial 
survey and 247 interviews in the Cape and Transvaal fulla.v-up surveys, the 
· variables rumen:us and the statistical trans-formations many the objective of 
this appendix is to clariTy the statistical attributes OT the data. Some 
measures of central tendency and reliability of the data are thus presented 
in summary -form below. The analysis of the results themselves are dealt with 
in the body of the dissertation. 
A4. 2 Tl-£ INI TI l=L SURVEY 
A4.2.1 Sumnary Statistics - rumeric variables 
The data Tram the initial survey was grouped into 205 variables. A -few of the 
major rumeric variables are sumnarised by season in the tables below. In the 
winter of 1987 198 interviews were carried out in the -formal black areas. 
TARE A4.1 INITil=L SURVEY; WINTER 1987: FORMPL AREAS: 
l\Lt'ERIC VARIAR.ES. 
NJ VARI ARE CASES f"EAN . R?N:£. ST ERROR ST IEV 
1 Household size 197 6, 13 17 0,202 2,835 
2 Total incane/mth 197 368,93 1600 21,20 297,61 
3 Qty paraT-Fin ltr 171 36,4 177 2,52 31,53 
4 Qty Gas kg 54 17,7 45 1,34 9,88 
5 Expend paraT-Fin R 198 12,74 92,25 1,22 17,20 
6 Expend Gas R 198 5, 18 60 0,80 11,30 
7 Expend elect R 198 12,04 1670 1,47 20,73 
In the summer of 1987/88 a total of 295 interviews were carried rut. f\b 












TABLE A4.2 INITIPL SURVEY; 81...M"ER: ALL AREAS - l\U'ERIC 
VARIAEl.ES. 
1\[) VARIABLE CASES l'£AN RAl\EE ST ERROR ST [BJ 
-------
1 Household size 295 6,32 67 0,28 4,78 
2 Total income/mth 294 339,86. 2000 21,68 371, 73 
3 Qty paraffin litres 
4 Qty Gas kg 
5 Expend paraffin R 295 8,92 80 0,79 13,60 
6 Expend Gas R 295 6,72 82 0,78 13,35 
7 Expend elect R 295 16,89 98 1,43 24,62 
--------------------
A4.2.2 Validity of the data - Results of the Backcheck 
From the follow-up survey the validity of the initial survey could be 
partially checked. As the follow-up survey used the address set of the 
initial survey as the frame the names of households could be checked for 
similarity. Spellings of African names varies widely, but this was taken into 
account. The respondents replies to the question of whether the family had 
been interviewed before and the similarity of family sizes are also presented 
in the table belON. 
TABLE A4.3 RESLLTS CF BACl<a-£0< 
AREA CASES SAl"E INTERVIEVED BEFORE SAl"E 
NPt'E YES 1\[) U\ISURE H/H SIZE 
% % % % % 
LPN3A 23 35 30 30 40 26 
GU3...LETHJ 22 55 36 50 14 9 
NYAN & l\EW CR 17 82 24 71 5 29 
KYA VILLPC:E 35 57 37 51 12 20 
KHY SITE 8 19 74 47 47 6 10 
From this table it is apparent that, even if.allowances are made for 
different respondents in the same family, lapses of memory, changes of family 
size and movement of families a significant proportion of the questionnaires 
in the initial survey are of doubtt=ul validity. This dubiety is reinforced by 
the visual appearance of some of the returns which appear not to have have 
been prepared in the field and either completely or partially falsified. 
The problem thus arises in selecting which data is acceptable and which is 
falsified is a statistical exercise beyond the scope of this, dissertation. As 













A4.3 Tl-E FCLLCliHJP SURVEY - CAPE SURVEY 
A4.3.1 Surrvnary Statistics - rumeric variables 
There are 30 rumeric and 12 character' variables in the primary untransfur-med 
data set -Fr-am the Cape survey. Some measur-es o-F central tendency and 
statistical attributes o-F the major untransfurmed rumeric variables o-F the 
180 interviews that took place in the sunvner- o-F 1988/89 are tabulated 
overlea-F. 
A4.3.2 Attributes o-F the data 
One is· imrrediately struck by the range o-F values fur all the variables. This 
is re-Fleeted in the large standard deviations. The variation in samples sizes 
is re-Fleeted in the standard error which is generally smaller fur larger 
sample sizes. The variables r-elating to income and expenditure <7,9-11> have 
however high standard errors in spite o-F lar-ge sample sizes. This r-e-Flects 
both the reality o-F wide income and expenditure dispersion and the expected 
variability o-F replies. 
A4.3.3 Character variables and trans-formed variables 
In the Cape survey some 12 character variables were assembled. These wer-e 
recoded as rumeric classi-Fication -Factors to be acceptable to the statistical 
progr-am used. The rumeric variables were trans-formed by outlier exclusion, 
combination and various mathematical operators to fur-m a set o-F same 80 












TABLE A4.4 FCLLOW-UP SURVEY: Sl.M"ER 1988/89. CAPE - ~ AREAS 
PART A. f\l..J"ERIC SO:IO-ECO\CMIC VARIABLES 
I\() VARIABLE SAMA_E AVE. l"ED STD STD R~ SKEW- KURT-
SIZE IAN tEv ERR l\ESS OSIS 
1 Age Respond 179 35,6 34 14 1,04 62 0,7 -0,06 
2 Yrs @ address 178 5,9 3 8,6 0,64 50 2,7 8,3 
3 Yrs le~t orig, 135 16,3 12 15,4 1,32 66 0,98 0,06 
4 Hsehold size 180 5,5 5 2,9 0,21 16 1,14 2,22 
5 No arults 177 3, 1 3 1, 7 o, 13 8 1, 31 1,87 
6 No employed 177 1,8 2 0,8 0,06 5 0,88 0,84 
7 Income/week 177 145,11 125 97,2 7,3 499 1,33 2,28 
8 Av No ~ cars 179 0,2 ·o,4 
9 Food expend wk 154 61,41 44 62,8 5, 1 395 3,1 12, 13 
10 Cloth exp mth 117 58,68 33 67,0 6,2 395 2,7 8,80 
11 All exp wk 111 113,50 75 121,1 11,5 793 2,9 11,47 
12 Builds/site 180 1,6 1 1, 1 0,07 8 3, 1 14,64 
13 Rooms/build 180 2,8 3 1, 1 0,08 5 O, 14 -0,53 
14 No shacks 66 1,6 1 1,3 o, 15 7 3,0 10,90 
PART 8. l\l1'£RIC FL.EL-RELATED VARIABLES 
I\[) VARIABLE SAMPLE AVE. l"ED STD STD ~ SKEw- KURT-
SIZE I~ !Bi ERR l\ESS OSIS 
15 Cost candles 68 1,59 1,2 1,4 o, 17 8,45 3;5 13,86 
16 No candles 68 8,9 6 9,0 1,1 58 3,8 17.06 
17 Cost Para wk 166 4, 18 3,2 3,0 0,2 20,5 2,3 6,75 
18 Li tr Para wk 166 6,96 5 5,0 0,4 34,3 2,4 7,78 
19 Cost Gas wk 56 11,65 7,5 8,7 1,2 37,5 1, 2 1,00 
20 Kg Gas wk 58 9,52 9 7,3. 1,0 31,6 1,25 1,32 
21 Cost wood wk 3 1,59 17 11,9 6,9 23,8 0,33 0 
22 Kg Wood'wk 4 
23 Cost elec mth 32 52,73 50 18,3 3,2 72 0,72 -0,14 
25 No car batts 41 1, 1 1 0,3 0,04 1 3,4 10, 1 
26 Carbat chg wk 35 2, 1 2 1,3 0,23 6,5 1, 7 4, 1 
27 Cst drybat mth 90 3,89 3 2,8 0,29 14,1 1, 7 3,4 
28 Yrs schooling 39 3,8 4 2,9 0,46 9 -0,03 -1,3 
Note: There I.Ere nil returns on the cost and amount ~coal. 
A4.4 TI-E FCLLOW-UP SUR\IEY - TRPN3VAPL SURVEY 
A4.4.1 Summary Statistics - rumeric variables 
The Transvaal survey took place prior to the Cape survey, in August and 
September 1988, which is winter on the Highveld. The survey covered 67 
respondents and the primary set contains 23 rumeric variables. The 












TAB...£ A4.5 FCLU:l..J-UP SURVEY: WINTER 1988. TRANSVAPL 
PART A. l\l.t'ERIC SCX:::ID-ECOl\0"1IC VARIAB....ES 
I\() VARIAB....E SAMPLE AVE. !'ED STD STD RAl\EE SKEW- KURT-
SIZE IAN DEV ERR l\ESS OSIS 
1 Yrs @ address 67 1' 1 1 0,36 0,04 1, 75 1,4 3,2 
2 Yrs l~t orig 64 15,0 13,5 11,4 1,4 45 0,6 -0,5 
3 Hsehold size 67 4,:2 4 1,6 0,2 10 1,8 6,7 
4 No ad..llts 63 2,2 2 0,8 o, 1 4 1, 7 3,0 
5 No employed 67 1,2 1 0,7 0,08 4 1, 7 4,9 
6 Incane/week 62 209,0 175 98,6 12,5 475 0,4 o, 1 
7 All exp wk 59 42,7 30 33,4 4,3 190 3,2 11,B 
8 Builds/site 65 1, 1 1 0,3 0,04 1 2,3 3.,6 
9 Rooms/build 65 2,6 3 0,8 o, 1 4 -0,2 0,4 
PART 8. l\l.t'ERIC FUEL-RELATED VARIABLES 
l\KJ VARIABLE SAMPLE AVE. l"ED STD STD RAl\EE SKEW- KURT-
SIZE IAN DEV ERR l\ESS OSIS 
11 Cost candles 65- 1, 7 1,2 0,8 o, 1 3,6 0,6 -0,02 -
12 No candles 65 1,4 1 0,7 O, 1 3 0,6 -0,006 
13 Cost Para wk 63 2,65 2,6 1, 1 'o, 1 5,6 1,8 5,7 
14 Li tr Para wk 63 3,9 4 1, 7 0,2 9 1,4 3~8 
15 Cost Gas wk 16 8,4 8,7 4,6 1, 1 18 1, 1 2,3 
16 Kg Gas wk 16 4,2 4,5 2, 1 0,5 8,0 0,9 1,4 
17 Cost wood wk 57 1,5 1,2 0,6 o, 1 2,5 0,7 -0,4 
18 Kg Wood wk 58 1,6 1 0,6 o, 1 2,5 0,7 -0,5 
19 Cost Coal wk 58 10,7 12 3,8 0,5 12,3 0,2 -0,5 
20 Coalbags wk 58 1, 9 2 0,6 o, 1 2 o, 1 -0,4 
21 Carbatno 8 1,6 1,5 0,8 0,3 2 0,8 -0,2 
22 Chargeno 8 1,5 1,5 0,5 0,2 1 0 -2,8 
23 Cost drybat 39 7,09 3,7 5,2 0,8 21,2 1, 4 2,2 
A4.4.2 Attributes o-f the data 
As with the Cape survey the data relating to incane and expenditure shows the 
largest standard deviations and standard errors. The ranges OT the variables 
are large but, in spite o-f the smaller sample size, the standard errors OT 
the variables are smaller than the Cape survey. 
A4.4.3 Character variables and transTormed variables 
Only 5 character variables were used in this survey. These were recoded as 

























A HYPCmETICPL ~TICJ'.A... ~IE.. CF TI-E OO"ESTIC Ef\ERGY T~ITICl'J PROCESS 
On the basis of the statistical analysis, and the description of the process 
an spatio-econometric model of the aggregate demand for fuels can be 
formulated that incorporates the domestic energy transition process. The 
scale of inquiry is national but output would have to be disaggregated to at 
least the metropolitan level to be of practical berieTit. 
The model would have the following components:-
il Demographic component 
The population growth rates by area would be modelled at this stage. Spatial 
disaggregation would be at least by major metropolitan area, homelands and 
other rural areas - or pre-ferably, by magisterial district. A cohort survival 
model of reasonable sophistication would be adequate. 
ii) Mobility and housing component 
·The rural-urban migration process wc:uld be modelled using a standard 
intervening opportunities model, with 'push' and 'pull' ~actorial inputs as 
well as a modification to allON for circular migration. An inter-urban 
mobility component would be necessary to indicate where within a metropolitan 
area rew households (both migrants and existing urbanites> would be most 
likely to res.ide. The supply of formal hOJ.Sing would be a key variable to be 
predicted as the supply of informal housing would be the resicilal of this and 
the total housing demand at any point in time. 
iii) Demand component 
The demand for variOJ.S fuel types would be on the basis of predicting 
probable rumbers of households in the formal and in-formal areas in the 
various fuel graups. The -fuel group categorisation could be according to the 
schema adopted in this dissertation, or by another variable. The factor 
inputs suggested are 'modernisation index' which includes ed.tcation, family 
size and· structure, disposable income, housing type and car/tv ONnership as 
well as other variables. Final total demand for a fuel is mean consumption 
multiplied by the predicted size of the fuel group. 
The description of this hypothetical model suggests that at this stage the 
major improvements in quantifying energy demand are at the macro-demographic 
level concerning population shi~ts and housing. 
